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···Hell, this. country's so 
goddamn big that even if industry 
ran wild we could never wreck it. 
We can have our cake and eat it 
too." 
-Henry Pratt, executive assistant to 
former Governor Keith H, MIiier of 
Alaska. 
Ithaca, New York, December 10, 1971 
A R G A M E s 
Ithaca College was the site of another one of the governmt.!nts's war games Wednt.!sday morning. A U.S. Army rt.!cruiter had heen 
vited by the C'aree1 Planning Office to set up an information desk in the library. Several groups of people objected to this rn.m being 
amitted to try to recruit people on :.:ampus. These groups. began Tuesday to plan action that would demonstratt.! tht!ir foelings about 
1is recruitment being allowed. The result being succt.!ssfully barring tht.! army from carrying out its plan~ 
A fow minutes bdorc 9 A.M. the rt.!cruitt.!r. Captain Maurer of the Airborne. walkt.!d with a secrt.!tary from the cart."er plannin!,! 
fficc, Beth Bolvig. towards the front · 
or of the library. He was met there 
y about twi:nty students who blocked 
1c door and refused to permit him- io 
1ter. although they allowed anyone 
,l" to pass. More students gathered as 
,ud debate developed among the .. 
11h:rent factions prc!.cnt. Captain 
.1ura said that he would n~t try to 
11.:r Litt: building alom: with s,o many 
'(1ple blocking the door. Beth Bolvig 
,· I ended the Captain hy ydling al 
11drnts lo .. shut up, ~ ou haw no right 
hlol.'k lhi, man." Dirrcto'r of Satctv. 
,·n Tral'y. was 1t1ere. with li"is "'); ,- _ 
,,il,,1e-lalkk a, _wa, Vkl' President for ·.' , { he/j-- . . 
rtaknt ,\tlair!.. Stan Davis. Captain ',. \·~ /Jo 1 . 
.111rL'r moveJ to thr l·.ghert Union '--»' '< It:, , ... -· · 
J1ecr Planning Offke and Wa!, followed · (?.I,\-:' . ~ a nulllhl'T of the deomonstr;1tor,. d_"'/. . ~O ·, 
'Ink Capt am :\laurrr ,tayed inside Olll' "¢; ', 
t r h,· 111nrr off1.:r,. t hl' group of peopk ~ ,,. · ,C. 
'.::'(~l~~i~ll~~I h~~~'\~;~ l'~~::11::~1!:!a~l~g~~I~~>:~ 'q ,;,. 'I: 9..-
h.,< " w,- ""'""l' <o ,pe«k wi<h <lw -
·,·1111ll"r, ..:onvineing hi111 that he wa, ~ · .:z1 
nr wekorrn.' at ltha..:a CollegL'. Tht: ~ ·' ·, 
r11drnh tlwn mowd into the inlll'T 
lli<:c and spok.: with Captain Maurer. 
,1,, 1111,! him question~ and l'Xplaining 
hdr ;1.:tion. Sillt:l' the office was _ 
,·,oming l'rowdt:d. l'VO:ryonL' agrL•t:d to 
" to the Union Rt:i.:rcalion Room to 
111111nue d1snrs~ion. 
\bout fifty Pl'opk l,!athl'rl•d in tht: 
',·L'ft:ation •Room Whl'Tt: Stan Davi~ 
1r,·111pted to have peopll' ~it down anil 
11,·,1ion Captain Maurer in an onkrly 
1;1nner. by shoutin~. ''Will you shut up 
ml let tht• olher pcopk sil·down'/" 'fhc 
: ·,dL·nts .:ounlcred thal I hey did not 
.1111 to ht: n:gimi:nt.:d into a situation 
.111ilar to !Ill' army. whi..:h i~ what lhl'Y 
nL' protesting, and so disi:ussion 
"111111ued with l'wryoni: milling ;1round 
h,· room. The hasi.: point of thr 
,·mon~trators was that armv 
L'l'TL"Sl"nlativt:!. shoulJ no.I ht: allowr:1 
n t hL' collqte grounds. Thl'Y felt l hat 
h,· eampus is privall' propL·rty 
donging to !he students who pay to 
1, L' tht:rl'. They also stated that ;1 
1a1orii"y of the students do not wan! 
'1l' Armed Servkes al.'lively recruiting al 
llha..:a Collrge. In November l'l70 
St1nknt Congrl's, passi:d a resolution 
banning all military rl'.:rui1111ent on 
campu~. Last year a rl°fL'rl'IHlt1111 votl' ot 
~luLknh re,ultLJ in barring FBI 
renU1lmL·n1. whik ,till allowing thl' 
army. This voll· did 1101 n:flect an 
a.:n1rall' view of ,:;,mpu, opinion 10 
some peopll' hoWl'VL'r. Ol'L·au,l' onlv 
about one quarti:r ol the ,tudent, votl'li. 
and even !hen thl' vote wa, very l'losl'. 
Vets Rap 
fn the Rec. Room s.:wral ,tudl'nl, 
confronted Captain Maurer with 
a.:cus;1tions about how acl·ur;1h: a 
rrpresental ion hl' was giving of army 
lifr. Veterans who Wl'Tl' demonslralmg 
repl'aledly callrd up lhl'ir personal 
exprriencrs as example, of how thr 
military had lil'll. Captain :\laurrr 
replied only Iha! hL' was sent from 
~paceship Earth 
ln 1hl' rnighly Mis,r~s1ppi. lll'ar Montin-tlt,. Minn .. 
h,·1 ·re building a nudrar J)(lWl'r plant and thl'y.:rl' l·om111itt111l,! 
mortal ,111. 
h,·~ 'II conta111111atL' our rJ\'L'r with radioa.:t l\'l' wastL'. 
\ 1rh 111,idiou\ poison that no onr .:;111 'L'e llr sml'II or ta~tl'. 
lontieello anJ Elk Rrvt."r may ,omr.day realize thr fear. 
hJt the radioactivr fallout i, getting in thl!ir hcL·r. 
hl'll the land of thr ~ky hlul! water-will go down in History. 
'!hr placl' wht:rl' man p<!rfei.:tl!d atom'ic dysen'try. 
Mike Murphy in 
Nuclear Power and its Critics 
by Dorothy Nt'lkin 
In response to the rising power ncl•ds 
the upstall' New York area. New 
entire Finger Lakr Region. L1kr Cayuga 
was cut by glaciers in -1h1! l'lcistocrne 
age, its complex ecosystem l'Volvcd owr 
a mdlenia. hul it can be destroyed in a 
kw short year~. 
The danger to the lake is·two-fold; 
thermal (heat) pollution. and the 
!lushing of radiological wastt." material 
\ 
\ 
Syracu,l' to do his job. and thJt 
hl' always doesn't like the ;ir111y him,l"lt. 
llis joo. as he stall'd it. i, to visit .:ollcgL' 
i.:ampu,._., in upper NL'W York Stall' 
about two or tlir.:e 11ml', ra.:h Wl'l'k. 
Sever;il peopk dl"fenlkd t hl' ril,!hl oft lw 
army to b,• at IC 111 the' nam,·.ol 
p r ,. , l' r v i n !! f r L' •• s r l' l' .: h . T h l' 
dl·mon,tralt>r, repliL'd th:11 thl'V would 
newr be allowL·d to Sl't up a tal;lc in thL' 
Recruiting Station downtown. Stan 
Dav" wa, hl'ard ,houling "StuLknts 
don't h;1Vl' a ri!,!ht to do anythin!,!" 
;1hout the rL'.:ruitt."r ,itualion on ..:arnpu,, 
even if thl"y "haw Lhl' right to ,ay" 
what they wantrd. 
Captain Maurrr maLk a propn,al to 
haVl' a repre,~·ntat ive of the prole~tor, 
,rt up a tahle along!.ilk hi, in onkr to 
pre,L'lll the two ,ides of the militar) 
continued on page 2 
ork, State Electril' ;1nd Ga, 
·orpnratiori ( NYSE&GI is planning lo 
onslruct an 830 megawatt nuch!ar 
ueled generating plant on the northeast 
horc of Lakt.!' Cayuga. The cost of the 
lant was originally estimated at more 
han S 135 million, bu1 members of the 
cientific community belh:ve that the 
ost to the·-lake and the community 
into thl' _l~kc. In J u~e of I% 7. Prot:es~or ·."'!-:'~~--· 
Alfred Eipper puhhsl1cd a report hstmg ·;~::.;-, :.c.:.:. 
the known effects of thermal pollution~: 
ay be much greater. 
and· questioning the probable 
consequences of using Lake Cayuga as a 
colling pond for the Bell Project reactor. 
Signed by 17 scientists from 
conservation, limnology. biology, 
Early. in the spring, as a finger of botany, geology, and engineering, the 
ud slowly '!_¥ind.,; its way across the report ~-predicted that the normal 
ke, from' the east shore to t.he west. stratification pattern of the lake would 
und~ds of thousunds of native ·birds be ~~tered ~Y the propose~ power 
omplete'..their Jong return from -the· sta.t1on, w_h1ch would raise the 
Uth,~·-They _spend three days on the tempe111t.ur:e of th~ upper ~yer of the 
ortheast-"'shore· of the lake, eating wild .lake ... I:his proees.,; 1s to-all !ntents _and 
orn. before .they-.fan. out across the· purposes, the rep_ort states, irreversible: 
' 
, If"~ ~.,:,,:'J4_•', ',,,• .• /,r: ,' , ,,~,. • , 
I II ;t..,,tj~r.: ·r,.,~~~:~ 1/t'." \J '~,~. ~ ... /.,~,~~·,,; /:,.,, (' .<. 
A later report by Dr. Clarence Carlson 
urged the Atomic Energy Commission 
to tighten its requirements on 
acceptable levels of radiation wastes. 
Carlson felt that even if the distribution 
of waste material was within acceptable 
standards. eddies and ·inlets on the .lake 
could collect radionuclides and produce 
wastes. A nine year nushing cycle would 
create long term huild-ups of these 
wastes. contlnuad on P•1• 12 




l)c,pitl' a onL' hour mL'l'llllg 
WL"dne~day night hL·tweL'll the re"dL'nb 
of Quarr~ dorm and members of th.: 
adminbtration. thl'rL' i~ ,till uncatarnty 
as to whether or not ()u:irry \\ill b.: 
opl'll lll'Xt ,rme~k1. ,\pproximJtl'ly 
,i,ty ,tuLkllb li,tene•d quit:tl~ .1, Stan 
l);I\ i,. V i,e l'rL·,idL'llt lor St lllknt 
Artair,. l'aul Fa1111l'll.1. Vk°L' l'rL',ilknt 
ror I inane·,·. and lbH· Lord. d1rl·L'tor nl 
h"u,111g. ,·xpla111.:d tlw .nl111111i'trJt1011·, 
l·o111ph.:.1ted ,t:1nd ,111 lhL· 1,,11,·. 
•\t the hL·g11111111g ol 1111, yeJr. l!hJ,·.1 
College· \\a, Olll'L' ,l!!,1111 \l\'e'IL'llrolkd. 
St ude·nh \\'l'IL' plaL·c•d 111 tnpk,. and 
Quarr~ w.l' rL'll(lL'lled. R.:~idenb wrr,· 
allowl'd .1 t 11 I y dollar pnl·l· dcdu..:t 1D11 1,1 
part 1ally n1mpL'1hall" lhl'lll lor thl· 
Jiffkulty lllVOI\L·d 111 gl'tl111g Ill sd100J. 
Liv111g in ()uarr~ wa, not without i1' 
advantagt:,. though.·" tlll'.peoplc hv111g 
thl'rl' WL'Te' soon ro d1~.:ova. Living in 
largL' ,1111,!lc rtH1111-. \\hit:11 ..:ould he: 
del'or;1t.:d to 11allv1dual ta,ll'. and lrc·,·d 
from thl' Saga meal pbn. the re,1d,·nh 
of Qu.irry found that the·~ .:oulJ 
~, ru.:t ure t hl'1r livl', 111 a wry per,onal 
ta,hion. With ~ixty-,ix rL's1denh. and a 
waiting lbt of forty. Quarry i,; OllL' of 
the mo,t popular donm 011 or off 
campu~. Living on thr East Ifill. !hi! 
nll'mhL·r, of Quarry wt:rl' able lo 
d L' V l' J O p ;1 \ l" 11, l' 0 f U 11 It y a 11 d 
cohes1vem·~, nol lound on the ltha.:a 
Collc!,!L' l·ampu,. 
,\houl .1 Wl'l'k ago. t.hl' 
adminhlralion ;1111101111..:L'd that it 
plallllL'd to dt,,L, down ()uarr) mid-year. 
I kad RL',1Llcn1 Andy S ll'Tll, L'X pressed 
,hoL·k: hr hadn't l'ven bl!en told. 
Dr. Davi~ told thl' ltlw.:an that it 
would l'OSI do,L'toSl'l.OOOtokeepthe 
Jorm oprn. Tim figun.' induded hl•at. 
li!,!hJ. ,now removal, and rq1a1r work. If 
t hl' pl'opk hvml,! in Quarry could bl' 
a.:.:omodall'U on l';Jmpus. Dr. Davb 
l'Xplained. t hL' ,chool could not aflonl 
to 1-.e.:p thl' dorm oprn. 
llowL'Vl'r. Quarr~ 'L'l'l11' to hl' a 
profitablL' VL'llltire·. With ..ixty-,ix 
r~·..idL·nt, paymg S':.7':o e•:1l'l1. ()11;1rr~ will 
raiw::, 18.150 111 n·v,·1111,· 1(11 lhl' l'olkg.:. 
Wit htJUl e·ll11,1dninµ the· 101 r ~ pe•op\c' 
\\ ho wan1 t<> 1110\L' 11110 Quan). Ihl' 
Pfl'~L'lll 1,·,1d,·nt, ;ire• ,upportm~ thl' L'Chl 
ot marnta111111g q1,· du11111tnr). 
With ,trl'nµth llo\\111!! lllllll th,·11 
:-.olid;irit). the·~ h,·µ.111 Ill hold llll'l'lllll,!,. 
Altl'I OllL' d:1y "' l'l'lll!lllllllg. ll\'L'I I .llOL 
mL'lllbt·r, lll 111" ,tulknr hod) l"Xpre .... c:d 
I hl' 1r ,upporl. ·1 Ill' ..:oil,·!!,' ,ud,knl\ 
d i,n,vL'I ,·d t hl· .. p,·opk: p1<>hkni';. 
involvl'd 111 wh,11 h,1d he•e·n a l.1rgl'ly 
f111anL·i;il dl'L·i,ion. DirL•,·1(11 of hllu,111g 
Daw Lord aLlmitll'd that "!Ill' 
Ad 111in,t rat ion lll'l'd, to ,11 down ;1 ht t k 
murr' and gL'I ~tudent v1l'wpo111t-. hl'lorl' 
they makt: de,:isiom." 
In re,ponw to ri~ing Pfl'~surl', Dr. 
Oavis stated I hat. "Wl' will kt'L'p Quarry 
opl'n unlcs~ II l,!l'ls to the pllillt wh~'Tl' 
we can al·.:omodatl' l'\'L'rvo11L· on 
campu,.'' Thi, 111,·Jn, thar ii: l'nough 
empty bed~ oprn up llll l·;1111pu,. Quarry 
will he dmed. Dr. ));ivb. though. thinks 
that thb is unlikely. When a,ked when a 
final dcdsion will he made on whrre 
the sixty students will live. he 
commented that !hr situation will not 
be settled until January 20th. ten days 
after second semester registration. But 
even if theyre permitted to live in 
Quarry. they will have to pay SSO more 
than they did last semester. That's jusl 
the college's way of tightening the 
screws. But the pcoplc down in Quarry 
needn't worry ahout the uncertainty of 
not knowing where they will be staying 
after Junuary 20th, for, as Stan Davis 
suys, ~·tliey should rely on the good 
faith of the college." 
. ' . 
• 1 I J /,•II•,>> t I 
'I_!_._•_'/ ,( ',' o # 
I } , I I I t / 1 I ~ , f 1 , 
I'' I''''' I•' 
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Easf Tower 
Head Residents 
by Cluis Latham 
This past Friday the head 
residents of the East Tower, Stew 
and Terry Edelstein, met with the 
Coordinator of Residential Life , 
Pat Merkin, and Tower Are; 
Coordinator, G.T. Spence and 
were dismissed for displaying a : 
Reinstated 
poor attitude toward their 
supervisor's administrative 
policies. G.T. Spence made the I 
decision for their dismissal upon 
the extremely vague grounds of 
the Edelstein's "negative 
attitudes", claiming that personal 
reasons in no way affrcted his 
decision. Pat Merkin agree<i Wllh 
this decision and consequently the 
Edelsteins were fired. No students 
had been consulted, yet both Mr. 
Spence and Mr. Mcrkin felt 
confident enough in their 
appraisal of student sentiment to 
act in the belief that this decision 
would be supported. In fact, 
student opposition was strong 
enough to warrant the Edelstein 's 
reinstatement Tuesday morning. 
The Student Advisors of the East 
Tower voiced their objections to 
President Ellis Philips and the 
Vier:: President for Student 
Affairs, Stan Davb. They also met 
with Pat Merkin and G.T. Spence 
making known the unanimous 
student support for the 
Edelstein's. and pressed for their 
reinstatl!ment. 
Stu and Terry Edelstein 
Photo by Scott Peril 
G.T. Spence. as Tower Area 
Coordinator. is functioning in a 
job created this semester. It is the 
-opinion of many E""ast Tower. 
women that his job in many ways demonstrated the willingness of 
overlaps that of the Head• the administration to act 
Residents, and this conflict of considering its own interests above 
interest precipitated the firing of those of the individual and the 
the Edelstein's. The members of college community. 
t~c Housing_ St~ff speak of a lack Optimism is expressed by the 
ot communication between them Head Residents and the Area 
and their employees that led to Coordinator, indicalrng a. 
th is situation which they felt reconcillialion and the opening 
demanded a change of personel. of new lines of communication 
Obviously a lack of between them. A committee. 
communication existed, but more including students. is being 
significantly the total lack of established by Housing to revue 
communication between Housing future firings .. Hopefully this 
and the Student community is should facilitate the future 
e vi d c n c e d by th L' i r false functioning of Housing, reaching 
assumptions concerning student decisions through the participation 
we If are. 1-1 o us in has of the whole community. 
---------.. 
-' ~ TEMPLE 114 E. SENECA STREET 272-3888 
SHOWING NOW THROUGH TUES. 
EVES. 7 & 9;-MAT. SAT. & SUN. 2 P.M. 
VINCIINT CANBY, N. Y. TIIID: " ... superior 
fiction, as Implacable as 'An American Tragedy,' as 
mysterious as 'You can't Go Home Again,' as funny 
as Why Are We In Viet Nam7 and as banal as 
'Main Street'" 
PHIUP ROTH: "Nothing ao comically 
grolNcple • Nbron'• tranafonnatlon into • 
PrNklent has happened alnce Kafka'• hero 
turned Into a cockroach; MILLHOUSE 
falthfully records that horrible American~. , . 
llletllmorphoel.'' 
UONARD HARRIS, WCBS TV: "One thing is 
aure ••. as you watch ... the campaigns against 
Voorhis, Helen Gahagan Douglas, Stevenson, 
Kennedy, Humphrey, the Hiss case ... the farewell 
speech In Califomla ... as you watch, you'll be chortling 
or fuming. No one will sleep through MILLHOUSE." 
JULD FEIFFD: "A ·upped portrait of Nixon 
· from Voorhis to Vietnam: part camp, part 
Hotatlo Alger run amuck-the dark aide of 
the .American drum." 
KBV1N SANDl!RS, WABC TV: "Ifs probably the 
most devastating attack· on one man ever put 
together on film." 
Strategic 
Moves 
continued from page 1 
question. This was generally 
u nacccptablc to the people because 
their major objective was to get the 
army completely off campus. 
Eventually, Captain Maurer agreed to 
leave Ithaca College, in his words, "in 
about five minutes". It was then that 
the army played its first strategic move. 
Before Captain Maurer could leave the 
Rec. Room, he was joined by Sergeant 
Le Beau of the Ithaca Recruiting Office. 
After a few minutes discussion, Le 
BEau and Maurer along with Stan Davis 
and Co-ordinator of Counseling. John 
Brown. moved across the hall to 
Brown's office. The crowd followed and 
again milled about outside of the office 
chanting. Leo Tracey was observed 
running from office to office while 
students talked with John Brown, Stan 
Davis, and Dave: Knowllon. After a 
time, Captain Maurer left, escorted to 
his car by two of the demonstrators. 
They reported that he had said that he 
considered it an honor to be escorted by 
the people. 
Student Escort 
At on,· point it was announced thal 
Sergeant Le Beau would also kavc if he 
could go alone to avoid any 
"'humiliation .. in being escorted. Ttlis 
turned out to be another tactic that the 
officials 11sed to lry to disperse the 
people. Stan Davis came out of the 
offii.:e and along with John Brown 
accused I he assembled students of 
letting lhe air out of one of the tires of 
the army's car. Ile then proceeded to 
say that many of the people who were 
dcmon~trating were tresspassing hecau~e 
they were not Ithaca College sludents. 
Davis then said lhat Sergeant Le Beau 
had not been specifically invited to the 
campus. but thal he was welcome there 
as a guest of the administration. 
The army made its major move ahout 
11 A.M. when Davis. Tral"Y, and Le 
Beau began walking downstairs, 
followed by about thirty demonstrators. 
continued on page 3 
photo by Rich Sharp 
Al 8PRT QOLDIIAN: •• 'lllllhouN' la funnier 
than an, current comecly. The only Nd thing 
lallatndh." 
JAY COCKS, n• IIAGAZINIE: "A funny likeness 
of the 37th President Nixon seems to emerge as the 
kind of bunko ·art1st of whom W. C. Fields 
• quintessence 
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Quintessence, a · black vocalist group at Ithaca College, 







trombone or sax 
CONTACT: Shelly 272-3421 
• . John or George 27?-0931 nights 
qu1n(.~~ge~ence 




Gregory Explains Pacifistic Actions 
Network 
·• 
LNS)-A giant new computer, 
•rammed to make any individual's 
ninal record available to law 
n:ers anywhere in th~ country, was 
into operation November 29, the 
announced. So far, only a handful 
s I at es have placed th~ir ciminal 
rds on computers and Imked them 
he Big C. However, twenty states are 
ccted to join in the next few we~ks. 
!y 1975, all fifty will have rei;e1ved 
its from the Justice Dep~rtment's 
w Enforcement Assistance 
ministration enabling them to join in. 
Tlus type of system is not new - only 
re advanced. The old system, called 
Jl!CI Search, was only capable of 
Ii n g officials if a suspect had a 
ninal record. Now, according to FBI 
cctor Hoover. "in addition to 
sonal identification information such 
11 ,,ml', age, sex, physical description 
1 identifying numbers, the file will 
rn for i:ach individual. arrest charges, 
· li'isposition of l'ach case, senten~ing 
ta 1ls and custody and supervision 
tu,." It can do all of this within 
nutc~ after the request is made. 
byR~Halley 
Dick Gregory was a comedian. In the 
late SO's and 60's he did a standard 
black entertainers trip-Vegas, New 
York; endearing himself to the vast 
middle American T.V. audiences. A few 
years ago however, things changed. It 
wasn't that Gregory had suddenly 
developed a ·political consciousness-it 
was just ·that he no longer felt it 
necessary to conceal it. 
Gregory is still a comedian. He is a 
man who definitely gets off on telling a 
good joke and delights in an audience's 
reaction. However, these days he 
effectively infuses his political 
identification into his lectures. Friday 
night, Dick Gregory spoke in the Ben 
Light Gym to an audience of over I 000 
people. He was different from the man 
that spoke here two years ago. Our 
hopes and cultural consciousness were 
still rising then, and he was able to bring 
that IC audience to a roaring, standing 
affirmation of their own identity. This 
time however, his remarks were of a 
lesser intensity and the audience's 
general lack of unity was apparent. 
1 he whole scheme isn't being 
.,llowed whole though. Critics protest 
1 errors will travel farther and faster 
w. that the data bank is sure· to lead 
more extensive police intelligence on 
1\'lduals and that the new computer 
uld not be controlled by the FBI. 
In speaking of the American Political 
Machine Gregory said, "Beautiful cats 
turn to animals when they get involved 
in party politics. W.hen you get upstairs 
it dorlt make no difference whether 
you're a Democrat or a Republican. It's 
the money people that have the last 
word." He stressed the need for strong, 
independent political action. When 
asked why there seems to be no 
nationally recognized black leaders in 
America today, he noted that Black 
Leadership has been localized. An 
.example of this can be seen in the South 
where Blacks hold varied elected 
positions and where Charles Evers 
recently ran for Governor of Mississippi. 
Photo bY Alan T. Najar 
"It's the money people that have the last word," said Gregory. 
FBI officials claim that concern over 
· system is ridiculous: they feel it is 
rely a more efficient way of getting 
1 infonpation out which now can 
ly be obtained by mail. 
However, FBI spokesmen, in taling 
th local "officials about their 
c,llons, have consistently refused to 
case a copy of the criminal data bank 
ulations or to answer questions about 
Gregory narrated a chilling story of 
how after WOild War II the American 
Intelligence apparatus contacted their 
Nazi counterparts and asked them to set 
up an agency in Amerio similiar to the 
German model. They agreed with the 
condition that they be allowed to run it 
for five years. They never let'!. 
As he did -two year~ ago, Gregory 
noted the potential of national 
boycotts. He feels that such actions as 
that would-'appeal to people who might 
otherwise never take any stronger 
heckling and ill timed questions. When 
they asked him how pacifism would 
help the -North Vietnamese in their 
struggle Gregory replied, "I understand 
violence. Since 190 I we have killed 90 
million people in wars and we haven't 
stopped war yet. America wants you to 
believe violence is the solution. That's 
what cowboy movit!s an: all about." 
Disatisfo:d with his answer they asked 
him if he was" ... in the service of the 
government-paid to hold people back." 
With a controlled and righteous rage 
Gregory answered. "I'm probably one 
of the most moral people you'll eve~ 
meet. America should live for the day 
when they get CIA agents with my 
morals." 
Dick Gregory has been fasting for 
eight months now, ingesting only liquids 
for nourishment as a private, living 
demonstration against The War. This is 
in direct alignment with his belief in 
personal pacifistic action against the 
oppresive powers in this nation. It's a 
political action and it ain't no joke. 
The FBI said that they have 
taJncd written agreements with each 
t1cipating police agency forbidding 
· unauthorized dissemination of the 
ormation to unauthorized persons. 
rcJ u spokesm.en say that access .to the 
~tern will be restricted to law 
orccment agencies. 
political act ion. 
Gregory was generally well received 
by the audience except for a few 
members of the People's Anti Fascist 
Resis!ence League - whQ,-:,~ongly 
disagreed with his pacifist stance. The 
day before the Ject ure. they issued a 
statement identifying Gregory as the 
"enemy" and throughout the speech 
they antagonized both Gregory and a 
large segment of the crowd by their 
'!he anl(1ng 
1)1nk 15> Lirn 
NEED A 
PLUMBER? 
DIAL AR 3-3393 
:'DONOHUE 
HALVERSON The Federal agencies that will 1tnbute and receive the data arc the 
crct Service, the Internal Revenue 
v11.:e, the Alcohol and Tax Divison of 
• Treasury Department, the Customs 
rvice, the Immigration and 
tu ralization Service and the U.S. 
IT!s, the U.S. attorneys, and the U.S. 
rshalls and the Bureau of Prisons. 
continued from page 2 
As they reached· the lowest level of the 
Union, instead of taking the expected · 
route outside, the men slipped into the 
kitchen door, thus eluding the students. 
The demonstrators rused to the several 
exits of the building, to make certain 
that the Sergeant was leaving, but there 
was no sign of him. Stan Davis was seen 
striding away from the Union yelling 
answers to the insults that were directed 
at him. A subsequent phone call to Beth 
Bolvig inquiring as to whether or not 
the caller could be interviewed by the 
scheduled army recruiter was answered 
by an explanation that both army men 
had left the campus. 
The people who had been 
demonstrating felt that they had 
generally achieved .their goal of 
preventing recruiting ftom taking 1>lace 
at Ithaca College. Many of those who 
had at first opposed the demonstrators 
later expressed sympathy after they saw 
the repressive measures that the 
adminstrators threatened. -The 
important· issue became not. only 
whether or not the community wants 
recruiters on campus, but just how far : 
some Ithaca ·College administrators will 
, 10 in carrying out their own concepts of 
order. 
.• 
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Th e Army Mystique 
It seems it is time to evaluate what is realistic 
and what is idealistic. ' 
Question: How long has the United States put 
American lives on the line in a war ill 
considered as to its possible repercussions in the, 
rational minds of men in this country? 
Answer: Much too long. To be specific, in the 
sense of the Vietnam War, approximately ten 
years. 
Question: Has the United States government 
earned the conscious support of the American 
people whose tax dollars go to ·a war machine 
irrespective of the unsympathetic views toward 
United States involvement in the historical 
determinism of a non°Westel'n coujntry? 
Answer: Decidedly not. The American people are 
directing their consciences toward a peacetime 
environment extrinsic to the selfish aspirations 
of that elite which through vested interests has 
negated the principle American ideal of 
participatory democracy. 
Therefore, when a representative of that 
mystified system treads upon the soil of an 
institution supposedly dedicated to the 
furtherance of those goals we hold so 
close: freedom of speech, freedom of suggestion. 
freedom of choice, we should not only be wary of 
him, but we should attt'mpt to demystify in any 
way possible that perverted sense of justice he calls 
the United States Army. 
We should have come to realize by now that · 
circumstance cannot warrant the respect for the 
civil liberties of an Army recruiter that perhaps in 
a day long past (World War II for example) may 
have invited such concern. We have marched on 
Washington 50,000 strong, I 50,000 strong, 350,00 
strong to what avail? By refusing an instrument of 
the state admittance to this campus are we simply 
denying his privilege or <}re we in effect declaring 
our humanity? 
We are nearing the end of our rope. We are 
q uarre Ii ng among ourselves to the delightful 
satisfaction of those select few who pull the 
strings. 
And what of those who propose that our 
"democratic system" shall suffer a setback should 
we not renege in this undeniably microcosmic act? 
My answer could be as characteristically apathetic 
as that of any other member of this college 
environment: "What does it really matter? This is 
just a passing fancy. Life will go on." 
No. By ignoring this blatant incursion we are in 
effect dying inside. We need not involve ourselves 
with such arguments as convenience. Similarly we 
should disregard self righteous justifications of 
military right, Let us clear the mist from before 
our eyes, let us consider our desperation. 
Appr~iation Expressed 
Editor: 
We would very much like to 
thank all of those people who 
worked on Winter Weekend and 
helped make it the great success 
that it was. 
Kenny May, Chairman 
Leslie Wingate, Co-Chairman 
Xmas Spirits 
Editor: 
'TM!'" 6o~~Me1'4T" ~ ON 'TM~ P~CPCE. 
/\'T "™" ~OPl,..E". 
0&SP1TE TME' ~~I!' • 
Although the capitalistic 
bastards downtown arc driving 
Christmas forward for the 
monetary gains that it brings I still 
don't care. For in -·driving 
Christmas forward they cannot 
help but drive the Feeling of 
Christmas forward also - and this 
is good. For at what other time of 
the year is there any more love 
among men than at Christmas'! 
You know they even stop war for 
Christmas, or at least they try, so 
why should I condemn 
commercialism for pushing 
Christmas forward'! 
CIS tlae ltll.10111 u.s 
, 
l'uli,ul '1 mlnll o/ 1,1aaa c.u •• , 
,IIM DONAI.DSON, 
IEDITOlt-UI-C:HlaP. 
277·H90 ., 274o.lU7 
GEORGE OSWALD I 
BUSINESS MANAGER 
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I know I can go downtown and 
for some unknown reason the 
people arc different-because of 
this Christmas feeling. Just 
walking down the street and 
receiving more smiles and hellos in 
, one afternoon than during the 
entire rest of the year, shows me 
that moving Christmas forward is 
really a fine idea. And all year 
long people fight and scrape for 
every penny - they can get, yet 
at Christmas these arc the first 
people to approach the altar of 
God with food for the poor-so 
that they too may have a 
Christmas. 
And what about right here on 
our own campus? I'm sure that 
you can see the difference as well 
as I. I am not sure if I can 
see it only at Christmas or if I just 
look harder for it. Whatever the 
reason I know it is here and I love 
it. The friendliness of the Ithaca 
College campus is tripled during 
the Christmas season and if 
commercialism has done this then 
I am all for it. And before I 
forget, I would like to thank the 
wonderful individual who left the 
cookies in the Union last 
Christmas with the sign - "Take 
one, they're free - and have a 
Merry Christmas!!" because I did, 
and I will this year and I goess the 
greatest amount of thanks must 
go to commercialism. I only hope 
that someday commercialism can 
'IJJH'l SUOULD ! GET A J1B c\'fR CHRl~A 
· VACATION If t'M ~ (?l}lN6 1V ~ A 
I ;JOB Am:R ~RADUA 110N ?' 
make Christmas come every day 




I was completely appalled by 
the article on Delta Kappa which 
appeared in the Ithacan of 
November 18, as well as by a 
similar artklc which appeared in 
In traCollege. 
The article was obviously 
written by a '"Brother". Why it 
appeared when it did is worth 
thinking about. 
The article followed a 
campus-wide pillage instituted by 
both Delta Kappa and Piu Epsilon 
Kappa, executed in the fine 
tradition of Attila the Hun. It 
began as a water fight. but it soon 
evolved in something hardly so 
innocent. 
The water fight was brought 
inside almost every dorm on 
campus. At least two people were 
hurt (including one of OK's own 
pledges), and one girl had the 
entire contents of her room 
totally destroyed. 
At least three people have 
made out formal complaints. 
When these reach student court, 
the best punishment would be to 
penalize. each individual student 
who could be readily identified. 
This would be best because if the 
frats arc fined as an organization, 
they will pay such fines from the 
dorm treasury (as they can readily 
afford to), and they will not have 
been taught any kind of lesson at 
a II. They will soon forget the 
incident. 
But the girl who was attacked 
while showering won't forget. 
Neither will the guy whose term 
paper (on which he had just 
completed two months of 
research) was drenched as he was 
finishing the last page. (It was a 
good thing he decided at the last 
moment not to use an electric 
typewriter. Otherwise, he would 
probably have been electrocuted 
as the water hit the typewriter). 
An episode of this nature, 
especially on this large a scale, 
cries out for suspension and 
expulsion for the instigators. 
Many have been identified 
beyond the shadow of any doubt. 
One only hopes that student court 
will not dismiss this so lightly 
when it hears the cases. 
Because I have seen how these 
hoodlums "play", I wish my name 
withheld because I fear any 
reprisals they may take against me 
because of this h:tter. 
Anonymous 
What Is A Head Resident? 
Editor: 
For the residents of the East 
Tower, this question was not left 
unanswered for very long. From 
the beginning, Terry and Stew 
Edelstein were here to offer their 
concern and assistance. The 
guidance and friendship they 
projected has continued and still 
exists even though their validity 
has been questioned. The news of 
their dismissal shocked and 
greatly disturbed the people who 
were comforted by the personal 
interest they showed in each 
individual. 
Along with the door being 
open to those who just felt like 
talking, it was open al all times to 
those whose need for conversation 
was of a more urgent nature. If 
anything was important to you, it 
was equally important to Terry 
and Stew. -
WE FEEL CHEATED!!! In a 
world of impersonality it is unfair 
that two caring people should be 
eliminated in such an abrupt,' 
unfeeling, unjustified manner. WE 
. ARE INSULTED!!! A college 
functions with, by, and for its 
students and its students have 
been forgotten. WE ARE 
ADAMANT!!! Our belief and 
confidence in these two people 
will not be shattered. 
Editor: 
The I 0th Floor 
East Tower 
Thanks! 
We would like to thank all of 
the students, staff members, 
faculty, and- administrators who 
defended our position as Head 
Residents and enabled us to be 
reinstated. 
We agreed upon the· following 
statement with Mrs. Pat Merlcin, 
Coordinator of Residential Life: 
We are going to be here next 
semester. The experiences of-·the 
pmit week have given all of us 
clearer understanding and we feel 
a new ability to work thinss out 
for at least one more semester. 
We would especially like to 
thank all of the women of East 
Tower and particularly our S.A. 
staff for their ' invaluable and/:',".''' 
.,,,,, -
untiring support. -· .,,-,,~J 
Terry and Stew Ede~ 
Head Resi · , 
East Tower_. 
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Offit:ials, Et Al This Time You Re~lly Bl,w It '• , by Pauf Pollets 
It is nothing new to the students at Ithaca 
College to be the victims of the Bureacratic 
Machinery. Its better known officials: Davis, 
Davies, Farinella, Phillips, et al, have now decided 
(without consulting the occupants who pay the 
rent) that Quarry Dorm will be closed. 
The heavy wad of beauracratic bullshit 
emotions of those involved, not to mention their 
disregard of the sense of community which we 
have diveloped in Quarry, illustrates a large 
generation gap between students and 
administration •.. a gap which should be closed 
very soom on this campus. 
The Student Advi5ors 
of the East Tower 
Ithaca College has finally shown its true t?olors-its true lack of 
concern for its own students, something we have all feU- has now 
been proven. The bureaucracy of this institution, with their own 
selfish, biased motives, has put the interests of the majority totally 
out of the picture. It seems that any good person in this college has 
been eliminated (or at least the attempt to eliminate them was 
made) because these people have been those strong enough to voice 
their opinions against the bureaucracy. 
handed down to the residents of Quarry is just 
another example of the administrations ability to 
overlook the consultation and particiaption of 
students in such important "living decisions." Why 
Greater understanding develops through human 
interaction. Students, faculty, staff and 
administrators must work together if the campus is 
to become·a cohesive unit. We are referring to the firing of the two most interested and 
concerned head residents this college has ever hired. But, because 
they were strong enough to stand up to the hierarchy and say what 
they felt, they had to be eliminated without any concern towards 
the 360 students this uncalled-for action would affect. 
have we no control over our dorm life? . 
If Ithaca College is to continue to promote its 
picture of a "residential college", it must pr?~ide 
varied alternatives to different styles of hvmg. 
Quarry Dorm provides and wishes to continue this 
one of many alternatives. · 
It should be clear that Quarry Dorm and its 
human beings in residence will make Green Food 
for the College next semester if the 46 re~aining 
rooms - are filled-an easy task according to 
Housing Director Dave Lord, who already has a 
waiting list of stud en ts wishing to mo~e _IN. . 
The failure on the part of the adm1mstrat1on to 
realize the perso~al feelings and the sensitive 
The problems of Ithaca College with regards to 
dorm life need to be improved; perhaps Quarry 
could serve as a model for the administration so 
that they might observe a group of Ithaca College 
students who have "community" and who are not 
"alienated." The problem of quality of life at this 
College would stand a better chance of being 
solved if everybody placed their cards (and 
money) on the table face up. It would be helpful 
and honest if we all did this simultaneously. The 
information gap created and prolonged by those 
making administrative decisions only adds to the 
alienation IC students feel. 
The rationalization for this act was for the poor "attitude" that 
these two sincere and honest people have expressed towards their 
"superiors." The fact is, that these head residents were perhaps too 
honest for the administration to handle and perhaps lacked the 
"tact" required by these administrators. 
The Housing Office calls the <lismissal "unavoidable." We call it 
"unacceptable" A great injustice has been done not only to Terry 
and Stewart Edelstein, but to the 360 girls living in East Tower. 
When will this college learn to stop covering up their mistakes by 
"correcting" them with addtional mistakes, and just admit that they 
were wrong? 
•The Greedy Keeper of the Big Green Pot 
usee Paul Farinella 
Music Review 
·IN ONE EAR 
~oooooooooo•oooo-ci . 
.... ~ . 
by Ward Silver · ' 
I often ponder the tirelessness of John Mayall. 
In recalling the raw energy of the Bluesbreakers 
from the early to mid 'oO's to the more dignified 
but explosive days of Keef Hartley and Eric 
CJapton on into the penetrating sessions with Peter 
Green and later Mick Taylor. Mayall, never 
satisfied was always charged with innovation. 
By 1969, he had produced the Turning Point 
album so named because he felt it was time for a 
new direction of blues-jazz oriented music. Thus 
he dispensed with his former drummer. Colin 
Allen. and laid the responsibility for a solid rythm 
line on his exceptional bassist. Stephen Thompson. 
Mick Taylor left to join the Stones (circa late 
I 9p8) and was replaced with Jon Mark. an 
acoustic finger style guitarist with a profound 
ability to mold himself to the Mayall mood. The 
finishing touch was the emphasis of the virtuoso 
Johnny Almond whose one note in "California" 
on the ·Turing Point album is the most beautiful 
that has yet to come out of the Mayall school. 
Seemingly at his peak, Mayall was not content, 
even by now in his 30's. to rest on his laurels. He 
introduced blues-rock guitarist Harvey Mandel. a 
product of the Chicago scool, the more than 
adequate Larry Taylor. a session man of note and 
now, Don "Sugcrcane" Harris. a man of the Papa 
John Crt:ach variety. on violin. USA Union was the 
LP that resulted, its title due to the fact that this 
was Mayall's first albi1m with an all American 
group. 
After a Bark To The Roots album last spnng, 
Mayall retained Larry Taylor on bass. sent Mandel 
and Harris on their way and hooked up with 
· former Ventures guitarist Jerry McGee. The latest 
presentation is Memories (Polydor). more or less 
an autobiographical rehash of his basis of existence 
and ensuingly. his motivation in music. that is, 
personalization. Well, that:s the blues isn't it? 
Granted it may be overly characterized by eight to 
twelve bar riffs the essence of the blues. but it 
serves a functio~al, and I might add. well deserved 
purpose for Mayall. 
Down to the hard cold analysis. Through this 
entire album, one gets the feeling that Mayall is 
into his own trip. and the music is superfluous. 
This is to an extent true. Taylor's bass lines are 
functional if little more. We find a lovely blend of 
McGee's dobro steel guitar and Mayall's harp on 
"Wish I Knew A Woman" ,'however, and we are as 
well reminded of the mellowness of the Turning 
Point album on "Home In A Tree". 
McGee's reliability is constantly evident and 
leaves no regret as to his presence on such cuts as 
"The Fighting Line" and "The City". He is often 
subordinated though to Mayall's harp and piano 
most especially on "Nobody Cares" which sounds 
like John could be playing by himself in some club 
several hours after everyone has left. Then as if to 
save the grace, Mayall throws in "Play the Harp" 
which, simply stated, is the safest regression he can 
throw in to tie everything together. Undeniably he 
is successful.,Mayall is a persistent bastard. 
. .. contlnuad on p111• 
I(' -baby-this time you realllly blew it!! 
Drama Review 
Merchant Of Venice 
- by Beatrice Da Silva 
From the moment the houselights dim, and a and Ann Spencer is nothing less than beautiful. 
gentle waft of incense settles over the audience, Ann creates the youth and gaiety of Portia, while 
the senses are nevr.r dull as "Merchant of developing a believable, fully dimensional 
Venice" goes into performance. Director Earl character. Nerissa. her serving maid (Carolyn 
Mccarroll deserves highest praise for this Canonico), acts as Portia's comic counterpoint, 
accomplishment. as the pitfall of any and together they are a splendid pair. Disguised as 
Shakespearean play is lack of audience attention. men during the famous courtroom sequence, the 
The old clichc. "never a dull moment", applies two ladies bnng about the undoing of Shylock; 
here, and although occasionally the foi.:al point and create the intrigue which surrounds the 
becomes distorted. the evening proves to be inevitable happy ending, freeing Antomo, and 
visually spectacular. and intellectually stimulating. uniting Bassanio with Portia. 
Antonio. the character after whom the piece is Donal ('reason. Scenic Designer, and Fran 
titled. has agreed to help out his closest friend Brassard, Costume Designi:r, steal the show out 
Bassanio and act as his bondsman for a loan of from under any actor incapable of holding his 
3000 ducats. Shylock, the infamous Jewish own. Each costume and· prop is meticulously 
moneylender. has promised to loan out the sum. executed, and all arc breathtaking. The basic set is 
J--low·cvcr, should the deht not be repaid within a versatile one, consisting of movable platform 
three months. Shylock will be recompensed with units, painted a romantic rose-beige. and guilded 
"a pound of flesh", specifically. Antonio's. profusely in gold. In the area of spectacle alone, 
Portrayed by Ronald Parody. an experienced there is more to visually encompass than two and 
professional actor. the characterization of Shylock one half hours will allow. 
is underplayed. well-controlled, and polished to a The Drama Department 1s playing Santa Claus 
luster. Michael Arcesi's Antonio. is a fine match this year. and tht: gift wrapped package 1s, oddly 
for Mr. Parody, and together they form a very enough, a play hy Wilham Shakespeare, complete 
strong hase for a triangle with a rather weak apex. · with madrigal singers and period costumes. At 
Elliot Novak. Bassanio, forms the third angle, and , moments. the wrapping paper is more rewarding 
lacking presence and energy. his performance is than the contents, hut as a totality. the present is 
void of the style so necessary for Shakespearean sini.:erely given. and well received. A lavish and 
.,,,.,,acting. expensive gift. the play may not he readily 
1-lavmg obtained the money, Bassamo leaves accept1ble to everyone, hut it is what would he 
Venice for Belmont, home of the lovely Po~ia. expected froin a rather prosperous meri.:hant of 
She is a heroine in the fullest sense of the word, 'Venil·e. 
· j Aquarius 
Prisoners We 
Because· our ancestors were escaping until 
there was nowhere left to escape from. Because 
the pilgrims brought God with them to the New 
World, introduced him to Daniel Boon and to-
gether they cut a swath across the continent. 
Because Great-Grandfather's heart 
was paved with gold hopes, while steel 
teeth' machines chewed up his body and mind to 
spit out God. the assembly line, law. order. the 
automobile and the dream of dreams. 
Because Grandfather jumped from the 
Depresssion Window and landed on an apple cart; 
faith and apples grow on trees, even if money 
doesn't-and still the long green ladder beckoned. 
Because Hitler was the personification of all the 
. evil that ever was and we beat him. 
Because Father and Mother loved each other 
"till death do us part" and they just loved us to 
death. 
Because we, in our electric-naugahyde guts, in 
the nerve of our nerves, have lived on the precipice 
of love and dream for so long that now we are 
always looking over the edge at something. 
And because, in the progress of this enterprise 
., and experiment which we name America (and 
: beyond), there have always been a million mewing 
voices, voices crying together in a shout of silence, 
·a ringing religion to life and the fear of death. 
The roots of our time are laid in the bed of 
our fears and fed with the compost of existence. 
Ours is a culture at best of ambiguity, at worst of 
lies. It embraces the notion of beauty and erects 
! ugly, foul-smelling cities; it holds up justice with 
one hand and oppresses with the other; it speaks 
I of life in the same breath with which it blows out · the candle of life. 
And we arc the children of this si.:h1zophrenia. 
We run like lemmings to experience and huild 
layers upon layers of experience in the search to 
find an individual meaning to our time: the I is 
always looking for something that will make sense 
to the ME. We are closed into ourselvt:s so tightly 
that we cannot sec that each of us, all of us, need 
the same things: a sense that life is more than 
wandering around the face of this planet. that 
there is beauty and justice and meaning, :ind that 
we have control over the forces of that life. 
But we stumble around, bump into each other 
and change direction, to lose ourselves over and 
over again. We clutch and tear and pull everything 
, into us to prevent loneliness and despair and in 
doing so commit minor and major atrocities. So 
we are prisoners, prisoners of our deaths and 
prisoners to our lives. Our cells are delicately yet 
massively constructed to keep us in solitary 
confinement; we are locked into them by society 
and ourselves just as surely as if we had steel bars 
around us. We are shadows looking to get out of 
the land of darkness but only reflections of the 
image that cast us into that darkness. 
Which is why we are in Vietnam. Which is why 
we were in Attica. And Cambodia, Jackson State, 
Kent State, Chicago, Hiroshima and as far back as 
· history has room for. And will continue to be until 
we dig ourselves c:,ut of a seperate ground to touch 
'and unite together to claim our lives. 
But then we are leaving for vacation and 
dinners and presents and whatever. Well, enjoy 
.your Christmas and Chanukah friends, I hear the 
snows are going to be very heavy this year. 
.. , I ' ' 




The outside doors of the 
Garden Apartment buildings are 
going to be locked over Christmas 
vacation since it is standard policy 
to close all buildings when school 
is not in session. Students who· 
reside in the apartments will be 
able to remain there over vacation' 
if they choose. Anyone who will 
be staying over the recess will be 
able to sign out a pass key for the 
entire time. This key will then be 
turned in when classes resume. It· 
h.u. not yet been decided whether 
the key will be srgned out from 
Safety Division or from the Office 
of Housing. The housing staff will 
communicate to Garden 
Apartment residents through a 
Tenant's Board in each building as 
.o what the procedures will be. 
While most of the student 
body is away over the holidays,· 
'the Garden Apartments will be 
checked over by the housing staff.· 
There are certain maintenance 
problems with kitchen appliances· 
and apartment doors that need to. 
be looked at. The housing Office 
also wants to inspect the 
furnishings in the apartments to 
see how they are holding up. 
Buildings 25 and 26 have 
incomplete paint jobs that 
Housing also plans t9 inspect. 
These inspections will be carried 
out by Director of Housing, Dave 
Lo rd, and one other staff 
member. At any time that these 
people enter an apartment, they 
will always knock to check if they 




From Six till Midnight: 
"A TASTE 
of HONEY'' 
From Warner/ Reprise ... 
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free 1/2 pound 
iar of pure 
natural honey 






~\ncl. FREE W-' incl. JAR 
incl. HONEY 
OTHER SPECIALS -
all day till closing: 
J. C. Superstm LP 
New Bton John 
Carol King "Tapestry" 
Who's Next 
Plus 
- Classics Sale - s397 per disc: 
Plus 
STOREWIDE TAPE SALE 
All Cassettes & 8 Tracks S4.65 each, S6.98 List 
·tivin' in the U.SA. · 
The Real 




by Steve Kavee 
Living and Surviving 3JS.Jl6: 
You are hungry and it's the tenth time in a row that 
hamburger on a bun is the dinner and sole meal for the day. Tonight, 
for variety, it will be topped with a slice of American cheese. But 
you cannot start cooking yet. Your pants are ripped; a breeze blows 
uncomfortably through your clothes. Lastly, you are weak from 
poor nutrition and the first stages of scurvy make eating a task as 
you wonder how Jong your teeth will stay in their proper place. The 
solution is Living and Surviving, a course that will teach proper 
nutrition and the various styles of cooking, from recipes in McCall's 
to the finest French cuisine. Also as part of an effort to make 
students self-sufficient, once free from Mom and Dad, the course 
will also teach sewing, mending clothes and embroidery. The steak 
versus brown rice controversy will also be discussed. Free lunch will 
be provoided during the cooking section of the semester and 
professional chefs from the area will serve as instructors. The second 
semester will teach people how to construct and design their own 
clothes. Advance cooking will also be taught. 
Sex Information 368: 
Birth control, abortion, venereal disease and the biological and 
physical process of the full reproductive process are all too often 
topics rarely discussed in most college classes. Disseminating this 
information is of great importance in most especially on a college 
campus. Medical professionals from the Health Center will assist 
Science Faculty in informing the students of the various birth 
control methods and their effectiveness. Sexual myths will also be 
dealt with and classes will be co-educational. Texts will include 
Human Sexuaj Behavior and the Kama Sutra. While not required it is 
strongly recommended that freshman take this course in their first 
semester at the college. 
Electrons and Ink 390·391: Television, the rue of American culture; 
radio, the hot media; and that old favorite the printed news are all 
technical skills as well as creative endeavors. Well, creativity cannot 
he taught but skills involved in media can be learned with the hopes 
that creativity will subsequently accompany it. During half of the 
semester, students will learn to run a television camera. and 
understand and operate the control boards for radio and television. 
The second half of the semester will be spent learning newspaper 
lay-out, management and production. The course will be taught by 
students working with WJCB and the Ithacan. Each class will create, 
produce and direct a television and radio show. With the cooperation 
of the Ithacan, students will assist in at least four issues of the paper 
utilizing all the resources of the campus newspaper. The second 
semester will be provided for those students who actually believe 
they can and wish to actually attempt a student newspaper on 
campus. 
Making It Yourself 346·347: Learn how to make plates, cups, 
ashtrays, and other commodities you would normally have to buy. 
Create tie dyes and silk screen your favorite whatever onto clothes 
01 anything else. Art for art's sake is one thing but art for a practical 
purpose is the reason why this course is offered. Pottery and 
ceramics for use at home, creations for curtains and clothes and 
leather working ..will be taught in one semester. And if you want to 




The Supreme Court ha, 
Jet stand two major rulings b~ 
lower courts involving charges o: 
job discrimination because of se~ 
In one case, domestic airlines wert· 
told they must give men, as well 
as women, the opportunity t,, 
work as flight attendants. In tht· 
other, a woman was upheld in ht·~ 
content10n that she was denied 
her equal rights by being forced t .. 
retire from her brewery job at agr 
'62 when men at the same planr 
were allowed to work until thl'.1 
were 65. 
• * * * • 
AFL - CIO Lcgislativl' 
Director Andrew J. Biemi!Ji,. 
branded Supreme· Court nomin<'< 
William H. Rehnquist ., 
"right-wing zealot" before th,· 
Senate Judiciary Committee la~, 
week. 
He had advocated "unbridled 
executive power," Biemillio said. 
and defended unregulated 
wiretapping. The labor 
organization joined c1v1l rights and 
civil liberties groups in opposin~ 
the Assistant Attorney General", 
confirmation. 
* * * • * 
The Pentagon is sup-
pressing a Rand Corporation 
study on the indoctrination and 
tactics of the National Liberation 
Front, the West German new, 
magazine Der Spiegel said. ThL' 
2 8 1 -page study, based on 
interviews with NLF deserter~. 
concluded that battlefield 
successes of the movement 
resulted from high ediological 
motivation and implied that tht· 
policy of ··v ictnamizing" the war 
was futile. 
The U.S. government', 
doctrine is that terror tat:tics ar<" 
responsible for enemy battlefield 
success, Der Speigel said. 
• * ••• 
Over 13 per cent of United 
Kingdom-born graduates who left 
""_. ___________________ ..,. __ .__
1111111 
their universities in the summer of 
I 970 were either still looking for 
a job at the end of the year or ft:11 
into the category of those whosl' 
occupation was classified 
"unknown", reports a study hy 
the University Grants Committee 
in London, England. 
THE PUB 
FEATURES 
SING ALONG WITH. DOUG KNIGHT 
F IC 1,T THE KEYBOARD ON FRI. NITE 
AND 
LYNNE SEPTE~BER,W~TH HER GUITAR 
SINGING FOLK-ROCK BLUES 
ON SAT. NITE 
NO.COVER - NO MINIMUM 
BUD ON DRAFf ............. -: ...... .30 ~nts 
HOT SANDWICHF..S TILL 8; COLD SANDWICHES 
SPAGHETTI WITH HOT SAUSAGE Oil MEAT BALLS 
ONE FIFTY·-EAS( STATE 
Of the 45,236 graduate~ 
considered. 5.4'lr· were without 
jobs and 8.4r;;, were of "unknown 
·destination." For the sciencl' 
majors, the figures were 4.5% and 
6. 6% respectively. and for the 
liberal arts majors, 6.2% and I 0%. 
"Even considering the fact that 
the graduate supply has risen 
1almost 50 percent since 1966.'" 
noted one commentator, "Thi: 
proportion of 'unemployed' and 
of 'unknown' graduates continu,., 
••••!fllll•----~•••••'!"-----------.a to rise." 









• * * *. 
Carnegie Commission on Higher 
Education predicted last week. 
Clark Kerr, the commission 
chairman, said the current 
enrollment of 8. I million will rise 
sharply in the l 970's, shrink a 
Ii ttle in · the 1980 's, and then 
increase heavily again in the final 
decade of the 20th century. · 
The greatest growth during the 
1970's, the commission said, will 
occur in two.year colleges. Their 
student population will jump 
70%, while four-year schools will 
rise 58%. • 
1 11ae (~can, December ·10, 1971, .,..1 •·.~ H,, .• ' 
Getting It TOgether At The High School Level 
by Thomas B. Nast 
High schools are institutions. A quick 
walk down a high school corridor will 
reveal this: marble or tile floors, 
concrete, steel and glass walls, numbers 
on the doors. Everything in high schools 
speak of institutions and structures; 
everything is a program or schedule or 
course or procedure. 
Twentieth century students find 
institutions, by and large, stifling. The 
lunch period, with its short time to 
gobble an inadequate meal, is a result of 
institutions. Being forced to smoke in a 
snowy parking lot or illegally in the 
bathroom is institutional. Needing a 
permission slip to walk down the hall to 
a different room is institutional. 
One may sec the effects of a high 
school written on the faces of its 
students. They arc blank, bored, 
unexcited faces, looking for excitement 
in a barren and synthetic world. They 
cry for escape from the steel and glass 
and textbook and structured courses of 
learning. They plead, for education, not 
structure. 
The victims of an institution, finding, 
escape an impractical alternative, try 
hard to change it. A recent attempt in 
Ithaca is the election of students as 
permanent representatives to the Board 
of Education. Man}:- previous attempts 
;1t reform have failed. or led to 
temporary inadequate solutions not 
dealing with the basic problems; 
1nstitutionalizatiori. And 
mstituionalization is the cause of High 
School Blues. 
Ithaca High School students elected 
four representatives to the Board of 
l:ducation last Frid:1y. Out of the 1.824 
students in the high school. 908 voted, 
"a ·vcry·good turnout. a lot better than I 
expected" according to Douglas Auer, 
vice president of the Student Council. 
Elections were not held in the 
homerooms as they were m the past, 
and the election ''was not publicized 
very well", \vhich may account for the 
moderate turnout. 
How representative the elected 
students are is also being questioned. 
Douglas Auer expressed concern that 
there . were no Black candidates. He· feels 
that "th\!Y know they won't get 
anything through the system." Mark 
Lutwak said, "One thing I feel badly 
about is we're all middle class whites. 
Which one of us will represent the 
Blacks, those going to BOCES, and 
those who don't have time to care?" 
These students will sit with the 
Board of Education at every meeting, 
but have np voting powers. Their job is 
representatives to the Board ot 
Education was originated late last spring 
by three students: Kevin McGinnis, 
Steven Carter and Lisa Polisar, who has 
graduated. A committee was set up by 
the Board of Education and after 
talking with students, teachers and high 
school counselors, the committee wrote 
a proposal unanimously approved by 
the entire Board at their November 
. meeting. 
Possibly one of the motivating 
factors behind the idea was the 
"smoking riot" of October, 1970. A 
Photo by Scott Peril 
Board of Ed. reps meet Wednesday. 
to present student input. g.ithercd by 
"getting around and talking to people, 
number of students protesting the 
smoking rules at the high school staged 
a smoke-in, and some participants were 
suspended. Although the bo.ird held a 
special meeting on the issue, those 
suspended were not well informed 
about it, and consequently only a few 
attended. This dramatized the need for 
regular student input to the board. 
using polls and having an area where 
students can go and register their 
opinions", according to Kevin 
McGinnis. They arc also expected to 
"transmit some of the decisions, how 
and why those decisions arc made, to 
the students", said Mr. Ari Van 
Ticnhoven, president of the ltha::a 
Board of Education. 
The idea of electing student 
Another issue at the high school is 
that of "open Campus", or allowing 
students to come and go as they please 
The Free School Story 
bv Paul Leventhal 
provided they go to classes ( or maintain 
a given average). Currently, Sophomores 
must attend restricted study halls during 
free periods and Juniors and Seniors 
mu'st attend their fourth period study 
hall, unless they arc being punished, in 
which case they also must attend the 
_ restricted halls. Why students cannot 
leave when they don't have classes, and 
why they cannot travel freely about 
their campus is the conflict involved. 
Each of the four representatives 
viewed their role in slightly different 
ways. All four are looki_!lg forv. ; d to 
serving as representatives but each hopes 
to accomplish slightly different things 
using different tactics. 
Kevin McGinnis, who has followed 
the representative idea through since its 
inception, secs his role as one of direct 
influence. "We will be there to 'nip in 
the bud' anything we don't like." Right 
now he docs not sec anything worth 
changing, but he is "generally in favor 
of Open Campus." Last year's attempts 
to open up the campus "were vigorously 
turned down by the administration", 
and McGinnis is not sure how successful 
attempts will be this year. 
Mark Lutwak intends to be an active 
representative to the Board. He is a 
staunch supporter of open campus. 
argumg that "school should not be a 
baby-sitting system. Another sore point 
is a re.ally decrepit discipline sy~tem" 
which suspends a student for cutting 
classes. "I'd really like to work on the 
discipline system." In fact, Mark 
Lu t wak is seriously questioning the 
need of rcqutrcd classes. 
Am}' Yale, whose father gave her a 
bottle of 5000 aspirin when he heard 
she had been elected. wants to approach 
change cautiously. "It's best right now 
· not to leap into it wit11 fifty proposals." 
About January or February, after thing~ 
gel. will.be the time to case in proposals,. 
she feels. One of the reasons she ran 
was because there was only one other 
woman running, and "I think that I will 
continurd on page 13 
"Howdy Visitors! This, as you deciding their own wurse of 
know, is a ditto sheet. It is meant study" says John Daitchc, Head 
to welcome you to Marklcs Flats Teacher, "while providing them 
School and to say that we hope with an atmosphere which 
thatyouwillbeimpresscdbyitas encourages the pursuit of 
we a re proud of it." Posters, knowledge, and accepts failure as 
pamphlets, art. and graffiti adorn a part of the normal human 
the walls of a school that is as 
Our Busi·ness • IS 
experience.·· Courses 
alive and vibrant as all the busy include: algebra, creative writing, 
and happy people in it. knowing and being yourself, the 
Students choose their own. wage-price freeze, the news and 
schedule at the school. and how to make it, photography-how together with the staff write the it works, science projects, 
rules and make all decisions. But. k"n fi th I 
d · - d . 1 coo I g, 1x c ounge, yoga, ec1si_ons are ma ~ 1~ a very oose German, clay, basketball, a look 
f~shion - decisions a~ong 1a1 death, dance, build a speaker 
fncnds. "We put pnmary 
emphasis on involving students in continued on page 13 
by Sarah.Gowin, Age 12 
Once there was a mortal boy named Alpheus. He was always 
seeking information and knowledge, No matter what anybody said, 
he always asked. "Why, why?" · 
Very soon h~. parents got tired of his "why, why" and sent him 
off to seek his fortune. Alpheus walked and walked, asking the birds 
why they sang, and the grasss why it was blue. 
Wherever he went, his fame grew. Everybody talked about the 
mortal boy who wanted to by smart. They said, "That little boy 
Alpheus is such a pest! Always asking "Why, why?" Zeus should 
hear about him! · · 
Till one day the sky was complaining to the clouds about always 
being asked why it was blue. Zeus overheard, and went down to see 
for himself. He went up to· Alpheus and asked, "Why are you 
constantly bothering everyone by your silly questions?" 
Alpneus answered, "Because I want to be smart. The only way to 
be smart is to ask "Why?" Why do you hold thunderbolts? Why.are 
you the head god? Why are you married to your sister? Why? Why? 
Why?" ' 
Zeus became very angry. He said "Silence, fool. Did you think I 
would answer personal questions· raised by a mere mortal? I ·shall 
give you knowledge!" . · 
Zeus threw Alpheus into a small stuffy room. He got the most 
learned man in the country, and shoved him in also. 
"Listen, Alpheus", boomed Zeus, "and see 'what folly you· have 
committed. By being so eager for knowledge, you have severed all 
bonds of politeness. Therefore, five days a week, nine months a year, 
you shall sit in this room and have knowledge i;hoved ~own your 
throat. Not only that, but every child old enough to leave his mother 
shall come here too. And he shall stay until he· is old enough to take 
a wife." . 
"Let this punishment, not only you, but on every child, ride 
hea~ on your soul I give my word!" . 
· Zeus' promise was carried out. To this day, children have to go to 
hoot. because of Alpheus' "Why, why?" 
Going Down/,/// 
better than anyone else 
Simply because we can go uphill like no one else in the business around here. 
Four double chair lifts, two T-Bars and a poma lift get us up hill at 7,200 skiers 
per hour. 
And when you're not going up and down we're out front again - with three huge 
lodges for you to hide out in, you'll find it pretty hard to run into much of a crowd. 
At night for your trip downhill there is a chair lift serving mile long trails for 
intermediates to get Josi 011 and a brand new chair lift for hot dogs with moguls, 
bnmps and bead walls - and you don't have to worry about the beginners -
they've got their own chair lift, so they don't have to worry about you. 
To get you downhill better and safer our ski school from all over the world has 
been teaching a lechnique for three years - that you are just beginning to read 
about in the ski magazines this year. 
We can go doW'nhill like nobody's business. 
Registration for Special Ski Program - December 9, 10, 13, and 14 in the Union Lobby 
from 10:00 to 3:00 p.m. LESSON, RENTALS, EVENING SKIING AND TRANSPOR-
TATION ARE 
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Dick Gregory Speaks 
"The following interview was printed 
by the Ithacan in November 1969 
following a conversation with Dick 
Gregory that was held at that time. We 
are reprinting it because we believe that 
it presents an important perspective of 
this man. Comparing it with the 
impression Gregory made when 
speaking here Friday Night will 
hopefully allow for an illuminating 
juxtaposition. 
Ithacan: Mr. Gregory. let me begin 
·this interview by putting the shoe on 
the other foot. If you were white," how 
do you think you would respond to 
today's Black movement? 
Gregory: I don't think I could even 
begin to answer that. I have no 
conception at all concerning how it is to 
be white, just as 1·rn sure you have no 
idea on how it is to be Black. You and I 
arc living in two separate worlds: worlds 
that arc completely different from each 
other. 
Ithacan: ls there any one moment, 
any one event that stands out in your 
mind as being the first timi: you realized 
you wc1c different or perhaps even 
inferior to whites? 
Gregory: No, I don't think so. Like 
man. I was brought up in the ghetto of 
St. Louis. It was a place where an air of 
defeat, inferiority was always hanging 
over you. It was tough to ignore it. 
Ithacan: Mr. Gregory, it has been 
said that ever since the death of Martin 
Luther King, the Blacks have not had a 
leader. Do you think that's true: and if 
not. who arc the leaders of the 
movement today. 
Gregory: Let's get one thing straight. 
Martin Luther King was a white leader. 
Ithacan: Are you calling . him an 
Uncle Torn? 
Gregory: Don't put words into my 
mouth. The whites supported King not 
for what he wanted to do, but only' 
because he called himself non-violent 
and advocated non-violence. The whites 
would go around yelling whoopee, King 
is non-violent. Hear that nigger, King is 
non-violent. Listen to what he says now, 
he knows what he's talking about. 
Those whites were the biggest 
hypocrites of them all. They always 
wanted non-violence, they said that was 
the American way. This country was 
and is anything but non-violent. The 
United States is the only country to 
drop an atomic bomb on another 
country; and they call themselves 
non-violent. Ha. 
Ithacan: We might as well get this 
out in the open now. Do you hate me? 
Do you hate all whites? 
Gregory: No, I don't hate all whites. I 
hate yo_l:!r _stinking American white racist· 
society with its stinking American white 
racist institutions. 
Ithacan: Such as"? 
Gregory: You've got to be kidding 
me. It's all over the place. Look in your 
history books. Look in your stinking 
white racist history books. They forgot 
all about the Black man. What about 
John Dewey who discovered blo~d' 
plasma. Did you hear about him? Do 
you know what happened to him? He 
was in an auto accident and was put in 
the emergency room of a hospital in 
Atlanta. They refused to treat him 
because he was Black. He bled to death. 
He died because they refused to give 
him the blood plasma that he 
discovered. History books not only 
discriminate against Blacks, but against 
Indians too. Just try to tell an Indian 
that America was discovered by 
Columbus. 
Ithacan. Mr. Gregory, what do you 
think of thi: job that Nixon has done so 
far? 
Gregory: He stinks. He is the 
epitomy of the rotten capitalist. You 
college kids did a good job in helping 
out with the boycott of California 
grapes. It looked like the Mexicans were 
finally- going to get somewhere. 
Everything was great until tricky Dick 
bought enough grapes to give four 
pounds to every serviceman-in Vietnam. 
What's he going to do next year whey 
they burn the groves? Buy California 
soil? 
Ithacan: What about Agnew'! 
Gregory: Agnew is so dumb that he 
would try to hijack a train to Cuba. He's. 
dumb enough to make prank calls on 
the hot-line. 
Ithacan: How do you feel about the 
right for 18-year-olds to vote? 
Gregory: I don't think they should 
h:t 18-year-olds vote. The -kids are 
a I ways yelling that if they are old 
enough to die for their country, they. 
are old enough to vote. You should be 
able to vote when you're 17. Then, by 
the time you're I 8, there will be no more 
wars for you to die in. {f you kids were 
smart, you would all band together and 
go to the record industry and tell· them· 
that if you aren't .allowed to vote you. 
won't buy any motc;..r~~ Then see 
how fast they let you vote."Whenyou"'i'.e · 
dealing with capitalists you've got to hit 
- --, 
Cffewish}QI great dinners and 
generous drinks in an atmosphere 
of glowing Tiffany shades and 
flicltering fireplaces in one of our 
VICT9RIAN PARLOURS. 
C\ileffishyou soft lights, sweet 
music and touch dancing thru the 
wee hours in THE BEDROOM, 
our unabashedly romantic cocktail 
lounge ... but most of all ... 
Dinner 011d lnto11icanh 7 nighll 
Elmira Road, Ithaca, N.Y. Res.: 272-6484 
"\ 
.. --;. .. · ... 
- --.-,;-;,-----: ,---~_.,:--: ..::-.---:--------,----
White is a super-nigger said Gregory Photo by Rich Sharp 
them where it hurts; in the wallet. 
Ithacan: You seem to be going 
pretty good. Don't let me stop you 
now. 
Gregory: They don't give a damn 
about you. Did you know that there 
was a Surgeon General's report that said 
that birth control pills can cause 
irreparable damage if used for a period 
of ten to twenty years? Birth control 
pills are made out of horse sperm. 
That's right, horse sperm. If you don't 
think it can harm your girl just stick 
59me {)f _}'.!?Ur sperm in a horse and see 
what it does to the horse. The drug 
industry has forced the government to 
keep that report hidden. Oh yeah, they· 
took cyclamate off the market. You, 
know why? It was hurting the 
multi-billion dollar sugar industry. You 
don't see them taking cigarettes off the 
market. It's too big of a business. Did 
. you ·ever peel a potato? It turns sort of a 
brownish color after you peel it. How 
do you think they ship those frozen 
french fried potatoes around without 
_them turning brown? They bleach them 
in formaldehyde. 
Ithacan: SAGA food will never taste 
the same. 
Gregory: What was that? 
Ithacan: Nothing, I wasjust thinking 
out loud. 
Gregory: You know what I love about 
you whites. About how you call us Blacks. 
"niggers" because we messed up that 
hole you call the ghetto. If we're niggers 
because we messed up the ghetto what 
does that make you? You messed up the 
land, the streams, the lakes, the rivers, 
and the very air you breathe. If I'm a 
nigger, you must be a super-nigger!" 
... •,: .. 
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laura nyro 
by Micky Faeder 
She prepares to come on stage; the · song brought cheers a~~ laugfter, to the 
lights go out and the audience goes on; audience; it was a wa1hng 1 ~50 s tune 
a pp I a u di n g. ch e c ring, and that was performed really well. If it 
enthusiastically antidpating a very fine were then they'd have it made. As one 
performance. The spotlights come on listener in the audience commented, 
and Laura. wearing a long hlack dress "They found a formula and pretty 
with a sequinned vest. h~·r long nowing much stuck to 11. And I like them. they 
h I a c k h a I r a c c c n t u a t i n g.. h e r wcrc good." 
l"Ountcnance. walk~ .icro~s thc stagc .ind L:1ura Nyro ha~ a fine voice. Whcn 
sits down ;Jt the piano. She plays the ,he sang "Swcct Blindnc~~ .. the 
first note of her first ,ong and there b JUdicncc wa~ v1hr:111tly energetic in their 
an immediate silence. Laura Nyro play~ respon~e: when she.did "Emily", we 
with sweet love. her voice intent upon w~·rc l'nrapturcd by hcr deepest 
her soul. emotion~. Laura can mvokc melancholy 
Resounding with thunderous with onl' note and then with her next 
gratitude. the crowd in thc Ithaca breath the sun shines and the childrcn 
Colkgc Bcn Light Gym wcnt crazy play. 
Saturday night listenmg to Laura Nyro I remember during my freshman year 
prcscnt the annual Winter Wcehnd visiting friends in Dorm One: Laura's 
Concert. rccords would always he on, and 
With Laura this night camc ·'frcd" singing right along with her would be 
from Louisburg. Penn.: a band equipped her devotcc·s. Saturday night, when she 
with an organ. hass. lead guitar. drums, broke into Sweet Blindness, many 
and an electric violin. Except for a few people attempted along only to find 
"tuning" problems they were in good that the real Laura Nyro is not a round 
form. There were a fe~songs where the plastic disc but rather a woman who 
violinist took off and sounded really .smgs the way she feels. 
good hut unfortunately it seemed that After being called back for three 
Resounding applause greel\!d Laura Nyro 
his comrades could not keep up the heat encores. Laura left the stage. Her 
and so dragged him down. Their last rainbow remained. 
Student Security 
force, 
by Thomas B. Nast 
Anyone who went lo the Laura Nyro 
concert Saturday couldn't help but 
notice the student security force, 
distinguished by the multi-colored 
swatches hung from their clothing. 
Reactions to this force were mixed;and 
for varied reasons. Many people were 
not sure what they were supposed to 
do. others resented a police force of any 
kind. many grumbled about the liquor 
check. hut were also impressed by the 
smoothness with which the concert was 
run. 
The goal of the force was to run the 
concert and to use students for security 
mther than Cornell Safety and-Sheriff's 
Department officers, who were used 
twice last year. There were no arms or 
hilly clubs at the concert. just radios. To 
keep things running efficiently the 
outside of the building was patrolled 
and men and women were assigned to 
every part of the building. 
Eight two way mdios linked the 
force together. With practice the use of 
these radios should become valuable, 
but there were d~finite weaknesses at 
this concert. Some had trouble with the 
codes that were used, and some did not 
have the patience needed to avoid 
interrupting others. When a permanent 
security force is instituted, proficiency 
will probably then b«: achieved. 
l]1c force was selected from people 
who had worked at previous concerts 
and randomly from those responding to 
an announcement in lntraCollege. 
About 30 men and women were 
choosen. They were for the most part 
untrained; but were carefully supervised 
during the concert. In addition, five 
unarmed Safety Division officers 
assisted. 
In every instance violence was 
avoided. There is a New York State law 
requiring fire isles be maintained during 
concerts. and several times these started 
filling with people. They were talked to. 
but not physically removed, and in most 
cases they cooperated in helping to clear 
the isles. · 
Perhaps the greatest emergency was a 
two car collision on route 96b. With 
so m c quick legwork and radio 
comm uni <..-at ion a traffic detail was 
organized. the concert was extended a 
bit, and announcements were made in 
time to divert exiting traffic to 
Coddington road. preventing a potential 
disaster. 
There were humorous incidents also. 
When Laura Nyro appeared at the back 
door she was let in and instructed to go 
w;it in the lobby. It was then pointed 
out to a security man that we had to 
get ready for her performance. He was 
quite embarrassed i,lbout not having 
recognized her. 
Critics of the concert's security 
pro.tested the liquor frisks, the no 
smoking and no food rules, and the fire 
isle regulations. The no liquor rule was 
established a few concerts ago when 
someone was attacked with a liquor 
bottle. Only three bottles and a six pack 
snuck by security, so that danger was 
minimized. There was minimal smoking 
during the concert and the fire isles 
were pretty clear. The gym was not such 
an awfuf mess a"t"'the e'nd of the concert 
as it has been in the past, and this will 
certainly facilitate having more· concerts 
here·. 
What is the alternative to student 
security? Ideally, no security at all. T~is_ 
Photo by Rich snar~ 
Brent Clark headed security. 
I 
has been ruled unfeasible jhy the 
administration. After a few fiascos last 
year m which people were physically 
attacked and a general feeling of 
anarchy prevailed, the administration 
decided there would either ht: tighter 
security or no concerts at all. 
Last winter weekend there wert> 17 
policemen plus five Safety officers, all 
armed with nightsticks and guns. That 
worked pretty well, so that in the spring 
they cut down to 13 officers. However, 
that was expensive and relations 
between the officers and students were 
str.iined. The idea of a student security 
force had been raised, and Dave 
Knowlton agreed with the idea and 
instituted it. 
The current force is going to be 
replaced with SASP, or Student 
Auxiliary Security Patrol. Some of its 
reponsihilitics will probably be 
unpleasant lo both it and the student 
hody. hut 1n a touchy situation, 
students could have a better effect and 
create less hostility than a regular 
uniformed law officer. Which would 
you rather have knocking on your door? 
The idea of SASP is not to set up an 
informer network or to arrest anyone. 
Quite the contrary, SASP personnel 
must go through many hours of 
training, with much of that time spent 
on community relations. SASP is 
intended to be a liason between Safety 
and students. Next semester will give 
some indication as to how successful it 
will be. If Laura Nyro's concert was a 
harbinger, SASP could very well be a 
permanent answer to campus security 
problems. 
- ....... ...;....~ _ _:.,_ ______ _..;_ ______________ _ 
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Pri-,_ne Selection Group·· 
Approach Dra:Jt Status-
-~irth Control N~~essity 
Involves Health· Center· 
FRANKLY SPEAKING .. PhilFnank 
JsumoN5] 
year's prime selection group. On 
January J, they were placed in a 
second priority position. Because 
of this, they are not subject to 
, induction until the manpower 
supply in the first prioi;ity 
s~lection group is exhausted; a 
development likely only if a major 
national emergency occurs. 
Young men who wish to drop 
draft deferments in favor of I -A 
classifications may still do so. 
Local boards will continue to 
grant these requests even though 
the young men continue to mct:t 
the conditions for which the 
deferments were granted. Six 
categories are included: 1-S. high 




NEW LOCATION , 
Chinese-American Food 
118 W. State St. 
AR 2-7350 
NEW AND LARGER FACILITY 
TO SERVE VOU BETTER 
OPEN TUESDAY THRU SUND.AV: 
SELECTWE 
~ICE 
2-C, agricultural deferments: 2-D, 
divinity students; 2-S, 
undergraduate college students: 
and 3-A. hardship deferments. 
This policy was instituted in 
late 1970 and was of particular 
interest to young men with 
random sequence (lottery) 
numbers above the highest RSN 
called for induction. By dropping 
their deferments at tht! end of the 
year. they became part of that 
Your Plumbing or 
Heating Dealer 
The policy was reaffirmed in a 
Local Board Memorandum sent 
this week by Draft Director Curtis 
W. Tarr to· all 4,000 local draft 
boards. Registrants who desire to 
take advantage of the policy in 
I 97 I must have been born in 
1951 or earlier, have RSN's of 
I 26 or above. -and not be a 
member of the extended priority 
group. Moreover, they must 
submit their rcqucsfin writing. To 
be considered as part of the 1971 
prime selection group, the· 
requests must be postmarked no 
later than December 31. 
"Act as a guide",'states Dr. Hammond RSN I 25 has been set as the 
year-end ceiling for 1971 draft 
calls. Unlike 1970, when the by Betsy Mclane 
year-end ctiling was not Onacollegecampustodayone conttol measures. This unique 
necessarily reached by all local of the aspects of life that many plan has continutd this year anJ 
boards, the authorization in the students arc concerned with is a n y g i r I m a y ma kt an 
19 71 draft" amendments of a effective birth control. Since this appointment for eithl!r day or 
Uniform National Call insures.that area of health care is so relevant night to speak privately with one 
all eligible registrants will be to stu'dents, a college health service of the nurses on this subject. Thi, 
considered for induction if they: must provide for it adequately in is not a lecture situation: it is an 
I) .arc in Class I-A on December order to he considered competent. informal discussion that can 
31, 2) are 20 years of age or older The lthaca College Health Center provide reliable facts for anyone 
on that date, and 3) have RSN's is meeting this goal well. The who is inttrested. Dr. HammonJ 
of 125 and below. If young men C'tnter operates under the idea calls this program "the best thin¥ 
meet these criteria, but are not that one of its major purposes is that ever ha ppcned" for tlw 
inducted during 1971, their to leach students-what they need students. · 
liability for induction will .be to know about medical care and The Health Cen!C!r has been 
extended into I 97~. They will be health services. One phase of this offering birth control assistam:c 
prime candidates for induction educational concept necessarily for only about four year~. 
during the first three months of includes providing accurate birth According to Dr. Hammond. I( 
the year along with other men control information: along with was one of the first rnlleges in thl· 
who arc now in the extended competent care. The staff of the country to institute such 
priority selection group. Health Center are trained and service. Any girl who desires birth 
. Th D~1n "IW!r, a interested i11 giving all types of control measures is provided with e. I ~ ne, medical information. including all the information that she need, Hull Heating & 
Plumbing Inc. 
For Courteous and 
Dependable Service 
Kitchen Aid 
birth control measures. Dr. to make a decision about wha1 
• L:, IMP IS 1it Hammond, Director of the Health methods to use. The college the11 
: u.n I Center. 1s willing to speak for any acts as any privately practicin1: 
: •9 D g group about any health related physician would in givin!! 
• • p.m., • Y 
: MUG O'IUD 12oa. 15c subJcct. birth control included. examinations and prcscribinµ 
•• ....._._ Al.. 11 • and many IC girls have been proper contraceptives. Dr 804 W. Seneca St. '-0""" ~, "'1" ,D--, • .5 CARRV·OUT SERVICE : e:, e •1 Q..J ta.. greatly helped by his informative Hammond says that most of tl1< 
!tiailll'=l~lllll;;~::"::=":!:'"::-::~· 272-3550 Ithaca, N.Y:. : ~iezo.. Pu.!, . presentations. girls who TL'L-cive help from th, 
•• •••••• ........................ A new co111:ept of ~erving the f-lealth Center d10ose the pill .1, 
• · • college community with this type their best method ol birth 
• THE COLLEGE s· il"OKER • ~l;;,cl~·iv:a::e:.~lo~~i~~~st"~,:.~.~ ~~::~~J~:/ll-~~h~t::~;i:-1.aJ~::r ~:~u~.:::~ 
• 1 f J. • h?lding in~livi~ual talk ses<;ions re~pom,ihility for pay111g for an) 
•
•• 314 ·col',ege Ave. •• With any girl interested 111 birth actual birth l·ontrol metlwu u~ed Ji I 11 C ll. I r e 111 e e m e r g C 11 l" ) 
situations, when a girl i~ faced 
• 0 - • S · with an almost certarn pregnanr) 
• 'Pen 10 10 Mon ·s t • aga Effects and -;he contact~ the llealth • - • • a • • . Center immcuiatcly. the "morninµ 
• 11.30 6 S 
• _New Meal System aftd' pill may he prescribed. Thi, 
. - un. • . is ~ctually large uoses of estrogen. 
the female hormone. that prevent\ 
.. :,co,-~.,...;.,.~J'Xer~ . • pregnancy when ac.hnini~teml 
· ~,~,..,..,~~,..co'°-'/-'J'"'..r'.r~J"'.,....r.,...,-..r..r.r.,-...--------~ A new n1ca· I t1"ck .. ·t systc1n, to 
• --------...., ~ correctly. This is used only in 
• L k • f d ff • be effected at Spring registration special casL'S, anc.1 is not a regular · 00 -ing or a 1• erent gi• ft? •. ~1,a~ been disclosed by Seth means of birth l'Ontrol. hut it i~ • • ~h1chcster, Asst. Director of available at the Health Center ii 
• SAGA at IC. This process will ·needed. 
• • eliminate the inconvenience and When an Ithaca ('ollege girl 
• 
• both of presenting two cards rtquircs an abortion, Dr. 
• 
• c~ery meal by attaching a SAGA Hammond states that it is the How about a rueana • sticker to current ID cards. Health Center's policy to "act as a 
• Mr. Chichester is very guide, and place the girl in the 
• f c I • enthusiastic about the new best possible hands". The Center 
• 
rom _ o umbia, S.A., e tickets, and feels confident that will determine if the girl L~ 
• IC student will wccome the actually pregnant, but will not 
e or a mus1· C table? e SYStem's ease. But he emphasizes force her to have or not have an 
• • tha_t "to avoid delay and abortion. There is no doctor in 
• c~nfusion in obtaining these the Ithaca area at this time that 
• 
• stickers, every student will have to will perform an abortion for any 
• brin~ his ID card to the gym woman under 21 without par.ental 
• We have a_ gift to fit any pri·ce rang· 
8 
• during general registration." consent. so arrangements are 
• . . Students with lost JD's will be made for girls to get necessary 
• • issued temporary meal tickets aborticns elsewhere. 
• .••••••••••••••••-•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••... • valid until their cards are replaced. The Health Center is working 
• 
• •• •• •.. • . As is c~rrently in effect, meal for the student at all times . 
•• •• ~11•~1A!~ ~I.ii~ IM•aL.• • ••• •:.. • tickets wdl be non-transferable. Anything that is told to ·the 
••• ~ l'fiH•fWI~ f ,,,~ .,...CC'l"• ••. .. The new decals, when affixed, will Center about -any medical or 
• • contain the student's naine and JD psychological matter is totally 
• J11
11111
~la~ • nu~ber, and be accompanied by_ private. No one is able to look:at 
• &,w,,ri,11.~ • their photo, making this practice tlie files kept, es·pecia-lly 
• 
w • • . very difficult, as well as risky. · concerning matters as personal as 
,r(lfefpl/JeS • Previously, students caught birth control. The Center is 
• • . • disobey~ng ticket rules were· designed to take care of every 
• . . $oat/, ,me_ f/C(IR /1n1101l''S .. . ...... •···-_rsectouldrneedd.anVd1·otlhact_oirsr pwriUivi.lneogew_s need that the college student may 
• 'I" ~· . .,. . ·. h~ve; birth ,coiµrcil ·!5. !iJ-f 
••••••••••• •••••••• .-~ . ... ,'s'urrender their, ticket's, and .. be. need;-and th.us:..th~.,P~p~. 
. . . ··~···········,·-·· turned over to the Stude~t Court: Health Cente.r try·to meet.it •. - · 
, . . , , • , ~-. • . • ,. . ,. . . . .·. ·. ·.· ... . t, .:,.: .. :.-~ .• :,.\._..:;r!~-~.,-~~ ... ;·._i'.!2lt1~. 
,~ , j.... ··: ~ ~' : .. '_. ' ~ 
e lthacan,··Decem~ in. 197t' -
a soc 
,, .. 
ithaca's beloved early riser. 
come greased and ready to _gq or coDJe 
as you are -all you fiave to do 1s have tun. 
sat dee 11 ivy room wsh rites of winter fun food & drink all day. 





···... THE RITES OF WINTER ....... 
\ ~ 
\ ~ 
• • . ~ 
.• ; All you have to do is estimate the amount of snow which will be the closest correct entry received on a I andomly selected • • 
• • day. the second prize will go to the closest correct entry received on another randomly selected day. and so on. Entries are • • 
•• • limited to one entry per person per day, and obviously you stand a better chance if you enter every da}. •. 
: \ 
•
/ Send your entry on the en.try blank below, or a postcard giving all the information (no tellers please) to WVBR. I I Central • ••• 
• Avenue. Ithaca, New York. • 
. \ 




fm - - - -·- --- -- - - - - - -f - I NAME .............................................................................. I I ADDRESS ........................................................................ . 
93 I .......................................................................................... I I TEL. NO ............................................................................ I I ESTIMATE ............. .INCHES (TO NEAREST TENTH) I 
I DATE OF ENTRY: DECEMBER 123 4 5·6 7 8 9 10 I 
I (Circle appropriate date) I 
(Entries close December tenth at midnight) I 
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· Fo:rd Hall Jazz Flashes· Gay Liberation 
Pondered HERE Mangione Featured 
As the moment drew near, I 
could see from backstage a trace 1 
of eager anticipation cross Steve 
Brown's face. As he stepped out 
the overflow Ford Hall audience 
recieved him warmly, giving tust 
enough time to set his band and 
then launch into his brother Ray's 
brisk "Route 81 North". The Jazz 
Lab was in motion. 
The bearded Brown followed 
with the relaxed "A Hunk A 
Hunk". by Thad Jones which 
featured Mark Wallace on piano 
and a richly pleasing trumpet 
joiner. The next number, "ls 
There Anything Still There·· 
(another Ray Brown work), 
soloed David Meltzer on sax 
emoting the sad side of the song 
which soon led into a tight 
transition between the former and 
a rousing brass emergence that 
nearly set Brown dancing. 
The audience grew silent as 
Brown introduced Jack 
Greenhouse who would perform 
Antonio Carlos Jobim's "Samba 
[)o Aviavo" on classical guitar. a 
hauntingly pretty song. The 
program wa_s decidedly on its way 
with the insertion of "Chiapas". a 
cut the Jazz Lab did last year and 
decided to repeat this year due to 
favorable response. A 
combination of trombone. 
flugelhorn and French horn solos 
drew more than one queried fai:l' 
from the crowd. The real 
attraction. however. seemed lo.he 
the incorporation of Mark 
..Wallace's clcctr11.: piano sum 
wah-wah which achieved its 
desired effect in this reviewer. ~ 
As the crowd wasn't entirely 
student. it was interesting as well 
to note the varied expressions the 
older jazz oriented listeners 
c o.u n t e n a n cc d when an 
improvisational attempt was 
initiated. The response was 
generally cautious but favorable. 
A return to the program 
witnessed Tish Saums1cglc. l'mdy 
Marion, Rohin Youngs. Lba 
Westbrook. and Kristen Persley 
combine to perform two Carole 
King compositions. "Raspberry 
Jam .. and .. Where You Lead". lhl' 
latter featuring Tish Saumsicgle. 
There was apparently· a minor 
hassle with al least one of the 
mikes which unfortunatdy 
contributed to a suhstandarJ 
Quality Custom Framing 81e · 
tf1rame 
g~op 
414 W. BUFFALO 







by Ward ·u. Silver 
performance symptomatic of 
overproduction. The first half of 
the show was closed with a 
seasonal jazz rendition of "The 12 
Days of Christmas" as arranged by 
Ralph Carmichael. Needless to 
say, Lynn Applebaum was 
overpowering on the chimes. 
With the post intermission 
"Penthouse Mambo". the 
audience was introduced to the 
actual expression of the 
Musician's title, Jazz Lab. As 
Brown randomly selected various 
members of the band to solo. I 
Mangione, on flugelhom and· 
electric piano, performed as well 
as I have seen him in three 
previous concerts. My· only 
criticism of this part of the show 
was the fact that Mangione could 
have done more with .. Diane of 
the Autumn Wind", one of his 
most' beautiful songs. The closing 
song, "Hill Where the L?rd Hides" 
showed the potential of Chuck's 
band realized in strong solos by 
both Mangione on flugelhorn and 
Niewood on sax. _They were 
Last night witnessed the first 
stirring of the Gay Liberation 
Front (GLF) on the Ithaca 
College Campus-. A few IC 
students who had been 
participating in the Cornell 
chapter of the GLF decided to 
schedule this meeting so as to· 
discover whether or not there ,was 
sufficient interest here to validate 
the .formation of an IC chapter. 
"We just w;antcd to hold this· 
meeting to sec if pl.'ople would 
come out," said one participant. 
· Ten did, but they seemed hesitant 
about it. Because Ithaca College is 
small and has no established gay 
community, and because form life 
necessitates "adjusting to 
oppresive rules and stereotypes:· 
L"Oming out is often very difficult 
tor a gay person on this campus. 
AH hough there is no cohesive 
national form of the GLF. mem-
bers of the existing Cornell chapter 
serve to increase understanding of 
the gJy· situation for both gay's 
functions, distribute's dr 
information and homosl'\ 
periodicals and arranges speah 
engagements. 
A homosexual subcul1 
presently exists in this cou11r 
S O m C O f t h e O U t W ,I r 
manifestations o( which arc 1 
gay bars and gay ghettoes surh 
exist in the West Village and 1 
lower East Side of New Yo· 
This subculture however. i~ r. 
identified with by the you. 
They ari: more interested in ,. 
pride .their pride in their ,;, 
individual sexuality ... A )or 
people come to Ithaca Colic!!<' ,: 
arc gay hut feel that they ar<' :! 
ouly onc·s here." A function,· 
organization such as GU 
campus would make it casic, :, 
gay people to get t,>gcther :,, 
each other and furU1cr pu·, 
their own identities. 
---
JI and others. "If we're not doing 
I this for gay's, then lets do it for 
the straights. Gay people have to 
gc t themselves together." The 
G L F offers various counst.:ling 
services, coordinates social 
A· ~econd organizat11>11 
meeting of the Gay Lihcra11 
Front will be held MondJ, 
Deccmhc I J at 8:00 P.M. in 1t 
study lounge of llilliard II, 
( Dorm 2 I . For furt he 
information contact Patric!. , 
27 '1.-IJ(, 76 or XJ5 I lJ or call tr. 
··gay line" al 256-J72lJ. 
Chuck Mangione and company. photo by Rlc:h Sharp 
was especially pleased with John complemented, in addition. hy 
Smith's work on the congas. some folk-rock guitarist Don Potter. 
fine !lute playing by one of the 
s a x o p h o n I st s and .Vern 
Gatcwood's impressive trombone 
segment. 
The return engagement of 
Quintessence was abo subject to 
faulty mikes much to the dismay 
of the expectant listeners m the 
crowd. As they moved into "Love 
Or Let Me Be Lonely". the energy 
of last year moved through the 
audience and carried on into their 
second song. "Grazin' In The 
Grass". Despite technic.:al 
difficulties, the. feeling was strong 
enough to move Steve Brown to 
call them hack for an encore. 
Thi! show was finally cappl!d 
by thl! appcarancc of the Chuck 
Mangione Qu.Jrtct. which 
introduced the superlative 
saxophone playing of Gcrry 
N1ewood whose riffs in at least 
one song emerged as perhaps the 
most powerful I have heard "in 
quite a while ( Johnny Almond 
.being one of my favorites). 
Al/Ill'$ IAR 
•ntl IR/ll 
COME ON DOWN TO 
AUBLE'S .... 
FOR THE BEST IN BEER 
·AND. ATMOSPHERE, 
508 W .STATE ST. 
Upper limit Exists On 
Space left To Waste 
c:onti11ued from page 1 
I n an cc o s ystl'm as com plcx as 
Cayug,1 Lake, one cannot predict in 
advance wh.Jt will happen. Dr. l:ipper 
pomtl.'d .out that the dcs1ruct1011 of 
Lakl.' l:rie wa~ not prcdidcd. nor W,IS 
the pollution of the air of our cities. 
They were not predicted and cannot he 
corrected. Once }'OU have an ecological 
problem. he reports, you cannot get ,itl 
of II. 
"Suddcnly WL' realized thl' lull 
111 i: a n i n g o l t h l.' ~ pa cc sh I p w c · re 
travelling on. The fact 1s that Wl' arc· 
literally ridmg in a closed sys1cm and 
that there is :in upper !unit to not only 
rcsoun::cs, hut th.: space we have !or 
W!1~tc". Dr. l'.ippcr saiu._ ..•• 
Local pressure has not centered 
around ·an effort to stop thl' utility. The 
C'itllcn\ C'ommillcc to Saw Cayuga 
Lake ((TSCLJ has allc·rnptcd to 
pcrs1rndc NYSl:&G that tlwrc I\ a real 
dangc~_ to the lake. hut the tc·dmology 
exist~ to prevent any damal,!c. Thl• 
CCSCL has ~hown th.rt till' u~c of 
cooling towers would prevent sign1fi~·anl 
thermal pollution. These technique~ arc 
employed elsewhere and CC'SCL would 
hkc to SCl' them used to savc Lake 
Cayuga. Bui up· until rccc,ntly the 
company w;is reluctant to L'ompromisc: 
At a Chamber of Commerce dinner, 
William Lyons. President of New York 
State Electric and Gas and a member of 
the Ithaca College Board of Trustees, 
stated that "the company would never 
do anything. including the construction 
of our nuclear plant, that has an adverse 
impact on the environment of the 
peopk in our ~rea." But extensive 
excavation has already been done on the 
site. Between SS and IO million has 
been invested in the plant, stated Darrell 
Travis, plant director of the Milliken 
station .. Gordon Black, publicity 
director of NYSE&G, told the Ithacan 
that the company is planning to build 
on both the Cayuga Lake and Lake 
Ontario sites. 
cnN.gy: more the former than the latter. 
Dr. Eippcr ~lated t]J;JI "whl·n and if 
an A.LC. construction p.:r111il hcaring 
comes up to build the phrnl w1thi1ut the 
tc~hnolog} to J..cep the radionudeii and 
hL·al out of the lakl', CTSCL will be 
rcprcsL'ntcd hy all attorney al the 
hearing:· He fl'cls thal thl' utility would 
find it 111 ib bl.'~I interest to 
compron11sc. The prh:c· of the i:ooling 
apparatus would he ,1pprox1n1;Jtcly S 15 
n111lion. But liming the two ycJrs of 
dda~. intl.Jtion h.J~· raisc•d the i:osl. of 
the constrirl'tion ot the pla11t h) 
between 100 and ~()(I million dollar~. 
New York State Electric and Ga, (.'o. has 
found till' cost of it~ intransigcn<·.: to be 
high. Th~· L'OSI will hl• .:vcn grcata for 
all the pc•opk· \\"ho foh. or swim in the 
lal,,,c. t People drink Cayuga Lake· watl.'r. I 
· ··The pmnary driving fori:c behind 
the rapidly growing electrical power 
industry. particularly th.: thcrmonuclc.Jr 
power plant,. h the opcn~ndl•d 
charactc·r of our economic .111J social 
system" reports an Ithaca College 
~cminar 111 Science and l'uhlic l'olic}·. 
This assumes .Jn expanding population. 
an expanding per l'apila consumption of 
resources and the expanding ch.iractcr 
of our economy. Our entire economiL' 
and social structure is based upon thc 
assumpllon that more equals better. As 
the GNP grows larger and larger. and as 
we acquire more and more 
commodities, we are told that things arc 
getting better and better. We arc sinking 
beneath a veritable sea of clectrkal 
appliances: televisions. stereos. electric 
razors. washer-dryers. electric knives, 
electric t6otll.brushes--thc list is endless. 
Do we really need all of this? 
Promotional activities oi· the companies 
have "attempted to make electrical. 
products not only highly desirJble but 
even a necessity" that same report 
states. We are -watching the rape of a 
planet and the dehumanization of 
mankind. Our sole value to the 
economy is as consumers. 
60~ E. Buf"p'tlo St 
P>Etw~a., [Jl7 • j"t"~,J 
At present, matters are resting in an 
artificial limbo. About a year ago, due 
primarily to citizen's group pressures, 
the company postponed further work 
towards construction pending the 
results ·of studies on the effect of 
thermal pollution on the lake. 
ln tl,e final ;malysis it will be the 
Atomic Energy Commission that will 
act as arbitrator, and decide whether or 
not to grant a construction and 
operating permit. However, the A.E.C. 
occupies a dual role in this issue as both 
a promoter and. ~gulatorof atomic 
.. - - ..- .,,. -- - -----~------, ..... ~"1..t.'.l. ... , ... ,:·-t,,,1:1,'f,"hot",l!:,:6:«:i;:..-:-~ ... ;1,.,Mo;.,, .............. ~~ .. "".,:,r. ....... ,, .. ~ i' • 
': 1., ... ,.,:i,,...,,,,.,.,.... .. --i~"·"·' ,..,. .... ~ .. ,, ,. ........ . . . > • 
Comics Authority 
Rests In Code 
( .., ' . J . / . / . / •J? 
, ~.-aotnD < 
~ BY THE < 
~COMICS< 
, COD• < 
~ .1,f/. .... ~ ~ ~ ... ~.< 
~ AIITIICMI I i F ~ 
L'-'--'-""--'-'--'~ 
-.a::C:...___ ____ ;, 
(You'll feel better for it) 
Roamings, and I was quite content 
Io return to your bed at night. 
d1dn ·1 realize until now what that meant 
For the rest of my manly life, 
And I find it hard to explain to you in tears 
low my image revolts before my nature, 
... ,. ,., '~-~ 
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High Scho~I Problem. : Boredom 
continued from p.age 7 
c~rrent programs needed some livening 
up. 
see · things ·a little differently than the 
other three, being a woman." 
David Cain, the fourth representative 
elected, is more concerned with 
academic problems than disciplinary 
ones. One large problem is the 'Trump 
Plan", which is progressing in foreign 
languages at your own rate in graduated 
steps. Under this plan, there are 60 to 
80 students under one teacher, and 
"sometfmes it takes a week" to get 
personal attention from a teacher. 
Anothet problem worth changing in 
Cain's opinion' is that of study halls, 
"which separate your day. Restricted 
study halls make a day boring. There's 
, no good recreation spot to spend time 
during study hall." 
Perhaps the biggest problem in the 
High School is boredom. "Everybody's 
reallv bored at the High School." said 
one ~tudent. 'Many go lo classes stoned 
cause they're so bored." When another 
student described school as "really 
boring". Every student around her 
agreed. 
A Stu dent Council exists at the 
, school. and its goal is .. to enrich current 
programs··, according to its vice 
presitlenl. This indudes school 
heautificatwn. tlw es1abhsh111ent of 
mini-course~. and ·'livening up the 
st:hool. .. J\lost students agreed that the 
Free School 
Feels Respect 
Mr. Ari Van Tienhoven was in favor• 
of the student representation. "Student_s 
'lave very much a stake in their own 
!ducation," he said. However, he does 
not agree with the students on all of the 
current issues at the High School, the 
need of a separate but equal 
non-smoking area and the morality of 
condoning unhealthy smoking are some 
arguments against a permanent area. 
Smoking is currently permitted in one 
of the parking lots at the school. 
The candidates were pleased that 
those elected were not the usual schocl 
politicians. "This turned out amazingly 
not like a popularity contest," noted 
Mark Lutwak. David Cain commented 
that this "group of people had never 
been represc:nted in politics before. 
Most of the people I represent. u~uaj.ly 
don't vote at all." • · 
ThL"rL' :ire clo~e 10 a hundred 
<;tudcnts ,11 J\farkfes Flats. a 
..:o-or<linatot: ~1x professional 
t L':t clll'rs. nmt· Cnrndl tead1ing 
assi~l:int~. two Corndf ;\fAT 
student~ and two Cornell Pf I.D 
i.:.111didati::... Thi: ~chonl 1~ 111 its 
\econd \"L"ar. ;.111d is funded 
through 1i1c public schou! system. 
It~ contmut·d existence i~ a result 
of dett·r111111ed intervention by 
parent.,. whid1 ,~ ju~t one more 
meJ~urc ,if tht• ,uccc~s of thc 
sd10,il. :\noth.:r measure of 
succes~ cxprc~~cd by John Daitch. 
is tht' po:,siblc Jbility of the 
st·hool lo 111 trodu..:e ~cv.:ral of its 
ideas to ol her di~trict :,choob. 
It is h.ird 10 put into print the 
dre.1ms Jnd hope, nf :i huntlrcd 
p.:opk fot th;11 1s wh,11 Markk's 
Fiat~ 1s. I ~pent a kw hour~ ;II tht: 
,..:huol. \\ .11..:ht·,I ,1 11\ll\"Jc. 
d1smantkd a tckphont·, and lo:,t :1 
~.11ne ot d1.:,~. It wa, ,inly a~ I left 
th;1t I rcmembcr.:d all th..: other 
Pt·opk to whom sdwul i, a dead 
..•..........•. -~ :-: : : 
....•.... 
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' SEASONS GREETINGS 
************************************* 
. . 
These- f/re the hJelch~nts. who ht/ve supp 





George·s Restaurant and Lounge 












































Dewitt and Sauro 
Ithaca Cayuga Optical 
Peter Potenza 
Ban/ts 
Tompkins County Trust -
S/Joe Store_s 
Fontana·s 







Altman and Green 
Rudolrs · 
************************** They deserve 
: ......... . 
from the ithacan staff 
*********i******~******************* 
d us during t/Je course of t/Je semester. 
********* * * ***'***** ************** * * * 
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Meyer's Smoke Shop 










Corlll·r Book Store 
Union Bookstore 
Downtown Businessmen's Assoc. 
Carpet Bazaar 
Frame Sho1> 
Gulf Car Wash 
Maximum Super 










IJ rugs tores 
Brooks 4 Pharmacies 
-
support. 
.. . .. Liquor 
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The Wednesday night meeting 
of the Tompkins County Human 
Rights Commission featured a 
panel of local police and fire 
chiefs discussing "Community 
Relations". 
0 n J u n e 5 • I 9 7 0. Previous to the discussion, 
approximately twenty state police Human Rights Commission 
officers entered Hobart College Chariman Alvin Knepper. stating 
with a search warrant hearing the the views of the Commission said. 
name of one Hobart student. In that the police have a "vital and 
their search they found two pipes difficult role" in the community 
and a quarter ounce of m·arijuaria. where ''we are all dependent on 
They were. prevented from taking law and order". 
this student into custody by an It ha ca Po lice Chief Herson 
assemblage of between three and answered questions regarding the 
five hundred students who Department's policies and desires 
surrounded their cars and to hm: minorities and worm:n on 
demanded his release in exchange the force, lie· said that the 
for the release of the undercover prohlem was due mostly to very 
agent whose information few minority people applying for 
precipitated the bust. When the the joh. and that it takes hetween 
police began their raid, llohart_ four to six months to proces.<; an 
students hecame outraged at the application. Herson also spoke of 
informer and seized him with the a program the Army offers at fort 
mtention of securing the release Dix giving police training to 
of the accused student. lie was retiring Army men. The money 
eventu_ally released and a the department rnuld save by 
subsequently convcned"grandjury taking Army applicant~ b 
indk1:ed six of the hundreds of suhstantial. he said. 
studc-nts who secured his release. When asJ..ed about polh:e 
These students were charged practice of treating Black peo pie 
with riot. coercion of publk differently than professors or 
off i c i a Is . o b st r u ct i n g business leaders. the Chit:!" said 
governmental administration. and that new training will lead to 
reckless endangerment. Last week equal standard~. 
the trial of four of these students A repre~entative from the 
ended in a hung jury and the County Sheriff's office stressed the 
spedal state prosecutor is now in financial difficulty the various 
the process of reL·onvening the 
Grand Jury which handed out 
their indictments. The ddense for 
these students claimed they were 
singled out becau!'>e of their 
personal knowledge of the 
methods of the police agent. 
know as Tom my the Traveler. 
rommy had frccquented the 
llobart CalllpUS for OVW" a year 
prior lo the incident posing as an 
S.D.S. organizer from Buffalo. lie 
rncouragcd the cause of violent 
revolution. offering tu organile 
,tudenl resistance an(f to teach 
,uch ··guerilla"' tactics a~ 
bomb-making. fle is now a peace 
officer in Buck', County. 
Pennsylvania. where he was hired 
upon a recommendation from the 
F.B.I. 
The two remaining students 
111dictcd by the Grand Jury have 
}Cl to come to trial. One of these 
,t udents. Jack Krause. will he al 
IC tonight for a discussion of the 
caSl'. A free showing of the highly 
. 1cclaimed film. The 
Revolutionary was a Cop. will 
prccedL' him in thl' Egbert .Union 
rL'LTeation room. 
The film. a documentary about .· 
the agent, Tommy the Traveler. 
rnnsists . primarily of interviews 
with people whom he h~d come 
into contact with during the time 
he spent in the Geneva area. 
continued from page 24 
There w.'ill be a lecture on India's Holy Scriptures (the 
U pani~hads-). on Wednesday, January 26. 1972, at Cornell 
University's Willard Straight Hall in the Memorial Room. The 
program.begins at 8:00 p.m. A meditation will follow for all those 
interested. , 
• * ••• 
WICB-FM has production ~·out on a Limb" needs people to stage 
on the set. There is no experi'ence ni:ccessary and no lines to r.:ad. 
The only requirement is to bring gym clothes (gym shorts, sweat 
pants, sneakers. and/or athletic shirt). If you are interested, meet at 
9:30 p.m. tonight (Thursday) at the TV studio in the basement of 
the PA building. The participation will only take about an hour. 
••••• 
WICB-FM h3S programmed two new shows on the weekends. A 
new children's educational program, originally produced by the 
C'BC', will- be aired \!ach Saturday morning-from 9:00 to 9:30. On 
Sundays, a religious discussion show will be aired. Guest hosts will 
be the Catholic. Jewish, and Protestant clergy on campus, who w111 
laternate every week, speaking on contemporary religious issues. 
T~is program will _be aired from 11 :00 t? 11 :30 a.m. · 
••••• 
enforcement departments were 
having. He was supported by the 
Fire Chief who said that good law 
enforcement is expensive. 
The Deputy Sheriff's answer to 
a charge that one of the county 
prisoners had recently been 
beaten. was that the prisoner 
should file a complaint with the 
Sheriff. It was then pointed out 
that in 1971. the ltha'ca Police 
Department alone had 9500 
complaints and that they were 
usually only superficially 
investigated. . 
In an a I 111 o st embarrassed 
manner. Chit'f Herson admitted 
that the Police Department was 
looking for a woman to help 
relieve some of the men on the 
force for more important dulic,. 
lie stressed that she mu~t he well 
qualified and responsible heL"JUSl' 
h l' r du t i l', w t-i u Id in l"I ud l' 
'invcstigat ion~ that should not hL' 
broadca,t t hroughoul l he town. 
1 n probably the 1110,t 
important staterncnt of the 
, evening. an official from Camp 
1\11.'{'ormack. a reformatory ju~t 
outside of Ithaca. offered 
recreational facilities for the use 
of prisoners in Tompkin, County 
Jail. Much talk of lack of 
recreaiional facilities u.:curn:d 
recently in Ithaca when District 
Attorney Matt McHugh stated 
that tilt' Jail was in SOllll' ways 
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LIOIIOII Ar, .LOW ... 
tow ... PRICES ·· 
, 'A ~orship Service. will be held Sunday, December 12, at 10:30 
a.m. at the First Unitarian Church of Ithaca. The Reverend John A. 
Taylor will speak on "Season's Greetings: Hanukkah". The following 
Sunday. ·Decemb~r 19, Mr. Taylor will conclude his J)re.ChristmjlS 
s~~s with.~'Se_ascm's.Greeting~: Christmas". There will be a fireside 
~mas Eve-sel'.Viceln·the church parlor at 7:30 p.m. 
. .~ ,-JI~.-..... ........ ..,...,,....... .. .,. ... .LA1 ... t4.l..''16'•·•·t.· .. • .. -41.-.,, ., .......... • • · ... ,. • ·: " : ·, ,. 
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Deputy preSL'nt responded tur enforn·ment. let alonl! 
somewhat negatively. saying that rehabilitation." 
they had "hardly enough fund, 
T~e Real Dope 
Oz News Service 
An a, yet uncontirmed 
anthropological report ha, it that 
the popularity of toha.:co 111 
Engl,rnd wh1.:h originated 111 thl' 
I 7th century when Sir Waltl'r 
R'.ak1gh hrouj!ht hacJ.. ., .. ,a~te" 
for the Rej!enh. wa~ .2 tact a 
heal. Rccl'lll cvitlcncL' sugi;csh 
that what Rakigh .,L·tually 
"tokl'd" up with lhl' natives was 
111 fa..:t. high grade pot. lie was so 
impressed with the quality that 
the dcc1dL·d to bring back a 
~ub~tantial number of kilos but 
neglected 10 make a careful check 
of the load~. and the Indians took 
that opportu111ty lo suh~titule 
toha..:.:o. which had previously 
round 11,L' only as a fertilizer. 





















AGENC,Y, INC . 
YOUR PROTECTION**OUR PROFESSION 
BROKERS 
Robert S. Boothroyd --- Class of '24 
Robert L. Boothroyd --- Class of '60 
Henry G. Kcyse,r---Class of 'S2 
William Flynn ----c.L.U. 
Phone 272 - 8100 
" We Welcome Your Inquiry" 
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The Narth Forty 1 
I TH ACA, N. Y. 
• THURS.- Klondike 
Hot Pt1nts Night 




and the Dukes 
•SAT. 
Raw ltfe(Jf 
DEC. 16- THURS. 
Bufffllongo 
DEC.- 17 - FRI. 
Dove 
DEC. 18- SAT. 
W i/li(ltn Alex(lnder 
and The Dukes 
Intersession Specials 
Pottery Dangerous .. 
- . ' 
Believe It! 
(LNS)-These days you can find 
potters in free schools and public 
schools, clubs and on farms and 
communes all across the country. 
Potting and ceramics in general is one of 
the fastest growing handicrafts in the 
U.S. 
And growing along with it i~ a rising 
incidence of illness and death related to 
the use of- homemade pottery as 
containers for food and drink. 
In the past three years there have 
been at least a half dozen deaths in the 
U.S. and Canada from pottery 
poisoning-which in most cases is lead 
poisoning caused by lead-based glazes 
used in ceramics. It is difficult to trace 
in incidence of lead-poison illness since 
it is a cumulative disease, often without 
clear symptoms, but sometimes 
resulting in brain damage. among 
children especially. 
Lead poisoning has made headlines 
recently as more and more .:ascs of it 
arc discovered among children in the 
nation ·s ghettoes. These children get 
their lead from eating paint clups. 
Most glazes used to color and seal the 
surface of ceramic pieces contain lead. 
Lead glazes arc preferred since they give 
the best color and arc easiest to u~e. The 
problem rnmes when the glazes arc not 
properly processed. Commercial 
manufacturers of pottery can afford to 
use high-tcmpcr;1t~1rc kilns wluch assure 
a good fusion of glau to the surface of 
the piece. They can abo keep testing 
their piece~ to he sure that the 
lcad-rc!lease rate 1s at a safe level. 
quickly and thoroughly with the lead 
and therefore are most dangerous. They 
also· can't afford to test their pieces 
(testing a piece at a private lab will cost 
about $20). 
After a two-year-old Montreal boy 
died recently from lead poisoning 
contracted from drinking orange juice 
kept in a homemade ceramic pitcher, a 
group of doctors tested 264 pottery 
pieces bought at U.S. and Canadian 
handicraft and department stores. They 
reported in the New England Journal of 
Medicine that half "released sufficient 
lead to make them unfit for culinary 
use." 
30 of the 40 handicraft dishes tested 
were "potentially" poisonous. Of 14 7 
glazes "in use by schools, clubs, studios 
and potters," the doctors found 111 
unsafe. 
While many comm.crcial pottery 
manufacturers arc willing lo have FDA 
official check lht'ir products, glaze 
producers have been generally unwilling 
to cooperate. even to rncrdy label their 
glazes as to the lead or other poisonous 
metal content. 
Those potters who arc aware of the 
potentially letlwl quality of some of 
their pieces have been faced with still 
another problem. A~ they search for 
alternative~ to the lead-based glazes they 
discowr that ocher types may contain 
even more dangcrouo; metals. For 
example. one potter 111 Nt·w York tried 
using uranium oxide u1111l she had it 
tested and was 1o·ld 11. was radiq,a<.:tive. 




However. amateur and independent 
potters usually find it necessary to use 
the cheaper low-temperature kilns 
which don't usually provide a good 
fusion. so when the pieces arc used for 
food or drink. lead from the glaze is 
released into it. ( Acid ba~ed foods <H 
liquids. like: orange Juice. react most 
However. thC' grc:11tis1 .-problem now; 
is not what to use, hut rather that ·many 
people induding children arc making 
howls and croc:b and pitchers and 
selling !hem. giving them a'.';;ay. or using 
them without ever knowing about their 
possible deadly clfct·t. 




(CPSJ--A stu,ly by the 
Carnegie Commission Oil Higher 
Education has concluded that 494 
small, obscure colleges with 
relaxed admission policies arc the 
kind "most likely to become 
extinct." 
"American higher education 
may suffer a severe loss of its 
diversity." the report said, unless 
steps arc taken to save some of 
them. The colleges enroll about 
500,000 students and represent 
nearly one-fourth of the 
undergraduate colleges in this 
nation. 
Seventy percent of the schools 
have fewer than 1,000. students, 
Possword Cruzzle 
·-· --
••••• 1••1• • 
• I I • 
• ••11••••• 
• •I• • 
• I I I 
• •• • •• 
• • • •••• 
• • • •• I I I I I I 
50 percent have fewer than 750. 
~------------------------"""'.:"""'.:"""'.:==t The colleges are cha·ractcrized as 
I•• illlll• • I•• I I I a Illa • having unselective admission 
policies as reflected in their small 
enrollments-and 
lower-than-average academic 
ability of their students. They 
include teachers'. Black, 
Protestant and Roman Catholic 
schools. 
The report suggested that state 
and federal aid should be used to 
save some of them but stated that 
"institutions that are plainly 
incompetent . have no 
pa'rticular right to support or 
survival." 
The report went on to say that 
these institutions are "caught in a 
bind between the · elite colleges, 
which are able to charge high 
tuition fees because of their 
popularity with prospective 
studerits. and the pu bli~ 
institution·s. which lack the 
prestige of the elite colleges but 
can attract students because of 
their very low fees." 
I I I I 
I a•••11• by 1..arry·Abramsky 
ACROSS 
I. Molly Picon plays what part· 
in the "Fiddler" movie? 
3. Nick Adams played Johnny 
Umah on what T.V. show?-··· 
7. Walt Disney's musical 
cartoon fantasy. . 
I 1 . Cartoon;tafi'. 
14. Bloody .. l{ary~s daughter in 
"South Pacific~· 
IS. Leo G: · Carroll played this 
ghost on T. V. 
16 .. Gary Grimes played which 
part in ·"Summer of '42"? 
DOWN 
2. Lone Ranger's sidekick. 
4. Jean Stapleton plays what 
part on T., y. •s "All in the 
Family'"? 
5. Female lead role in "West 
Side Story" 
6.~ Mike Connors plays what 
T.V. detective? 
8. Star of "Whoopee". He had 
five daughters. 
9. Julie Andrews opened in 
"My Fair Lady" on Broadway in 
what role? 
1 0. · Walter Matthau stars in 
what current movie? · 
I I. Alexis Smith and Yvonne 
de Carlo are now in what 
Broadway sho:,iw~ · .. · ·.. . · 
I 2. Olivie 'Oyles favorite beau. 
I 3. Charlie Chaplin poked fun 
at who in "The Dictator~'? 
.. ,,. . 
• : ... -... ,· 1, .. ..:,1· ....... --"' ........ 
,• ...... , - . ' 
,.'·~1:. .. u . 
·Gruer,,ing Charges 
Johnson Lied 
(CPS )-"L.yndon Baines 
Johnson lied the American people 
into the Vietnam war." 
These are not the words of a 
Jisgruntled speaker at an anti-war 
rally, but former Senator Ernest 
Gruening of Alaska, one of the 
1wo senators who dared to· buck 
!'resident Johnson by voting 
against the Gulf of Tonkin 
Resolution. 
Gruening, a gaunt, aging 
Sol-year-old, was in Madison to 
,peak for the Young Democrats. 
"The whole Gulf of Tonkin 
,tory was false," Gruening said. 
We provoked the North 
Vietnamese attacks-we even fired 
1hc first shot." 
The Gulf of Tonkin 
Resolution followed an alleged 
attack by North Vietnamese 
patrol boats on American boats in 
mtcrnational waters off the North 
Vietnam coast. 
The resolution was passed in 
1he Senate with only two votes 
Jg.iinst it-those of Gruening and 
Wayne Morse of Oregon. The 
n:solution gave President Johnson 
\ 1rtually unlimited power to 
pursue the war in Vietnam. 
"The resolution was fir!;t 
drafted in May, four months 
hdore the incident occurred," 
Mariiuana 
Prices 
Gruening told the responsive 
audience. 
It was latt:r learned, he added, 
that the "Maddox", one of the 
ships involved, was an American 
spy ship opt:rating within North 
Vietnamcst: waters. It also fired 
first at the North Vietnamese 
ship.·· 
"I can't criticize my colleagues 
for passing the resolution," 
Gruening said. "After all, who 
would ever suspect the President 
of the Unitt:d States was lying?" 
Blasts Nixon 
Gruening feels that President 
Nixon's Vietnam record has hecn 
as bad as Johnson·s. "Mr. Nixon is 
not ending the war, and he never 
had any intention of ending the 
war." 
Gruening concluded his tirade 
against Nixon by saying, •• 15,000 
more hoys have died since he took 
office. The boys who have been 
sacrificed have died in vain. There 
is no hope in the executive 
branch." 
Supports McGovern 
He personally supports George 
McGovern for Prcsidt:nt and adds 
that the best way to change the 
status quo is within the system. 
He had a slightly different 
solution than most other senators, 
however. 
"It is my hope that enough 
young men would stand up and 
refuse to go. I consider a boy who 
refust:s to fight in this war to he 
doing a completely patriotil: 
st:rvicc." 
"You can't reform the draft." 
he explained. "The only way you Violate 
"'---~=-'I• can reform it is to abolish it." 
Nixon 
freeze 
A Yak Daily News 
writer's survey of mari)uana prict:s 
,II Ivy League schools rcveakd 
111dc variations and some 
1 iolations of President Nixon's 
11 age-price frc~7-e. 
Yalie~. his article says. arc 
\\1) ing SI 3 to S 18 for an ounce of 
~,.,~,. Harv:ird students were: 
:,·por1eJly paying S.:!5 per ounc•· 
particularly potcnt 
\ 1c·1na111csc w•·cd, while huyer~ in 
qu.111tity at Brown daimcd to be: 
,e·oring Sl30 pound~ •·ight 
dolhir~ an ounce. 
llnivcrsity of Pcnnsylvania 
he·ads ~uffcred "11lcgal" price 
111ncases. thcy arc allegedly 
paying S25 an ounce, up 50 
pcn:cnt from last year. 
Gruening said that he placed 
part of his hope for the future on 
tht: newly· enfranchised voters. 
"Youths have often shown 
themselves to be wiser than their 
elders. There haw been manr very 
good actions on campus. 
Demanding that the military he 
thrown off thc campus has hecn a 
good adion. They have no 
businc~s being there." 
Grucning didn't run for 
rc-clccti,111 in 1968. lk hlamc~-
attitudes toward hb agc for tl11s. 
'Thcrc is a v. idespn:ad feeling 
that when a man readkls a cer.ti»ll 
age. he is ready for thc 
scr;1p-hcap." Gruening said. 
Th.- cx-senator was th•·n 
tappnl on lhl' shouklcr and 
r c m I n d ·: d t ha t h c ha I.I a n 
appoiritmcnt wrth th•· governor in 
fifteen minutc~. lie: stra1ght•·n•·d 
his stiff body. sho()k hands. and 
moved toward the elcvator. 
Erncst Gruening 1sn 'r finbhcd 
yet. 
IN ONE EAR 
continued from page 5 
If Jimmy Seals and Dash Crofts make it;it will 
bt: due to their ability to express so simply and so 
perceptively the basic st:ntimt:nts that arc of 
lasting significance to each and every one of us. 
Contained in Year of Sunday (Warner Bros.) is a 
cut called "Paper Airplanes" which epitomizes the 
human interest they take in each of the songs in 
this a_lbu111 which is cumulatively and musica,Jly a 
very proficient one. ff is the story of a man whost: 
woman leaves him"keeping him from giving 
something living for the world to remember me". 
Persuasively, Dash Crofts' sky high mandolin 
"Jinks with Seals' guitar accompaniment and their 
unique harmonies blend to assure you that on that 
bitter day you can come home, slip the needle in 
that little groove, and Jet the world pass by. Unlike 
their first album, they have added a great deal of 
backup including Keriny Buttrey on drums. In 
addition, Seals throws in his state champion fiddle 
n!)t always in a. complementary way ("Springfield 
Mill") but to the degree that it lends itself to the 
·country undercurrent forever present here.. An 
enjoyable effort. 
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TIJe Fat-Cflf Bizflrre 
or Diclt and A ISOIJ H11mll11rge1 
By Don Catterson . 
(CPS) - "One good turn deserves· Camelot" which he said fostered "false 
another," said a bet:t-red Art Linklctter. claims and denial of reality." 
The occasion was the "Big Ft:ed"-"A Soon aftcr, John Mitchell wandered 
Salute to the President" it was billed-a out and said that "111 Jes!, than a year 
tribute to monopoly capital it was. Nixon has led the country out of a 
An estimated 10.000 of the crisis." 
country's fattest of Lat-cats paid In Chicago we saw a Jaund1ce-ycllow 
SSOO-a-plate 10· attend the Republican Bob Hope say "Nohody\ here bccause 
fund-raiser whid1 was hcld theyliketoeatout." 
simultaneously 111 20 cities around the Thcreaftcr Illinois Senator Charles 
country and addressed by President Percy and Govcrnor Ogilvie wcrc trotted 
Nixon on dosed circuit color TV. o u t to q u I c· J.. I y u l I c r ~ o 111 e 
Before a long-time radical political unnutcworthy pla111udes and lo 
activist. it was a rather bizarre place to introducl' thc Pre~ident. 
find myself. The fcstivitie~ were at the Richard Nixon came on and Jidn'r 
Radison South llotel. an elegant new !,ay much of mterc~t either. At 111s nght 
hotel and convention i;cntcr on thc sat \V. Clcmont Stone, thc right-wing 
outskirts of thc wealthy Minneapolis hilliona1rc and proponent of Posillvc 
suburb of Edina. Mcntal Attitude, who~c milliom helped 
I was drawn to this evcnt for several put Nixon in tht: Whitc li<Jusc in I %8. 
practical rcason~. 1 wondercd what the He congratulated Vice President Agnew 
hcll people did at a SSOO-a-pl;ite dmncr on his imthday (hut didn't s111g llappy 
(a sum that ·1akcs m•• over two months Birthday to him! anJ himsclf for 
to earn) and my miserable CPS organizing the most frnancially 
paycheck had been lost in the mail a sui;cessful fund raiser in thc l11stor} of 
week ago and coupled with a S30 American politics. 
traffic fine for picking up a hitchhiker, Amchitka 
I was broke and didn·t have 111ucl1 lcft Noting that Saturday·s Amchitka 
to cat. nuclear test w,1s strongly cntrdzcd hy--
At 8:50. making sure I was on time. I environmentalists. he said. "Unles~ we 
parked my S200 rusted-out Lenny Auto have an adequate program to dct"cnd thc 
Spccial-of-the-Wcck amid the United States. we won't have any 
chauffeur-driven Lincoln!> and Cadillacs environment to protect." 
intheRadisonHotelparkinglol. That comment provoked the 
Arriving ·Jt the entrance prl•ciscly at strongest and sustained applause of th•· 
9:00. I quickly found my way to the evening from the Minneapolis audience. 
press table. But to my absolute horror Nixon then dangled the prospect of 
everyone had ALREADY EATEN. I China·~ mrllions buying American 
was. however, afforded dessert of two products hcforc till' now-gbzcd cye~ of 
tablespoons of ice cream with his wcalthy audiencc. I'm ~Ltrc lhat 
strawberry and coconut topping. those d1okstcrol-ladcn hcart~ of the 
This. I was to find. pretty wcll set whcat magnatcs in my Minneilpolis 
the temper of the cvcning. While din.·rs crowd wcrc gyrating wildly .at till' 
in othcr citics wcrc treated with such prospcct. Thcy had just unloaded SSO 
gucst speakcrs as John Wayne, Jackie million worth of wheat on thc Russians 
Gleason. and Martha Mitchell, we were last week and I cxpect that tllc mer•· 
stuck with Senator Pctcr Dominii:k notion of trading with C'hma must hJvc 
( R-Colo.l who callcd Nixon "the most !,Cllt thcm recling. 
exciting leader to comc along tl11s In closing, Nixon •·allcd on tho~e 
century." present to spe;.11,. up for Amcric:1. "Wc 
Governor Lavander nel'd your lcadcr~h,p. w •. necd you to 
Next on thc bill was cx-MinncsotJ ~land up in ~our co111111u1111y and spl'ak 
Governor Harold LaVandcr. llc ~aid hc up for AmL·rica now lhal ii is under 
was often asked what hc thmh ,1hout attack trom force·~ al home and ahroad. 
hl'ing out of oftin•. His rcpl;: "II isn't lli~tory 1~ ~lrcwn with thc wr••ckago: of 
as taxing." civilizations that han: !alien at 1hc 
Then tollo\'.ed 1wod1~•·Jockcy~fro111 h•·ighl of thc1r power ... th..:sc· 
a lo•·al radio ~tat1on who did an •·ivili1.:111ons fdl became· their IL·adl·rsl11p 
imllalron ot the· "\la l'crl-.in, .. rJdio wa~ weak. 1 alll •·ontidcnt th.ii 
show. ,\ 111 c· 1 1 l' .i ·, k :Hie- r ~ 1~ JI 1 111 c• l' I I h L' 
II wa~n·1 ;1 la~I Cl'l'lli.11~. d1 .. Jlkngc• ol lcadL·r,h1p." 
Thl' color-c.1,1 began at 10:00 p.111. l"hL' cve·n1ng ,1:.1, ,oon o,·e·r ,Jilli. ,1111 
with ,\rt Linldl'lt•·r 111 Lo~ Ange•k,. l hl' 11 L'.J\... Imm hav1i1)! ,ung \Jlll'l'll'.1 thc· 
color w.1, l•·rriblc. L.rnkkl l•·r·~ fan· w .,, lk:1u Ii tu I w11 h Rich.ml '1 \<111. I kl l 
hcet red -.111st a~ if Ill' had .I u~t ~ll'JlJK'd am Id I hc• d 1 :1mond-l,llle·n ohl la1l1e·, 
from a hot sauna. ripping oil thL· 1101,.:r, 11"111 tll,· t .. 1bk 
111~ clum~~ humor wa, hardly ,e·t1ing, .11lll th,· Bl.1ck 1.·h.1utku1, 
amu~mg.' "l'rc·~ident '.\1xon " ab1n11 to 1nd,L0 } 111g tor po~llil>lh in tront ol lhe· 
giw birth to .i n~w pro,peril} 1f lw can ln11d. 
gel past lahor." I _,umped in my lru~ly ('hc·V) and 11·.1~ 
• Ronald Rcagan wa, nL'XI and Ill' arrc~ted two block~ a11 ay for having ·' 
spol..c 111cn:1L"i1~~--~>f "thc thrcc yc~~t hurncd-0111 hcadlight. _____ ·-· ,-~--. 









peace on earth 
and 
good will to men. 
LAFAYETTE ... IOXCAR - COLLIGROWII 



































• 3 cycle speeds. 7 continuous speed\ 
• 5 cup container opens ot both end~ \ 
• 3 decoro'tor colors. cookbook ,ncludecl 
(· ,,. 
. . l. 
~Ji ~ BANKA;ERICARD 
~~~-~ 
~---::---------..... -----· ~ 
• The fast and easy to pop Popcorn 
• A Perfect Gift Idea for the 
Whole Family! 
WESTMARK ELECTRIC· 
30 CUP COFFEE URN 
BY WESTBEND 
• Automatically brews 12 to 30 cups 
• Serve light :.ignal, 2 way faucet 
• Cup markings on inside of urn 
,,, · · .. · ····· ···CLAIROL KINDNESS 
-,~..,.s~,.~ C.ONDITIO~G HAIR SETTER 
~~- --
-~ ,( ~-' 
I -~-~-..,~- -.. ~-- ...... _ - .· 
OPEN DAILY 10 ·10 10 
· · SUNDAY 10 .TO 6 
\ 
Visit Santa In 
Our Toy Dept. 
Mon. thru Fri. f» P.M. lo 9 P.M. 
Sat. 2 P.M. to S P.M. & 
t, P.M. to CJ P.M.~--
SEASONS GREETINGS · 
\ 
'\. 




A Zoo Story 
White 
upremacy 
1 c PS)- "The whole political 
,,gram of the National Sociali~t 
11 tc People's Party (NSWPP) 1s 
,cd upon the very simple 
,,position that this is essentially 
"hite pcople•s country and that 
11 tc people ought to run it," 
Jtt Koehl, commander of the 
s\\'PP told a crowd of 2,200 at 
·,,thern Illinois University (NIU) 
1 \ovcmbcr 18. 
I he speech. held in the 
11 1\·c·rsity Center Ballroom, was 
. ,m:d hy egg and apple throwing 
d obscenities. 
\ftcr he spoke for about SO 
111utcs. NIU Security Police 
1,·rn1pll:d Koehl. I-le then told 
,· .1udience. "I have been told 
• 11 ,f I prMccd with my remarks, 
,, meeting will he terminated. 
1,· p,,licc feel that there will he a 
,: ,1 I continue to use my free 
,·,·, h." 
I here were no more 
,: 11rh.mces after the talk ended. 
h , , d11 began his speech by 
\ 111!c!. ·'If you believe that all 
., t her 1 e ss bipeds arc created 
11.11. then I invite you to go to 
,· B,ooklicld Zoo and demand 
· .. ,r immediate emancipation. If, 
tht: other hand, you believe 
.11 .:himps should he in cages 
,,·r,· they belong with all the 
h ,. r apes and baboons from 
r1,.1 then you should join the 
,,:1, of the NSWPP." he said. 
··1 don't mind chimps as long 
ih<'Y arc in their place but I 
,.1mly wouldn't have one of 
·111 over ft>r dinner. If they arc 
t I,; c pt in their place, they 
·,,me a social menace as has 
ppcned with ·our Negro 
pulJtion," Koehl said. 
lhe NSWPP demands a 
,·.,tfirmation of American·s 
1.d foundations." Koehl said. 
h.11 is the mission of our 
\cment-to reaffirm the racial 
111dations of these United 
1,·, as a white country." 
I xplaining the concept of 
h1te power". Koehl said, 
h,·11 we talk about white power 
·n· not talking about keeping or 
nnving or- maintaining 
1c·thmg. We arc talking about 
ting white power and this is 
IJ! makes us true 
, ,l ut ionaries." 
< ·11mg examples of what he 
11ncd Jewish control of 
l<·v,sion networks and 
\I ,paper publications, Koehl 
I. "The power structure in the 
l!c·d States today is not a white 
1 c·r structure; it is a J cwish 
\1 <'r ,tructurc." 
Koehl demanded that the 
1rc·d States withdraw its 
!'Port from Israel "in the 
nest of the white pcoplc" of 
· l 1nited States. 
,a,d one 
,,·minolc to another 
'<'111inolc in the desert 
·,urc i.~ hot" 
·,ure is' said the otller 
to the other 
,111<.1 arm in arm 
they linked ur~s 
dear god they held hands 
11
·1th the other and 
I can't help but scream 
handless 
It\ all so complicated 
1 don't know one 
from the other anymore 
Nor I said I 
as the swamp dro'wned us. 
-Sternberg 
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Northern· Ireland·.: Glimpses Of War 
(LNS)-Wc couldn't lake the shortest 
route to the Falls Road; the Springfield 
Army Post was under attack. From a 
distance of 300 yards we could see the 
results of a misplaced bomb, burning 
down a shop two doors down. The 
brick-built building contained the 
flames, so the shattered shop front 
window gave the appearance of a 
cinema screen engulfed in flames. 
Turning into Clonard Gardens, we 
entered the Falls Road opposite 
Dunville Park. 
It was there that only ten minutes 
earlier a British Army patrol had shot 
dead ''The simple fellow". A giant of a 
man. mentally retarded. he could have 
been seen until that Saturday afternoon 
at the wake of every funeral in the 
d 1st rict. llis half lost mind seemed 
fascinated hr death. 
According to the Army. he had been 
caught in the cros.~-fire of a guerrilla 
skirmish. Yet by-standcrs said that whik 
he had been waiting for a bus. troops 
jumped out of a personncl carricr and 
gunned him down in cold blood . 
Earlicr that morning. soldier~ of the 
(,n:en Howards had shot down two 
sister~ in the Omar Street area. four 
block~ from where we stood. The 
women had heen sounding a fog-horn to 
warn resident~ of an impcnding Army 
raid. 
Carnival Atmosphere 
In spite of. or perhaps because of. 
the tragedy. there was a· carnival 
atmosphere in the Falls. A vast column 
of smoke rose from three double-decker 
buses, burning across the road to create 
a barricade. cutting the area off from 
the armor and infantry columns 
assemblying beyond. 
A crowd of some two thousand had 
gathered in a semi-circle on the safe side 
of the buses. which like a Pied Piper had 
attracted all the street children of the 
distrkt. Those children not watching 
the flames were standing in what shops 
had been left open ready to spend their 
weekly pocket money in anticipation of 
the fun to come. 
"Two ice-Jollie§ and a pound of nails 
please. Miss." 
· 'I'll serve you the ice-lollies but 
you're gctting no nails from me.·· 
·'Let me sec you throw one nail 
bomh. lad." says an elderly man. ·'and 
1"11 put you over my knee and beat you 
black and blue.·· 
Th c eight-year-old urban guerrilla 
retreated shame-faced to a young group 
who were watching me suspiciously. 
Suddenly two men separated from 
the semi-circle. thc stock of a rifle 
protruding from each of their coats, 
running forward bent double. As the 
crowd began to disintegrate. the tiny 
figures of camouflage-colored troops 
could be seen. their uniforms standing 
out against the greyness of the city. 
"Stay where you arll. ·• a voicll spoke 
out. ''See them soldiers. they've seen 
Last Weeks Answers 
nothing yet. Clear the street and you'll 
give the boys' position away." 
Steadily "the boys" move forward, 
,.sprinting from doorway to doorway 
under the cover of the black smoke. 
"Provisionals!" someone says, "Brave 
boys but they've got no brains." 
"That's what I always say." agrees 
another. "It's all very well blowing up 
houses, but you've got to be able to 
build them up again afterwards. That's 
what puts the Officials ahead of them. 
THEY behav\! responsibly." 
"I think they-'rc Communist," says 
one lady disapprovingly, with that 
certain emphasis on the last word that 
turns it from a noun to a value 
judgment. 
The debate was interrupted by a 
burst of machine gun fire from the 
distant soldiers . 
Counter Attack 
The signal for a countl'r attack fast 
moving Saracens and Ferret Armoured 
Cars swerved across the pavemcnt. 
avoid111g the hurning buses. 
The carnival over. in the spac•· of ten 
seconds the war had hcnrn1t: horribly 
real. Some floppcd down. hoping to 
clutt:h covcr in the gutter. Other~ s11nply 
ran. ran anywhcre. away from th•· ~ound 
of the regular drumming of the 
automatit: fin:. 
Following a group. 1 turncd into a 
doorway ol a terr.ired house in Clonard 
Stre•·t. There. m the• tJny living room. 
with some 20 otlwrs 1 lay on the floor. 
he nevofcntly watd1cd over by kit ch · 
pictures of Pc,pe John XXIII and James 
Connolly. 
Outside, by a cul-du-5a,:, cwo little 
girls stood statue-like. terrified. 
Ohviously they had hoped to reach the 
Clonard Monastery where several 
& 
'hundred had gone"for protection, but to 
•get there they would have to cross the 
road where an armoured i:ar was racing 
up ,from the Falls. 
ln front of them they were faced 
with five hundred yards of bland brick 
wall, offering them no protection at all. 
The cul-du-sac, they saw as a trap rather 
than a refuge, and they were far too 
frightened to run back the way they 
came and to jump into a doorway. Like 
frightened a.nimals in thc hcadligh ts of a 
car, they stood paralyzed until a man 
ran out of a neJrby house, and picking 
them up in either arm carried them 
indoors. 
The shooting over, 1 found my 
rubbery legs on the way back to 
Springficld Road. The fire by the Army 
post was still burning, and in the 
distance long columns of infantry could 
be seen moving up to strengthen the 
armour already in posscssion of the 
Falls. In two columns on cithcr sidc of 
the strcct. eight men to each section. 
e:.1.:h man eight fect l'rom the m:xt in 
line. tlwy cramped forwanl. A section. 
· then ;i Saracl.!n. then a gap, then another 
section. As monotunous as the flowered 
wall papt:r of thL' room that had given 
me shelter. 
Won By Position 
Battles 111 Belfast arc rarely won by 
courage or firc-power. They arc won by 
positions. Last week in the Market area 
of B c If as t. for example, eight 
wcll-positionc<J guerrillas held off three 
hundred of thc Black Watch for two 
hours. 
Thc cndlcss columns of infantry I 
saw now weren't going to confront their 
cnemy. They were going to take up 
positions in a guerrilla war that will be 
won or Jost through positions. 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
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h~rt PiJH! jlepairing 
MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS A SPECIALITY 
PIBO'S'PIZZA 
404 W. State St. 
272-1950 
213 Dryden Rd. 
272•6770 
LUNCHEON SPKIALS 
Try our homemade bowl of chili and 'Cl'ackers $.SO 
Pl. SPAGIET11 
CHICIII , 4 TACOS 
,_ 
_CJIOICI 99° 
· ~icilian Pizza S.35 a slice 
- ... - - - .;.;. - ~ -·- -- --- -fq"f Pizza Fre dough with ,~ . 
"o/. •. ; any pizza pie order. ~ 








Divided payments. arranged · 
1/1,. Ho,h,e al P~1son~1 S~rv,rt- c1orl A,~"'" '\', 
Open Friday Nights 'til 9 P .M. 
'Jm~·s 
.Altma.t!,&Green g (13tD.Jd..JJOIA6Jewilefs 
c..lt 11ug 91"ed sfOla. 144 S.Sfate Sbeet •c../t~2-/810• 
ltuca, Nft Yak 1w~ 
: IFNA~A'SIX~lllSIW 
AflrHOIIIZU ltUIISAJrl IIIAUII 
Rapert Watch .J~••••• ••palrl119 
Remounting of Dlamoncls 
What you should know about diamonds 
when you know it's for keeps 
You·ve dreamed about )'Our 
diamond engagement ring a thou-
sand 1imes. Bui now that you 
know il's for keeps, it's time 10 
s1op dreaming and start learning 
about diamonds and their value. 
Because no two diamonds 
are exactly alike. jewelers have 
adopted exacting standards 10 de-
termine the relative value or each 
and every diamond in lhe world. 
These standards include a dia-
mond's size (carat weigh1), color, . 
cu1 and clarity. 
COLOR: Fine white diamonds are 
quite rare and valued accordingly. 
Other shades in relative order of 
their worth· arc: blue, yellow, 
brown and black. 
CUT: The cut of a diamond-the • 
facers placed on it by a trained 
cuiter-brings ou1 1hc gem's fire 
and brilliance. Anything less than 
correct cul reduces beauty. bril· 
lianct• and value. 
CLARITY: Detennincd by rhc ab-
sence of small impuriucs. A pc,. 
feel diamond has no impurities 
when ex:.nnin,d umh:r \en power 
magnihca1ion by a trained C)'e_ 
CARAT: A diamond's size is 
mcasurc<l in carats. As a diamond 
increases in size, ils price will 
increase en·n more if the quality 
remains constant. Bui larger dia-
monds of infc:nor quality may ac-
tually be wonh Jess lhan smaller, 
pcrfccl diamonds. 
Although it's important to 
'know the facu aboul diamonds. 
you certainly don't have lo be an 
expert 10 choose a Keepsake Dia-
mond Ring ... because Keepsake 
g11arn11tus a diamond of fine white 
color, correct cut and perfccl ctar-
it)' or rcplacemetal assured. The b-
rnous Keepsake certificate provides 
permanent rcgis1ra1ion. trade-in 
value and protection against loss 
of diamonds from the setting. 
Your Keepsake Jeweler has 
a complcrc sclecrion of new styles. 
He'5 in rhc Yellow Pages under 
"Jewelers." Or. dial free day or 
night Jong dislancc R00-245-6000. 
Jn Connt-ctic_ut, call 800-942-0655. 
~psa.ke~ 
ltEGISTl:ltEI) DIA .. ONO IIINGS 
® 
! ... ·- ... --- ........ . .. ................................ ; 
: How~ TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING : 
. . 
: &nd new 20 pg. booklet. "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding" i 
: ilus full color fol<;lcr and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 25,. l 
: . 5.71 : 
. ' 
i He"'•------·----------------------'- / . .
. . 
: Add•••'------,--------,---------------1 
!,:: c,,, Co 
\t•"'------.-------------.-L•P--------
j KEEPSAKE, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK U201 ...................................... _ .. ____________________________________________ .. ___  
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CLASSIFIEDS· * * 
1917 Pontl,c Clltalln• con•ntlble . .11.1 
cond1tlonfn1. po•er stMrlng an, 
brakes. New shoclet • and bnkei 
s1, 1 oo. call Ron 113ea1. 
one.year-old VW luggage rack • S.!o 
Call Dave 277·0464. 
PERSONALS 
. To D.E.G.-
The Sundance Kid misses the 
sunshine kid. 
tune-ups, oil changes and anti-freeze, 
call John or Ed at 113546 or 272-9723 • 
For 25 cents, we'll tell you to what 
temperature your anti-freeze will 
protect you. 
New pair o( Hart Javelins SSL 205 c.,,I 
Never been used. cal.I Art Rm 31~ 
Dorm 8 x3597~ 
ceusc:h Ski bindings. Used one sea,an 
$20 or ••• Call Peter at 272-8611. · 
Bernard-
May our love be like an arc. two 
weaknesses leaning together to form 
one's strength. 
Laurie 
Have your favorite grubs parsonallztd I 
I VIIIII embroider them with whatenr 
you want. Qulek service - cheap rates! 
Call Llule at 277-o825. 
Kiln Bass Guitar, $65. Also, '64 V11 
Bus. Needs work. $110. Jim 257·2311. 
one pair size 7N Mens• Lange Pro s~ 
boots. Two years old. New Lange-F11 
liners Installed last winter by factory 
Good condition. Best offer over S60 
contact Ted White, Terrace tOA-106, 
or call x376S. 
Sig Jim has watched his back for the 
ia,t time. he will return In the future. 
Pat Green-
Dummy-there's still time to apply 
elsewhere!! .. 
Entertainment: Folk singers Interested 
In playing for frat parties or other. we 
will audition. contact Mike Lester or 
Tom Gunderson. Rrn 415 W. Tower 
X3678. 
Stu Z. 
To Marty - have a good day. Be good, 
be happy. 
Love, your seoret Santa 
Take In a relevant play - Come see 
"One Flew 011er t11e cuckoo's Nest" 
oecember 16, 17, 18 at 8:00 p,m. In 
Annabel Taylor Hall. 
To Rosie anCI Mlk-
lf you can't be good, be careful. But 
whatever you do, don't name It alter 
us. 
Love, Landon basement 
(DATE OF THE VEAR) 
Happy Birthday, L.ynne! 
i..ove The Group 
4th Floor-
What happened to the sangria. 
You're Invited too. 
Chanukah ParlY - Ctlaplaln's office. 
December 13, 8:00 p.m. All Invited. 
"LAW SCHOOL - WILL I LIKE IT? 
CAN I MAKE IT?" A new book by a 
recent law graduate for prospective law 
sludents. send $2-95. Kroos Press, Sox 
3?09A MIiwaukee, Wisc:. S3217. 
Gonzo-
lt"s been a quick two years. 
Love, ••Kid" 
TUTORING 
Need some help? Want to get your 
grades up? Available In English or 
French. Speak French fluently, two 
years experience tutoring In English, 
particularly composition and paper 
writing. Reasonable rates. Allan 
Brassloff, Rm 105-A Terrace 1 O•A. 
274-3293 after 7:00 P.n'I. 
oear i..eonard schlabotnlck-
HaPPY Birthday, fossll whom we 
10-.e. Ha'lle a nice daY. Much love from 
11111 Grommet central caretakers. 
To the women's gymnutlc team: Good 
h.ick to you this Saturday at East 
Stroudsburg. Start the season off right 
with a win! 
Sk lls tuned and repaired, bottoms 
fllled, edges sharpened, hot wax Job. 
very cheap. Peter Gollup, x3556 or 
· 272-9749. 
To the owner of the home for 
unwanted children: Thaflks for the 
room. 
Your monitor 
I would appreciate any 1ettover 1<nlt· 
ting wool you may llave. Please call 
oebt,le s. x3632 or 273-9754. 
congratulations oa-.ld and Cindy! 
THE CO-OP STEREO/TV REPAIR 
SHOP. Radios, stereo tuners, PA 
si,stems, anything electronic or 
electrical. Work guaranteed. Call 
Edward Dunn, 272-24Sl. 
certified scuba Instruction. 
Equipment pro11lded. Phone 387•7321 
between 6:00 and 12:00 p.m. 
Tuesdays and Thursday,. 
Happy 8\rthdaY Herbert! 
Love, Frau and Claudia 
wanted - One microphone and two 
speal(en for PA system. Please call 
x3755 and ask for Amy or Margie. 
Anyone Interested In working or study-
Ing 1r1 Europe for the summer or the 
Europe tor the ,ummer or the 
academic year, call Seth at x3323 or 
113361. 
All original, signed prints In the 
Up1talrf Gallery's "Qraphlcs Under 
$100''. 121 E. Buffalo acrou from 
munum. 
Co Quadl You and your roommate can 
combine stereo sy1tem1 for the all 
encompassing sound of four-channel 
stereo. For demonstration, drop Into 
room 113, Landon Hall. For 
Information or appointment, call Steve 
or Joel at x3S64 or 272-4111. 
REFLECTIONS 
R•IIVII your Past memories ••• Sundays 
10:00 to ~:00 WICB racllo AM 100/FM 
11. 
Hello Laurie--
Welcome back to Ithaca and all. 
Russell 
Marantz model 30 AmP • 60 WRMs 
J8L Sc99 speakers; Garrard zero•! 01 
tu rntabfe. superior sound. All ne, 
ec,ulpment. Must sell. serious offer 
011IY. Paul 273•9909, QuarrY L.·9. 
DF-
Do something! Only a week and a 
half left. 
AS 
Goya 12 string guitar, Model TS·S w,11 
case. Call Hem')' 113787 or 272·9561 
Experienced dance band and rock 
drummer available. Call x3707 and ask 
for Dave Rm. 1002 west Tower. 
B:1rracrafter Ski rack • fits any car w,11 
a trunk. L.ocks skis firmly to the trunk 
Must sell • $25. Orlglnally $37. Usec 
one season. Call Mark x3686. 
Want to be IN on the Pro Football 
Action? Call 113669 and ask for Stu 
Whammo's official line. 
We repair anything electrical! If we 
can't fix It, there's no charge! Call Joel 
or Ste11e at x3564 or 272-4811. 
A Future for Ever)' Child Is Ille slogan 
of this year's 25th Anniversary 
celebration of the United Nations 
Children's Fund. Vo11 can help make 
this slogan a reality for some needy 
youngster In the developing world by 
bu)'ing UNICEF Gnetlng Cards, now 
on sale at the Unlo11. 
Professional Tree Removal and General 
Tree Wor,k. Free estimate • cut rates. 
Call 272-2698. 
Boob Wosen-
At least if I drop 0111 of IC I can 
always teach at Brooklyn College 
The Whammo Punk 
Steven orvma eerger-
MY sympathies to the lovely &..Inda. 
Stu Sincerity 
Berger prince-
Continued success. MaY you rest on 
Piece (Isn't that her namet) 
The Whamrno Instigator. 
FOR SALE 
One ampe,c Micro-BS stereo cassette 
recorder. sest otfer over $SO. Call 
Steve. 277-0123. 
Pair of AR 2a speakers. Also, Conc:ord 
Mark II tape deck reel-to-reel. Also, 
pair of Koss Pro-4 lleadphones. Call 
Charlie x3S97. 
One Ricoh Singles 3Smrn single lens 
reflex camera. Complete with somm 
lens, skYll!Jht, cover filter and rubber 
collapsible lens hood. Also, citizen's 
band transmitting and receiving set. 
includes license to transmit, 23 
channels, PA channel, mlcropllone 
antenna that mounts on hood, roof or 
trunk. See Ben, dorm 6 room 17 or call 
x3724. 
$90 Tape oeck. Brand new • unused. 
Must sell, sso or best offer. Call Bruce 
113560. 
snow's comln' soon - so get ready for 
ski season - buy a pair of Men's 
Kattlnger buckle ski boots. Size 10·11. 
Excellent condition. Sacrificing tor 
$25. Call Jon Morris x354B or 
272·9583. 
S Ix •month-old stereo tape recorder. 
Can also be used as a stereo tape deck. 
Records and plays back both mono 
and stereo tapes. Two speeds: 3 3/4 
and 7'h. 1.P.S. Has sp,clal ,witch that 
Isolates left and right channels. Extra 
at no additional cost: Two Speaktnl 
Am nlllng because I need loot! Asking 
$75, but wlll barter. Call Joel at x3564 
or272-4811. 
Mens• figure skates, size 10. Best ofter. 
Ron x36&6. 
Stereo - orlglnally $100, now $25, 
Call Mike X3597. 
KLH-23 spukers. call 113719, Rm 312 
w. Tower. Ask for Mare. 
1968 Oldsmobile 98'. Air, fully 
po•ered and optlon,d. In excellent 
condition, $1450. Call 251·2317. 
Ladles' size 7 Nordic.a ski boo11 
Practically new. $40. Call Ooaei 
x3518. 
HIT THE SLOPES wllh Henke Sk, 
soots. Five buckles. Size 1 o. Originally 
$100, now $35. Rich x3537. 
Opportunity to buy brand new suzuk, 
so. Good deal. Call Gail 273-8221. 
Beautiful fleecy wool midi co,r 
Brand-new, still has tags. Size 12. 
Interested~ Call Janet x375J, 
273-9867. 
Be a Blonde! Fine shoulder-length asb 
b 1onde synthetic wig for sale. $40 
value, now only $19.95! call Cindy 
Krause, Terrace BA, x3754 o, 
273-9866. 
a-Track tape player. Make: automa1,cl 
radio. Good condition, used 1/z yea,. 
Orlglflal price $110, asking $75. c,1~ 
113512 or x3515 and ask for BIii, Rrn 
113. 
HATS AND SCARVES 
Extra warm, hand knit hats and scarves 
tor sale, made to order. Available on 
matclled sets. Fantastic for skiing or 
gifts. Hats $5, scarves $1 o. Contact Pal 
weekdays at x3293. 
HELP WANTED 
A 11st Is currently being compiled on 
the Union Office of students wM 
would be Interested In occasional 1001 
such as distributing leaflets, clearing 
bulletin boards, etc. If you are 
interested, stop In the Union Ofloce 
and leave your name. 
Want11d: Matting and Framing expe,1' 
lnQulre at The Gallery. 407 College 
Ave. 
Do you like to write? Woulct you hke 
to find out more about the way Ithaca 
College Is run? Would you like to make 
some extra scratch? A student ,, 
needed to up-date the student 
handbook. Interested? Inquire al the 
Union Office. 
HAVE FUN FUii Timel 
MAKEMONEV 
Part time 
Sall Holiday Magic Products 
(Made from real fruit) 
aanatl Enterprises • Dlstrlbuto,., 
Finger Lakes Area. Phone 212-5070 
and aslC for Mr. Alvin MIiier for 
interview. (Home phone, 564-3503). 
APTS. FOR RENT 
Four bedroom luxury apartment. FullY 
furnished and carpeted. Five mues 
north of campus. $300 plu1 utl\l\\ei,. 
Call 347..1792. -
Apartment to sub.tel from Jan • Aug. 
$ 1 35 a anonth. Thrn room, lncludln9 
bedroom. \deal tor couple. On QUarrY 
st. contact Prudence 277-0094. 
WANTED TO RENT 
Ptac:11 fot two, starting January •72. 
Call Petet at 272-861 l. 
. RJDEOFFERED 
Brand n•w suzulcl so. Call Gall 
273-8221. 
Ride offered to New York City anC 
back for Xmu holiday. Leavln9 
December 15, Call Judy at x3738 ot 
Z73 .. A9. 
RIDES WANTED 
Sath Thom11 metronom•. New k•Y 
wound. $10. P9ter Gollup x3116. Rid• naed•d to storri, Ct. tor December 10. Call 273 ... 31. 
Ride w•nted to Roll)'n, L.t .. or 
'Wclnlt)'. ANVTIMIE att•r "'° p.m.on 
llin;, from $100 to $10,000 T••d• Muk lteg. A. H. P011d Co. · Pnpara 
·..-, t ,._·,·• • c 4 I••• I••• t' ••ta 1 ~~ • ~ • • •.•.,:t..•.•·!·'·'·'•'·'·' • '••••··~•head. ,,our car for the Icy wuther ~or PrlcH and Info. on 
K•2 Elite 11e1s, 210 cm. Men•• boots 
sin H.1. &.adle1' boots 1lzt IYa. contllc:\ 
heall resident. wast tower, or call 
274-3264, c:ont111ued on .,. .. as 
. ·'· . 
\ 
Carnegie H~II Anticipates 
THOR, s·on of Odin 
The first four-dimensional 
materialization of Thor, the 
munder God, will take place at 
Carnegie Hall on Wednesday,· 
J,111 uary 5, 1972. Thor, son of the 
regal Odin, from the far dominion 
oi Asgard, will be joined by 
Spider Man, The Hulk, the 
Fantastic Four and other 
extra-terrestrial bodies, along with 
~heir creator, _Stan Lee of Marvel 
Comics. 
It is appropriate that the first -
L':J rt hly visitation of these 
,1pocalyptic agents should be in 
c;otham, which has so often been 
J setting for their mighty missions 
while they were confined to the 
record-selling comic books. 
Taking part in this celebration 
of cosmic exploits will be the 
French film director Alain 
l{esnais, a long-time Marvel 
addict; Peter Boyle ("Joe", ''T.R. 
UJskin "); and Dennis Wilson ( of 
I he Beachboys a_nd "Two-Lane 
Bl,1ck1op "), who will introduce 
11c•11· musical material inspired by 
Silver Surfer, a popular Marvel 
~-
,haractcr. Jazzman Chico Marvel artists, John Bcssman and 
llamilton will improvise Herb Trimbe, who originated The 
background music for the show, Fantastic Four and The Hulk, will 
,ailed "A Marvelous Evening with · animate a fight scqucncl' on the 
St;1n Lee." spot. 
The center of the Carnegie Hall Eddie Carmel. the </'/l" man, 
\tagc will be a giant Mylar throne, will oe a special guest of the 
Jround -which will weave the evening, improvising poetry 
weird and wonderful works of dedicated to the Marvel heros, In 
l'do.:r Nevard, who will create a the lobby, the audience will be 
captivating cacophony of surrounded by 1~8 huge panels, 
.\-,gardian effects with .film. slides, an exhibit created by Stan Lee to 
.lllll lighting. Magician Jeff Crozier show the evolution of a comic 
h .1 s d e v i s e d s o m e book. 
11,·vl'r-before-secn illusions for the The evening will he produced 
,h<lW. which will be the most by Stephen Lem berg, president of 
l'iJborate production ever staged National Copacet1c Ltd. Mr. 
.1t Carnegie Hall. Through their Lemberg, who introduced rock 
111raculous' invention, the coneerts lo Madison Sq~are 
1udience will he able to Garden, has acquired the rights to 
1.1rt1cipatc in the creation of a all the Marvel characters and is 





( CJ>S)-William Kunstlcr urged 
1,000 students at Monmouth 
< ollege to "go to San Diego and 
\!1.1mi Beach in force" for next 
~ l'ar's presidential nominating 
u>nwntions. 
Kunstler, attorney for the 
l l11cago Seven trial stemming for 
!he 1968 Democratic Convention 
in Chicago, told the audience "if 
You care about what's happening 
111 this country, I urge you to go 
lo San Diego and Miami Beach, 
ll's lhe place where the people can 
,rill express the last bit of rightful 
power that is theirs." 
.,._ 
· Bill Kunstler 
projects involving them. including 
a n al ion a II y syn d k a ted five 
minute radio series: a S2.5 million 
arena spectacular: a feature film 
by Rcsnais and Lee: and a TV 
special. 
Marvel Comics arc popular 
with a world-wide audience. They 
arc issued weekly in England and 
in hardback in Mexico. and attrnct 
70',~ of their audience from young 
adults over I 6. Annual sales of 
Marvel Conucs is 93,000.000 
with an estimated readership of 
270,000.0UO. 
Reserved seats for the show arc 
now available at Carnegie Hall for 
$3.50 each. Tickets will also Ile 
available the night of th~ show, 
which hegms at 8:00 p.m., for 
S4.50 apici:e. 
Photo by Alan T. Najar 
He told the crowd, "l urge you 
to go to San Diego knowing full 
well that at some future date l 
may hear the tape recording of 
what I said tonight used against 
mi: in a federal court on charges 
ol urging people to cross state 
l111c:s with the intentions of 
inciting a riot." 
continued from page 22 
Friday, December 17. WIii share 
driving and expenses. Call Meg X373S 
or 273-9862. 
Ride wanted to Ottawa or Montreal 
any weekend. Betty x3668, 
Ride needed to Oneonta any weekend. 
WIii share expenses. Call Andy >e3S56. 
WANTED TO BUY 
Used 35mm SLR camera - Mamiya, 
Minolta, Miranda or Nikon. Head 
resident W. Tower X3264. 
FLORIDA! Take me home for Xmas. A ski rack for a Flat. Call Cindy 
Cape Kennedy area, but wlll ride to x37S6. 
Atlanta or anywhere In the sunshine 
state. Can drive, share expenses. Call Long neck S-strlng banjo for about 
Mark 273-9948 or x3779. $3S. Call Rich 274-3367 or x3367. 
LATE LEAVER 
Needs a ride to either NVC or North 
Jersey on th• afternoon of Dec. 22 or 
the next daY. Please call Bob w. at: 
x3207 /214-3207 during day 
X3765/273•9175 at night 
Leave message 
WIii share expenses and Clrhtlng. 
Need your car driven to Florida tor 
Xmaat SH me. Call Mark.,273-11948 or 
X3779. 
LOST AND FOUND 
Found - 1971 Class ring (green stone) 
from "Bishop Hendrlken High School" 
Contact Bob x3777. 
Lost - A lost bound patent leather 
wallet. If you have Information or 
wallet, lllease contact Donna at x3613 
or s,ut It In mailbox JG. 
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New Hampshire Poll 
.Endorses McCloskey 
(CPS)-Anti-war Republican 
Congressman Paul N. (Pete) 
McCloskey (Calif.), who is 
· moderate to conservative on most 
other issues, moved way up in 
New Hampshire polls last month. 
A poll of Republicans in the 
home base of arch-conservative 
editor William Loeb's 
Unionn·Leader showed :!8 percent 
preferring McCloskey to Nixon. 
This compares with a mere two 
percent name recognition among 
Manchester Republicans just two 
months ago. 
One close Presidential assistant 
declared recently that Nixon's 
advisers are at least considering a 
response. And if Nixon docs enter 
the New Hampshire primary 
' himself, he will automatically be 
entered in five or six other 
statewide primaries. The same 
assistant also said that if 
McCloskey's intensive 
campaigning succeeds in this first 
primary, Nixon will enter every 
other primary in the country "lo 
· prove his broad appeal." 
A year ago at this time the 
prisoner of war issue was on the 
tip of the administration's 
proverbial tongue. The President, 
congressional leaders, and cabinet 
members spoke longly and loudly 
about how the only problem in 
solving the Indochina war was the 
POW issue. The Army contributed 
by staging an abortive raid on a 
POW camp in North Vietnam. 
Suddenly, however, the NLF 
and PRG negotiators in Paris of-
fered to begin releasing prisoners as 
soon as the Washington 
administration set a date for the 
withdrawal of U.S. troops. On this 
same day in June of 1971 the 
administration turned ofr' the 
propaganda spigot on the prisoner 
issue, and the media chorus 
'suddenly ceased also. 
Families of the POW's, some of 
whom, having learned the lesson 
of administration exploitation, 
have formed a new 
group-Families for Immediate 
Release- to lobby for immediate 
withdrawal. 
3 to 1 Margin 
Favors Withdrawal 
(LNS)-A few years ago, we 
would have thought ii was a mis· 
print. By a margin of three 
to one (6:!':n to ::! !';;,) Americans 
now favor withdrawing all forces 
from Vietnam by next May ''even 
at the risk of a Communist 
take-over. " according to the 
latest Harris poll. 
Al the same time, they 
strongly and spccif1cally oppose 
all of the half-way alternatives 
Nixon has up his sleeve: 
Leaving 50,000 non-combat 
troops therc-55% opposed. 3:!% 
in favor. 
Continuing to use U.S. 
bombers and helicopters-57% 
opposed, '.!.3',o in favor. 
Continuing to send over SI 
,.. 
billion a year in military aid to the 
South Vietnamese- 70c;;; opposed, 
16';;, in favor. 
At the same tune, a recent 
study has revealed that more 
bombs have bo.:en dropped over 
Indochina during President 
Nixon's first three years in the 
White House than during the last 
three years of the Johnson 
Administration. 
A report by Cornell 
University's Center for 
International Studies based on 
official Pentagon figures shows 
that 2,916.997 tons of bombs 
have been dropped on Indochina 
under· President Nixon, compared 
ito 2,865,808 tons listed by the 
;Pentagon for 1966 through 1968. 
Happy's Hot,r 
n1DA Y 3:00 to c:00 •·•· 
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- . . . Wllat'9 · Hllppenilg TIH'atrt' 
Tb• Merchant of vanll:9 Thursday H eret-. 
to Sunday, December 9·12, Main . • -, ,· • 
Theatre, PA Building, 8:15 p.m., free 
to IC students with IO cards. 
An Italian straw Hat Thursday to 
Saturday, December 9·11, University 
Theat"', WIiiard Stl'alght Hall, 8:15 
p.m., $2.00 at box office, open 
_12·3:00 p.m., Mon.•Slt. 
Music 
Chamber Music of Karel Husa 
Thursday, December 9, Walter Ford 
Hall, 8:15 p.m. 
. Bull, i ,;. H,,.1rd 
( , I'. I I' I, I 
-· -~ 
S'kl L•••on s11n-up1 
Thursday-Friday and Monday-Tuesday, . 
December 9·10 and -13·14, Union 
FIim on Tommy the Traveller (and Lobby, 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
dlseusslon with Jack Krause) Thursday, seeker Caueus Thursday, December 
December 9, Rec Room, 7:30 p.m. 109,9, Union Rec Room, 10:00 p.m. 
Dr. Zhivago Thursday to Saturday,· Shabbat Dinner Friday, December 
December 19·11, s,atter, 8:00 p.m. 10, DeMotte Room, Egbert Union, 
Saturday matinee at 2:00 p.m. 5:30 p.m. 
Lovers and Other Strangers Friday Graduate· Record Exams Saturday, 
and Saturday, Decemtier 10·11, Ives December 11, Union Rec Room, 8:30 
120, 7:00 and 9:15 p.m. a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
R a I h o m a n n s u n d a Y , SAB Performing Arts Committee Student Recital Friday, December 
1 o, Walter Ford Hall, 1 :00 p.m. 
Large Works of Karel Husa Friday, 
December 9, Walter Ford Hall, _a: 15 
· Decem e 12, Statler, 7:00 and meeting Monday, December 13, F·lOl, 
9: 1-5 p.m. · 5:00 p.m. 
p.m. 
Junior Recital (Richard Semowlch, 
piano) saturday, December 11, Walter 
Ford Hall, 4:30 p.m. · 
Choral Concert Sunday, December 
12, Walter Ford Hall, 8:15 p.m. 
Graduate Reclta1·Lecture (Sharon 
Bookhout, soprano) Tuesday, 
December 14, Walter Ford Hall, 5 :00 · 
p.m. 
Athletics 
J. v. Basketball vs. Hartwick 
Thursday, December 9, Ben Ught 
GYffl, 6:15 p.m. 
Varsity Basketball vs. Hartwick 
Thursday, Deeember 9, Ben Ught 
Gym, 8:15 p.m~ WICB FM, 8:00 p.m. 
varsity Swimming vs. SUNY 
(Binghamton) Saturday, December 11, 
HIii center, 2,00 p.m. 
varsity wrestling vs. Buffalo 
saturdaY, Deeember 11, HIii Center, 
3:00 p.m. 
J.V. wrestling vs. Buffalo Saturday, 
Deeember 1 t, HIii center, 3:00 p.m. 
J.V. Basketball vs. Cortland 
Monday, December t 3, Ben Light 
Gym, 8:15 p.m., WICB FM, 8:00 p.m. 
Varsity Swimming vs. Oswego 
Wednesday, December 1 s, Ben Light 
GYm, 6:15 p.m. 
J.V. Basketball vs·. Oneonta Ben 
Light Gym, 6:15 p.m. 
Varsity Basketball .vs. Oneonta 
Wednesday, December 15, Ben Light 
GYm, 8:15 p.m., WICB FM, 8:00 p.m. 
Two-Way Stretch Monday,· Open Mike Monday and 
December 13, Ives 120, 8:00 p.m: Wednesday, December 13 and 15, 
Cartoons (Bugs Bunny, Road crossroads, West Tower, 8:00 to 11:00 
Runner, etc.) Tuesday, December 14, p.m. 
Crossroads, West Tower, 7:00 and 9:15 G a y LI b er at Ion Front 
p.m. (Organizational Meeting) Monday, 
Falstaff Tuesday, December 14, December 13, study Lounge, Dorm 2 
Statler, 7:00 and 9:15 p.m. (HIiiiard Hall), 8:00 p.m. 
. . . .. --..· . . 
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For the first time in . ten years the Drama Department, is 
producing a play by William Shakespeare, "The Merchant of 
Venice". Five performances will be given December 8-12 in the Main 
Theatre of the Performing Arts Building. Reserved seat tickets are 
available at the box office building beginning December I, from 
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Tickets are free to IC students, faculty and 
staff upon presentation of ID cards, $2.00 to the general public. 
••••• 
A film on the "Tommy the Traveller" ordeal will be held along 
with speaker Jack Krause tonight at 7 :30 p.m. in the Union Rec' 
Room. The main topic will be the explanation and discussion of last. 
year's Hobart drug raid. After the program, the Anti-Facist League 
will hold a meeting on yesterday's demonstration against the 
recruiting on campus. 
• • • • • 
A Yippie conference for the purpose of planning youth-frea.k 
strategy for '72 (San Diego and Miami) is being planned for Madison, 
Wisconsin for mid-January. The convention, sponsored by the 
Madison Yippie chapter and supported by the remnant of Yippies 
and White Panthers around the country, will decide tactics and begin 
publicity and programs to make youth culture an inescapable factor 
in the '72 elections. Those interested in attending can get more 
information by writing Zippie, Box 2581, Madison, Wis. 53703, or 
by calling (608) 257-0414. 
• • • • • 
The Women's Abortion Project is a non-profit woman-controlled 
abortion service offering vacuum aspirator abortions performed by 
experienced gynecologists to women who are under 12 weeks 
~///~°".~/~.r.J"'/..,...,..,.....,.....,.~_,,....,..,..._,..,....,_,N'~~JO"'~.JIYA c,,~~..,..~J.:l 
WEBSTER'S NEW 20TH CENTURY DICTIONARY 
a monumental reference work at an unbelievable price 
:,. 1· • ~ ' • ..,': '•.1<. 
p~~t fo1 $ I 00. Free .transportation ·is now available from t 
. airport to the doctor's office, For women who are over 12 wee 
pregnant, we can refer them to hospitals we arc in contact with_ a 
whlch we .feel offer the best se~ces in New York City. Women ca 
call 11t (212) 691-2063 or (212) 691-3396 Monday throu 
:Saturday. 
• •••• 
On Saturday morning, Decembe} 11, at I Oa.m., Ithaca ar 
residents opposed to the use of the 10% Federal excise tax on ti 
telephone for war purposes will gather again outside the New Yo 
Telephone Company offices on Buffalo Street. The group will pa 
their monthly phone bills minus the amount of Federal excise ta 
levied on each bill .. They will then walk to Ithaca's Southsid 
Community Center where they will donate money equal to th 
refused taxes to the day care and early childhood developme 
programs at the Center. In six previous d·emonstrations, over $45 
has been donated to the Center. 
••••• 
The Movement Speakers Bureau wants speakers on campus t 
talk about election year strategy, the fact that the War in South Ea 
Asia is not "winding down," and other concerns of the Movement 
They are reducing the fees of all speakers by 40-S0% in an effort t 
energize the slack~eason. The fee range from $25-600, with on! 
three speakers having fees over $400. Most speakers have fees und~ 
$250. If you don't have money on hand, they par.ticipate 1 
programs for which a s·mall admission (.50 to $1.00) is charged I 
pay the speaker'.s fee. Write to the Movement Speakers Bureau, Rm 
602, 9 I 7 15th Street, NW Washington, D.C., 20005, or call (202 
7 38-56-17, for a list of speakers available through January I 5 an 
more information. 
••••• 
Material for Spring, 1972 registration will not be mailed t 
students as it has in the past. It will, however, be available in th 
Un,ion Rec Room between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., January 'J 
J 972, (Sunday). Material not picked up at this time will be available 
in the Registrar's office, Monday, January JO, at 8:00 a.m. 
Registration will be held in the gym on January 10, 1972, from 8:30 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
••••• 
Nuclear Power Plants and You: A Citizen's Handbook is tli' 
newest layman's guide to the neighborhood nuke. Available withou 
charge from NWF headquarters in Washington. D.C .. it discusses th 
public role in the nuclear plant building"t!ecision-making process anJ 
the implications of recent Atomic Energy Commission actions. 
including the Calvert Cl.iifs court decision. 
• •••• 
Christmas greeting cards made from recycled milk cartohs and 
paper cups are available at $3.75 for a box of 25 from RecycleJ 
Paper Products, 622 W. Albine No. 5, Chicago, Jllinois 60657. 
• ••••• 
The Northside Neighborhood Center at 119 Third Street 1, 
inviting .teenagers from the neighborhood or the entire comm unit) 
to join one or all of the many evening activities the center is offering 
now and throughout the winter. Evening club activities in December 
include Junior Red Cross, Cooking, 4-H woodworks projecb. 
ceramics, and a possible hockey league. For information on program, 
or memberships and scholariships, call Ellen Biesdorf or Denni, 
Byron afternoons or evenings, except weekends, at 272-3622. 
••••• 
There are a couple of corrections to be made in the final exam 
schedule. They are as follows: (I) Mathematics 111 (Calculu, 
1)-Wednesday, December 22, 8:00-10:00 a.m. Ben Light Gym area, 
A and D. (2) Mathematics 311 (Design and analysis of Digital 
Computers)- Friday. December 17, 8 :0'0-10:00 a.m., Friends Hall 
206. -§ § § § § 
I 
$16.95 





from the Colgate University Teaching Intern Program is seeking 
t.iberal Arts graduates who want to enter the teaching profession 
On Friday, December I 0, the Albany Law School will be seeking §, women interested in law at 9:00 a.m. Next Tuesday. December 14 I Accounting majors may meet with a representative from Peat 
S Marwich and Mitchell froJll 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Sign-ups will takt· § place in the Career Plans Office on the third floor of the Egberr § 
I I § 
I 
Actual size, 11" high x 8 3/4" wide x 4½" thick 
THUMB INDEXED for quick reference 
A wealth of knowledge in one, 
fact-filled, easy-to-use volume 
... the one dictionary everyone 
needs ... just in time for Christmas 
giving! 
~..,.,..,..~..,.....,..,....,...,.,..,....,.,.,...c,~~~.o:,~,~ 
NEARLY 400,000 WORDS CLEARLY DEFINED! 
From aal to zythm, with usage labels that tell you when a 
word is slang, colloquial, dialect obsolete or arch.aic. 
I Un=•~::::,::::. •:,::'::~:~:~~.::~:.·:::•:uspko, of the Offi" §, of Student Concerns will be opening on February I. The goal of the S center will be crisis intervention. counselling, drug alternatives, and 
~ referral services. A training marathon will be held in January for § those interested in working at the center. Training will include. first § • aid, handling, and a host of other topics and problems. A wntten 
SI application should be submitted before January 16, 1972, to the 
· secretary in the Union office. · 
••••• 
' Karel Husa will be honored by the music faculty and students at 
IC this week. Now in his 50th year, Husa is recognized as one of 
America's leading contemporary composers. The public is invited to 
attend two .concerts devoted entirely to his music at the School of 
Music, Walter Ford Hall, at 8: 15 p.m., on Thursday a.nd Friday, 
December 9 and JO. Husa's chamber music will be featured in 
Thursday evening's concert and music which Husa composed for 
' larger ensemble will be performed on Friday. 
• •••• 
The annual Christmas concert by the IC choirs will be presented 
at 8:15 p.m. on Sunday, December ·12, in Walter Ford Hall. 
Participating in the conert are the College Choir and Chorus, 
conducted by Roland Bentley, and the Women's Chorale, which is 
under the direction of James Porterfield. The Chorale opens the 
program with Christmas motets, while the Chorus will be heard in a 
Christmas cantata. A second part of the concert will be devoted to a. 
carol sing by the choirs and audience . 
••••• 
Pronunciations shown directly on the entry word. 
Idiomatic phyrases by the thousands, inserted right after 
Idiomatic phrases by the thousands, inserted right after 
the entry word. Etymologies that clearly indicate word 
derivations and origins. 
:.aaaGICIIICDIICOIMIIIIIDDICIIIIIIIIICQtlCQ:alDIOIIIIIGGICG:IIIICIIIICll:IIOOCCICICi,ll~~o:,,G~a,aoi,.:o~-~~-~ .. 
Maps and Wustrations in full color!· 
All dormitories except the Garden Apartments will close at 7 :00 
p.m. on Wednesday, December 22, I 971, and reopen on Sunday, 
January 9 1972 at 9:00 a.m. The Garden Apartments will remain 
open thro~ghout the Christmas break. Any student with conflicts 
should see his area coordinator. All dining balls will close on 
Wednesday, December 22. The Terrace Dining Hall will close after 
breakfast, the Towers after lunch, and the Union at-6:30 p.m~ after· 
dinner. The dining -halls will reopen for breakfast on Mon~ay, 
132 Entries mustrated! 
180 pages of Encyclopedic Supplements! 
The Wonders of Nature in full color! 
STATIONERY, STREET FLOOR 
_,.. __ ,....................... d... ,,_ ......... - ....... ~,,,.,~,.,.4,1.,~A,,J,..... ... ~••-:..---~--------"' ·-. -
January 10, 1972. 
••••• 
c:ont~nu1d on page 17 . · 
l' . . l~ '.' 
. :- i', 1.,'J)(t:J' 
/ (;!:)f .. :~:-~-; 
(>I 
I 
Ma Bell Strikes Apain 
'The lthacan, December I 0, 1971, Page~ 
! pleasant but firm, crisp and distant. This 
means that we could never be friendly, 
chat a minute, crack a joke, in short -
treat them like people instead of. 
"customers." If a caller tried to start a 
·conversatioo, we were instructed to 
dodge it politely and continue with the 
company rap. "Never lose control of the 
call," our supervisors admonished. 
Service Represenfa~ives 
NS)-"Why are you so fat?" my 
iewer demanded. "You know we 
t usually hire fat girls without 
, them a special medical check-up. 
let me see your hands ... You bite 
fingernails too! You11 have to 
We can't have a service 
s~ntative who bites her nails. You 
car a bra don't you?" 
. rvicc representatives answer the 
ions and complaints people who 
the telephone company .business 
.. They arc there to soothe furious 
0 mers, always responding 
0 usly ~ even to the most vicious 
"Women arc good at that," the 
ger of our office once said - and 
d the telephone company hires 
female service representatives. 
, is a second function the women 
perform - demanding payment 
customers whose bills arc overdue, 
lcnying service to those who can't 
man who applies for employment 
a service representative's 
tkations is immediatley ushered 
.1 management training program. 
tarting pay is at least fifty dollars a 
more than a rep's; there arc no 
tions. 
· ou have the best job the telephone 
any offers women," they told us. 
nee my intcrvit~wcr decided that I 
nt quite iulfill the company image 
,L·rvicc representative, 1 was hired 
r two conditions. First, that I buy 
rJI good business outfits" before 
1111g to work, and second, that I 
1 twenty dollars a week less than 
pne else because I didn't go to 
•c. As l left, she leaned out the 
and called after me, "lose some 
11 ! -a portentious beginning to 
car and a half at the telephone 
any. 
Do it their way, see!s, 
The company pays you to do the 
heir w!iy,., our instructor informed 
·If vou don't like it, no one's 
ng you to work here." For seven 
~ we sat in a stuffy little 
low less cell and memorized the 
rihed responses to every situation a 
·c representative might encounter. 
nstructor watched us constantly -
the welf;irc system or the presidential 
campaign. "People on welfare are my 
pet peeve," she once began, watching 
our faces for reactions. I'm convinced 
that these impromptu work stoppages 
were programmed into the lesson to 
allow the instructor to gauge our 
llttitudes. 
One woman in our class was 
extremely outspoken. She denounced 
eight dollar charges as '"exorbitant" and 
snickered loudly at our instructor's 
assurance, .. Girls, I'm sure you'll find 
that bill-collecting is one of the most 
rewarding parts of your job." 
One afternoon, this woman was 
called to a special confcrent:c with the 
training · supervisor. Wc never saw her 
again. "She just wasn't cut out for this 
job," our instructor explained. And 
when at the end of training I was 
assigned to an office, I began to 
understand why. 
Offices Rated 
The commercial department is 
organized into a vast bureaucratic 
hicran.:hv. Authority filters from the 
vice prc~idcnt, down through the state, 
region and local management - and 
lastly. to the individual business office 
itself. In order to determine 
promotions, they dcviSl· artificial 
measurements· of performance: each 
business office is rated in several 
different functions and compared to the 
other offices in weekly charts. 
Thcorct11:al!y, in competing for 
promotions. the magagemcnt of each 
business office also provides efficient 
equitable service. But in reality, the 
opposite occu.rs: they are s? 
preoccupied with improving their 
rating.<; that they neglect the many 
important aspects of service that aren't 
measured on the charts. 
An example: Weekly, sometimes 
daily, charts are cornpilc_d on "access" --
that is, how long a customer's call waits 
at the switchboard for a scrvi':c 
rcpresentatiw's line to be free. 
One day, I noticed that there were 
fifteen people waiting in lhl'. office with 
only one woman assigned to them. I 
volunteered to help. "No." my 
supervisor replied, ··1 want all our 
telephone lines open. We can't afford to 
jeopJrdizc our access rating." People 
standing ;n the office for forty-five 
minutes obviously didn't matter -
waiting time on personal visits is not 
measured on the charts. 
~~~ed on Calls 
We were pressured lo take as many 
calls as possible: this meant gelling the 
customers off the line as fast as we 
could and refusing to do anything more 
than company policy rcq uircs. For 
example. we were not allowed to xerox 
bills for voters who needed proof of 
residence to register. _ 
Daily recordf were kept of the 
number of calls each service 
representative handled - and we all 
knew that· low totals meant no 
promotion. 
Management insured fast production 
( and thus raised its access rating) by 
demanding that we be businL-sslikc 




(CPS)-Big Brother is watching at 
Oklahoma's Central Stale University 
(CSU) 
Ile is, literally. The school's students 
who Ii vc in university housing arc 
subjected to room checks once a week. 
According to CSU Dean of Men 
Alvin Freiberger. the reason for the 
w cc k I y inspection i~ twofold: I ) a 
student might die and his or her body 
would remain undiscovered until 
someone smelled it, and~) if a student's 
room is consistantly messy, the 
information 1s put on the student's 
permanent rci.:ord, making it availabk to 
prospective employers. 
Rooms arc checked for unmade beds, 
tidy floors and empty wastebaskets by 
floor counsdors. After several 
consccutivc weeks of unsatisfactory 
inspections. the room', 1H.:cupants arc 
apparently reported to the 
adm inist rat ion. 
Central State rule~ also maintain that 
single students must live in university 
housing until age ~4. This rule docs not 
apply to students who ar_- living at 
and commuting to school. Out of an 
enrollment of ahout 11,000, almost 
9,000 student commute to CSU daily. 
The rcmarndcr lrve rn dorms and 
apartments in Edmond. 
B i g B ro t he r is w a l ch i n g cl ass 
·attcndancc too. At CSU, attendance is 
mandatory. Those students missing 
more than 30 percent of their class 
periods in any subject rt•ccivc an 
automatic "F", even if their classwork is 
passmg. 
Even non-students and guests arc not 
immune to what Central State dictates. 
The rules state that all visitors must 
depart from the dorms by 11 :00 p.m. 
· action, every nuance of dissention 
Jrcfully recorded to her supervisor. 
l'ry now and then she'd interrupt 
l·,,on and open conv!!rsations on.- ·get yer 
Campus Shorts 
ny establishment figures 
rnffed at the effect of the 
r·old vote, implying that 
people would either refuse 
c. or just not be interested 
ct ions.- However, statistics 
the first Maryland election 
permitted voting by 
ar-olds showed that their 
rt percentage was more than 
that of older voters. 83 
t of the voters over 21 
~tayed home . 
• • • • * 
The object, he says, is to 
provide draft boards with a 
mechanism for slamming shut 
cases of men presenting 
voluminous claims. 
•••• * 
Reprcscn tat ives. of Clergy and I 
Laymen Concerned About 
Vietnam have been barred from· 
speaking to cadets at the U.S. Air, 
Force Academy. 
Lt. Gen. Albert T. Clark, the: 
school's superintendent, ruled I 
that the talk planned by the 
church group was unnecessary. . 
.. . ~ CHEAP THRILLS 
TONIGHT 6:oopm 




New It', A Beautiful Day 
New Roberta Flack 
New Led Zeppelin 
New Issac Hayes 
New Carole King 
(ONLY $2.99 per· record) c new sprint for a single n of the New York Times 
ay edition uses the 
a 1 en t of the net annual 
h of 6,000 acres of trees. 
"We wish to assure you". Clark 
told the group, "that the 
A i;adcm y's curriculum already 5__,., ___ ,..._,__._-..,..._-------------------------------------,~ 
insures that the ethical and moral 
• • • • • 
c United States has killed 
~-;, of its wildlife and 80% of 
csts. 
•• * •• 
provision in new Selective 
• regulations provides for 
ute hearings Qf claims for 
ent or exemption from the 
The new procedure permits 
cal draft board to restrict 
mber of witnesses testifying 
hearing to three. 
viously, applicants for 
ption or deferment could 
or hearings by their local 
oards but were not all!)wed 
resent witnesses. But 
ing to Deputy Director 
I J. Cronin of the Selective 
e System, the new rule is 
ntended to . liberalize draft 
Procedures. 
aspects of warfare are discussed in 
detail." 
••••• 
The National Lawyers Guild 
has added two new 
members-Roger Campen and 
Jerome ("Jerry the Jew") 
Rosenberg-two prisoners at 
Attica Prison who were involved 
in the rebellion. Both of them are 
in solitary confinement, since 
Pfison officials consider them two 
of the leaders of the rebellion. 
This summer, the Guild agreed 
to admit legal workers, jailhouse 




NEW 808 DYllJN $3.'' 
2 Record set List"S6.98 
ENTi~E STOCK ~f 
VICTROLA CLA~ICS R.C.A. CLASSICS 
s3 1 69 per record 29 per .record 
MIDTOWN RECORD & T. 
CENTER , IN~.· 
317 College Ave. 
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Hobart and RIT will replace 
Denison and Grove City on the 
eight game, 1972 Ithaca College 
football schedule, which was 
announced by Athletic Director 
IC road games will be at Cortland, 
Wilkes, and C.W. Post. 
1· ··cage;s' Mrxn1·11tin~r ng · · ·r 
Our Ithaca Basketball team got- • ..,... ·· 
Carlton Wood. 
Ithaca will close the season 
against Hobart on November 11 , 
-in Ithaca and will visit RIT on 
October 7. The lthacans have met 
Hobart once before. Their game 
with RIT will be the first ever 
between the two schools. 
Other home games listed for 
'72 will be the season opener 
against West Chester on 
September 23, an October 14 date 
with Fordham and a game with 
Bridgeport on October 28. 
In addition to RIT, the other 
Ithaca was 5-3 this past year ' 
under·head coach Jim Butterfield. 
The Bombers will lose their 
A II-American quarterback Doug 
Campbell and· five other starters, 
but have enough returnees to give 
Butterfield hopes of a second 
consecutive winning season. 
The schedule (and season series 
record): Sept. 23, West Chester 
(0-14-1); Sept. 30, at Cortland 
(11-15-3); Oct. 7, at RIT (0-0-0); 
Oct. 14. Fordham (1-0-0): Oct. 
21, at Wilkes (7-7-0); Oct. 28, 
Bridgeport (9-4-0); Nov. 4·at C.W. 
· P0~t (f-7-0): Nov. 11, Hobart 
(I-0-0). 
iDr~st;autcondiTcti 
1 Study Of Athletics · 
off on the right foot, by winning, 
three of tl}eir first four ball games. 
IC defeated Hobart, Oswego, and· 
Lock Haven for their victories .. 
The hoopsters only defeat came at 
the hands of a tough Colgate five. 
In their first game of the 
season our Ithaca Bombers easily 
d cf ea ted an outclassed Hobart 
squad 91-65. Ithaca led 
throughout as they rolled to an 
opening game victory. Paul 
Veronesi, Mike Williams, Dave 
Hollowell, and John McCarthy all 
hit double figures for the team. 
Coach Hurst emptied his bench in 
the closing minutes. 
In their second game of the 
71-72 campaign, the team lost a 
heartbreaker to the Colgate Red 
Raiders. IC started off strong and 
maintained a 36-32 lead at 
halftime. However, the Raiders 
press forced numerous Ithaca 
turnovers in the second half. 
Combined with !C's miscues was 
A special study to determine present time regarding the their poor foul shooting. The 
t ·he re I at i o n ship of team importance of team cohesiveness team missed several one and one 
participants, team cohesiveness to team success as measured by chances in the final minutes. Paul 
and final league standings is won-loss records. Nor do we have Veronesi tallied 24 points to lead 
currently· being made in [he objective data regarding the all scorers. Dave Hollowell and 
team, Interscholastic Athletic changes which occur in the John McCarthy chipped in with 
Conference by Dr. Wiliam F. person_ality traits of team 18 and 16 points, respectively. 
Straub, Coordinator of Graduate members during a season of Although the Bombers lost this 
Studies in Physical Education at in re rs ch o I as tic basket ball one. a big home crowd saw some 
Ithaca College, and Guy E_ competition. The interrelationship exciting basketball from two 
Arnold, a Master's Degree between personality,cohesiveness excitingteams. 
candidate in physical education at and won-loss records has not been The Blue travelled to Oswego 
Ithaca. investigated extensively at the for their third game. It was an 
The IAC is one of central New high school level. easy victory, as the Ithaca quintet 
York's better known high school Last year, Straub, Henry Alker, bombed the Oswego Lakers, 
athletic conferences. It consists of assistant professor of psychology 80-51. Dave Hollowell scored 2 I, 
;chools in Candor, Cincinnatus, at Cornell University, and John Jim Doherty 14, Mike Williams 11 
Dryden, Groton, Lansing, Leary, former Ithaca College and Paul Veronesi 11 as IC ran all 
Marathon, McGraw, Newfield, graduate student in physical over Oswego. Freshman Jim 
Spencer-Van Etten, and Tioga education. completed a Doherty came off the bench to 
Center. All ten schools are personality study for the score his 14 points. He shot a 
participating in the study. . Collegiate Basketball Association ~henomena~ four for five from the 
According to Straub, little (CBOA) and the National field_. and ~1x for ~even fro_m the 
research evidence exists at the . . (NBA) charity stnpe. Besides sconng I I 
A e 1 n the fourth game of the 
I! season, the Ithaca cagers upped 
Dave Hollowell makes the effort. 
74, Cortland 70. Another tough 
victory with McCarthy, Hollowell, 
and Williams controlling the 
boards. 
J. V. note: Charlie Johnson, 
Mark Ganley, and Mark DiStaola 
have led the baby Bombers 
(G.0.L.) to a 2-1 record. f IUi"iAJf~Stciiiilill-gs:l 























DK "A" 3-3-.SOO 
Afro Latin "B" 1-3-.250 
Sea Dogs !-=-4-.200 
















Monkey's Zip 5-0-1.000 
Marc's Brothers 4-1-.800 












0-5-.000 h;iim]ba,ske~tball Aliss~c~iatlOil c~ f~~~~~r~i; f:i~~ ~~~~~JS.cleared 
~. ~ their record to 3-J with a victor~ Western Division 
emor 1ke ilhams of Newl Jast week in its first two starts of over Lock Haven. Ithaca proved it Pearls Before 4_ 0 _ 1 _ooo 
Bowling Leaders 
Yoik· City and freshman Phil the season. could come from behind as it Swine 
Hopfe of Needham, Mass. have Against Brockport, Hopfe won rallied to defeat the Bald Eagles Hot Flashes 
Team . W-L-Pct. 
Inter-Collegiate League 
beenselectedasthelthacaCollege the 50 freestyle and .200 75-69. Junior Dave Hollowell Merkins 
"Athletes of the .week" fo~ their' breaststroke after helping the from Canisteo, N.Y., supplied the Pandemonium 
performances durmg the penod of medley relay team turn in a key fireworks in this one, by pumping Phi EK . 







Ithaca College 5-0-1.000 
Monday Nite Hndc. 
Talcott Tods 19-6-.760 
Fri. Mixed Doubles 
Williams averaged 14 rebounds won both the breaststroke and the unt:1nny I 7 for 24 from the field. Talcott Bods "A .. 
and ten points a game for the IC 200 individual medley events, and Hollowell hit his Collegiate career 
basketball team which defeated again helped the medley relay high, while turning in the finest 
Hobart and Oswego, and lost a team to a victory. performance of the current 
Boozers 20½-41/:-.820 
Bogart Bowling League 
Odd Bowls 14-6-.700 Collegiate League 
Northern Division close game to Colgate. Williams is the son of Mrs. season. Team 
In addition, Williams also had· Samuel Williams of 20 Catherin - The Ithaca Bombers are home Landon Braves W-L-Pct. 5-0-1.000 
Tues. Nite Men's Classic 
No Names 21 -4-.840 
eight steals and handed out seven Slip in New York City, and is a for their next two games. They 
assists in the three games. This 1968 graduate of Harlem Prep. He face a crucial test against 
will be the 6-4, 205 pound. is majoring in General Studies at Hartwick, on Thursday, December 
forward'sthirdseasonasastarter. lh 9. The next game is against 
If he main ta ins his present t aca. . arch-rival Cortland on Monday, 
rebounding pace, he will set Hop~e. is the son of Mr. and December 13. 
several school records. He already Mrs. Phili:i' Hopfe of 33 t Ded~am Predictions: Ithaca 83, 
holds three · - - A venue m Needham, and 15 a Hartwick 82. Our Bombers squeak 
H f • sta dout for the· 1971 graduate of Needham High H d -op e was a n s h I H . . . . Ph - 1 by a tough artwick squa as Ithaca swimming team which c 00 : e is maJormg m ysica Veronesi returns to form. Ithaca 




Thurs. Nite Men's (Faculty) 
Fixit Quicks 25-15-.625 
Dukes 25-15-.625 
Volleyball 
The volleyball season will be 
starting soon after vacation. On 
January I J, rosters for the teams 
will be available both in the 
M.I.A.A. office and the bowling 
alley. The Eaptains' meeting will 
One Flew Over the eucltoo's Nest 
The Finger Lakes Runners be held on January 18 at 7:00 
t Club will hold its first meet _for p.m. in room P-5 of the Hilll the I 972 season on December 12 Athletic Center. The officials will 
at 2:30 p.m. This group meets also meet one the 18th in the 
a play by Dale Wasserman based on 
the novel by Ken Kesey 
Dec. 16, 17, 18 at 8:00pm 
Anabel Taylor HaJI <Cornell) 
Tickets $1.50 at the door, the Conunons. College Smoker, Mayers and Kosmos 
A SALTMJNE produ~tion in cooperation with Samuel French, Inc. 
Directed by Otis Murphy & Bill Duncan of the would-be theater 
I 
every second Sunday of each same place at 7:30 j>.m. Again, 
month. It is designed to promote there are no roster restrictions, 
fitness. The program is based but team members must be full 
upon the principle that vigorous time students. 
exercise improves health, prevents The M.I.A.A. departml'nt 
heart attlH:kes, decreases weight, . would also like to run a co-rec 
increases life span, improves volleyball tournament, depending 
stamina and generally makes one on student interest. This 
feel better. The meeting will be tournament would not conflict 
held in Barton Hall, Cornell •With either the basketball or the 
University. Registration desk men's volleyball games. The 
opens at 2:00 p.m. Events are run rosters for this tournament should 
on the tartan track inside Barton be made up of half men and half 
Hall. Distances run are the half women, and Co-rec rules. will be 
mile, one mile, two mile and three· followed (i.e'., alternate hitting, 
mile. Events are arranged for the fust male, then female, and no 
"Run For Your Life" group who spiking by male). Details of these 
run mainly for health and fitness rules will be made known after 
and the competition group who vacation. 
run for what competition offers Badminton 
them. Anyone regardless of The Badminton tournament is 
ability, age or sex -who is scheduled to be held on January 
interested in running can be 21. Further information on this 
placed into a suitable group. All tournament will be available after 
• welcome and bring family and vacation, in the -M.I.A.A. offace:01. , . IL._•••-----------------------------------'f friends _t9 enjoy the !un. the, bow!fns alley. • ,_, :~~;:'°;~,~ 
···-~·'-"'.&.--·Ar-el'..,.., .... ~-,,,.~ .... ·---~ ................ _ -- _._ . ~ ', ., ' 
Phil Hopfe Stars 
Swimmers Open W·ith Wins 
The Ithaca College swimming 
team has opened their season with 
two straight victories, an event 
almost unprecedented in the 
annals of Bomber swimming. The 
victims were Brockport and 
Geneseo, and both were dose 
meets. 
IC 57, Brockport State 56 
the Backstroke. After all this it 
took George Wolbers and Conrad 
Markert to wrap the meet up with 
a one, two finish in 3 meter 
diving. Brockport took the last 
relay to no avail and IC had its 
first victory, a surprising and 
satisfying upset. 
IC 61, Geneseo State 52 
to continue the Ithaca drive, as 
McKinley again took second in 
the I 00 Free. Genesco swept the 
backstroke to tic the score at 
44-44. But IC still had a lot left, 
locking the meet up quickly by 
going 1-2 in both the 500 Free 
and the 200· Breaststroke, with 
Rimbault and White, liopfc and 
Stahl. Geneseo won the last relay 
but it was all over bcofrc that. as 
IC grabbed its second wni in as 
many starts. 
This week the team travels to 
Olean to meet state champ St. 
Bonaventure. On Saturday, 
December 11. Thl' Bombers will 
. ·- ~ The Ithacan, December 10)971, Page 27 
....... 
photo by Barb Goldberg 
The Bomber~ went to 
Brockport expecting a very tough 
meet, and they got it. Essentially 
IC took State by surprise and by 
1hc last relay Ithaca had won. The 
,coring started with an IC win in 
the medley relay and sweep in the 
I 000 Free to make the score I 5-1. 
Brockport swept the 200 Free but 
!C's Phil Hopfe won the 50 Free 
to keep Ithaca ahead. After Jim 
Stahl won the :!00 IM. the I(' 
diving team swept the I meter 
diving. IC had a commanding lead 
,11 this point. but State came back. 
w111ning the :?00 Fly and I 00 Free 
hefore H-opfe took the 200 
Breaststroke for Ithaca. Bud 
R11nbault took second in the 500 
Free, and Rich Goss the same in 
Saturday_ the swimmers faced 
an improved Genesco team. Coach 
Ware, who had scouted the 
opponent the night before. had 
the meet planned to within a 
couple of points·. and he picked it 
right. IC again began with wins in 
the medley relay and in the I 000, 
sweeping with Ken White and 
Rimbault. Bud got out and went 
the 200 Free with Jim Stahl to 
i:xtcnd the Bomber lead to :? 1-4. 
Jay McGinlcy picked up a 
valuable second in the 50 free, 
followed by a Hopfc win in the 
200 11\1. IC needed a second in 
hoth diving events and got it from 
George Wolbers in the Required 
Dive. and Markert in the Optional 
Dive later. Stahl won the :?00 Fly 
hr at hon1c for th~ first ti1nc this ... 
year against SLINY at 
Binghamton. Thi~ should be a 
good meet. with the Bombers still 
missing co-captain Pete Carr and 
sprinter John Brill. It should be an' 
IC win. so come out at· 2 :00 on 
Saturday and cheer for the team. Dual victory opens swim season. 
Jocks Join The Revolution 
' 
by Doug Stone 
Alternative Features Service 
First of all. Chun:h said. he never really 
!it in with the- n:st of the team. Like 
other wl1ite athlete~ who weri: beginning 
to develop a s-ocial and polit11.:al 
..:onsdousness, he was 111 limbo between 
Hlal·k athlete~ ,,·1th whom he 
sympatluzed. and ~traight white wcb. 
··Black~ and while, were ~eparated 
"He was the best linebacker we ever founder of the I 11st it utc for the Study phy~1call) and culturally:· Ch un:h s:llll. 
had on the freshman team:· Oregon of Sport and Society in Berkeky. Ev<:n '"The whill' athletl'S generally lived 111 
State's football coai:h said. But this in such an unlikely place as, Wyoming. fraterniry housc~. whik the Black~ lived 
spring '"he marchcd into my office and several high sd1ool basketball and in the dorm~. The Black athktes wcre 
told me he wasn't con11ng out. I football players in two communities much more aware of their own dignity 
cmilan't helicvc 11. It made me ~ick lo quit thc1r teams rathl'r lhan pla) for a than the whit1.:s. Th1.:) bq!an to rl'Jt'Cl 
,cc what I was sei:ing. Hc was wearing dictatorial coach. thc ~ubservicnt position i:oadll·~ put 
~andals. No sm:ks. llb ha1rwasdownto ·1 hrl'C lor1111.:r l!n1vcr~1t) of players in. They unden,tood thc lll)lh 
hi~ shoulder~. llc had a long heard. It Minnesot:1 athletes expla111ed recl•ntly. of athk1il:~: th:it thl'Y build character. 
was hell tor me. The kid just turned my why. after devoting a !,!OOd part of their that they build men. that victory i~ tht' 
,tomach. I recru111.:d him thinking he hvc~ to sport,. they finall) ~aid. ··Ful·k highe,t goal.·· 
wa~ Jack ~rmstrong. l was wrong. lie i1··. Stl'\'l' Church. star foC\lhall playcr JI C'hurd1\, political lcanrng, got him 
turnedouttobi:afreethinker." a local high school. played for 11110 trouble more tha11 ,incl' w11h h1~ 
Somewhere. way hack in the corner l\1mne~ota·~ freshman team tn 1'168. B} \\·lute teammate~. After he attended an 
of America's locker rooms. past the traditional standards he did quill' well. ant1·war 1all) 111 Chicago 111 I''"''· many 
taperc·d torsos. trec stump calves and playing linebacker and guard on the player, ~topped talking to 111m. Church 
,tretched out Jocl,;s. there's a strong sami: unit that later induded some wa~ lahl'lcu a ··fud,111!! :1ctiv1st" b,: 
odor. It i, clearly not the smell of var,it} stalwarts. But by spring practice white pla} ers when he worked 111 a 
,weal\' men Jnd tlll·ir gruhh} of l'lh'l. ··11ust started losing all desire group that supportl·d a Black takl·nver 
cquipm~nt. It h somethmg 111ore subtle. to hit other people and havl! people of the campus ad1111111strat1on huild111g. 
It's the smell that something 1~ wrong touch 111e,'"Chur1:h said. ··1 found myself 1"11e 111c,capahle analogies hetwce11 the 
hl!re among thl! all·Ameni:an boys and hatingtotouchpl'opleatallwhenbcfore mil1tar) and thl' collq!c football 
\\llh the svstem that hreeds them. Black vnu were constantlv heating vour head structur,• al~o began to !_!l'l to Church. 
.llhletes k;10w the ,tl'nt:h hecau~c they :1g:11 n st other pl'l;pk."" Th~ co;iche~ Foot hall coache~. h!..l· tht· ~lann,· Corp,. 
grew up with it. Now some of their would hl' out thL·1r ,cr1.:aming "Attack! an· 111t~·J:,;;i.1nl 111 liudd1n!! ··men··. 
white teammate~ an: lifting their heads Attack!' and I would ~tart to ~cc the ··Warmath wa, alway, tr) mg tn 111 ,till_ 
.111d sniffing the air. rJ1c phenomenon absurdity of the whole thmg. ·· thi, t':ibc• ,l'll,l' ,11 111a11hood 111 u,.·· 
has been dubbed the '"jock revolution" By August. I 'l6'l. when three-a-day ( 'hurd1 ~:11d. 
,ind b just as evident here 111 the pra..:tit:es bcgan. Church had had ··Each ye:11 Warm,11h g1\·,·, a kl·turl' 
ht·artland as it 1s on the coasb. enough. He Sl'nt Head Coach Murray on what ,1 Mmnc~ota foot hall pla} er 
In all. :1thletil: programs at more than Warmath a lctter explaining thc reasons should he. lie encouragl'd u~ to jo111 
100 schools have hccn thl' iiirget qf why he was quitting M111nesota toot hall. ROTC. lie told u, ahout hair lcngth 
,ome sort of protest since (<J<,7, reasons wl11ch r,1n d,·cpl!r than (~hort). It's constantly drilled into you 
.ll'l:ording to Jack St:ott. the unofficial objct:t ions to rhc tune and energy th;.11 )OU h:1ve to ho• ,uch ;.1nd ,ud1 to hc 
leJder of the athletic revolution and college football exacts from at hlef cs. a man. Thosl' l hat don ·1 contorm wun 't 
f-KLM N.. ~~~ "-f ......... by Phil Frank ~-~~~-~~~~_,..,.,~.r.r_,~.,..;::r...c;l a·n' •1• "''Y ?"'V-,' "1nc: . 
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play". Church cxplameJ. Thi: ultimate 
111sul1 coad1cs rcser\'e for players who 
make mistake~ on the field or step 
outs1dc a,i:cpted norm, of hchav1or is to 
t:JII them ··pus~)" . 
r h c I ac:t th,11 rnllegc football is 
"t<>tJll) h1g bus111e~, ·• is another reason 
Churd1 pulled out. "Football 1s not for 
the students. it'~ for the alumni," he 
,aid. Student mtercst in Big Ten sports 
ha~ droppl'd oft so drastically at 
l\-1111ne~ot:1 in recent vcars that the 
:\thkt11.: IJep:irtment ;sin the hole 
l 1nanc1all~. Jnd has lured :1 local 
adVl'rt1~mg agl'lll') to promotl' ticket 
sail·~. Churl'11 ~l·e~ more athletes 
bc:g1nn111g Ill quc,t1on thc ba~ic tenets of 
l·olle!,!,' toot ball. 
"':\II ~H.:ross the i:ountry you can see 
player, reJecting the old ways. At the 
college all-star games they were wearing 
pcai:e ~igns on their helmets. Other 
player~ ar,· m1.:rcly sticking out a few 
}'l'ar~ on till' te:Jm lo keep their 
sclwlar,h1p.'· Ill' cxplamed. 
Jar} J>ylt:, ~I. ~pent last basketball 
sea~on ,1, tht· re!>ldent freak on the 
~linnc~nt a tl'Jlll. The haskctball coach 
wa~ lllHkr constant pressure to make 
I'~ le cut hi~ hair. The Un1vers1ty's sports 
pubhc1t~ dcpart men t even refused to 
ta kl' Im pict un· heca u,e of his hair, he 
~aid. l'yk', at11tudc~ didn't exactly 
ep1to11111.: thosl! l'XpecteJ of a Big Ten 
,lthk·te. ,·1thl'L lit- ahcnall'd many sport~ 
I :1 n, w h l' 11 IH· w r o l c a 1c t t o'r 111 
mid-,e,1,1111 tu tho· ,tutkn t ncwpaper, 
,,,1c1ng hi' thought, ahuut the 
1rrckv,111q ot 1, 111nin)!. In thl• letler. he 
~:11d ~tudl'llh would he better off 
rl·admg f:ld11dg,· C'ka\'l'r than a local 
sport, col111nn1,1. Arden! sporh fans, 
1nclud111g till' columnist, did not 
Jpprl·,1at,· l'yk"s c':1.pression of his 
grll'".Jlll'C~. Thcy ~t·emed to feel that 1f 
he didn"t like the: way athletics were 
run. he should !!IW up hi~ S:!.500 
scholarshJ(l and 4u11 the tl'am. 
In rc.:~nt year~ lhl' University of 
l\laryland fnothall player~ and 
Prov1dl'lll'C l:n1vers11y trark 11ll'll have 
forl·ed autol'rat1l· and uupopular 
coaches to quit. The Cambodian 
intervention las! year brought a bitter 
reaction from many traditionally 
non-political athletes. Columbia 
University football players sent a 
protest lr!tter to Nixon while their Ivy 
League t ra1.:k colleagui:s issued sui.:h a 
strong protest of thi: invasion that the 
teams from the Army and Naval 
academics withdrew from the annual 
Heptagonal Games. Scott and the many 
people who look to him for leadership 
.arc attempting to humanize sport and 
make it relevant to people's lives. They 
want greater participation and 
democratization of athletics. 
Whatever the reason, athletes arc 
speaking o.ut as never before. Their 
voices undoubtedly will grow louder. 
But the sound may have to become 
deafening before the nation's sports 
establishment and sports fans hear it . 
. Witness Nebraska, where 60,000 fans 
.dress in red cowboy hats, red jackets 
and cowboy boots each weekend to 
root for the nation's "best" college 
team. 
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